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The Doctrine

When taken to the hospital, the old herdsman was sick, blind, and dying. While he was there his granddaughter came every day and read to him; the old man enjoyed the soft sound of the child’s voice. One day she found, in the room, a Bible left by a friend. She casually opened to 1 John 1 and began to read. He listened attentively, and when he heard the words “and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin,” he interrupted her.

“Tell me,” he said, “is that really there?”

“Yes, Grandpa, it’s there.”

“Could you read it to me again?”

“And the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.”

For a few seconds there was silence; then he asked, “Are you quite sure that’s there, in that book?”

“Yes, Grandpa, quite sure.”

“Please, take my hand and place my finger on that passage and read it to me again.” As she did it, tears dripped down from his sightless eyes, and his voice was heard speaking with difficulty but with great assurance.

“My dear child . . . if anyone should ask you how I died, please tell them that I died . . . cleansed.”

What this story shows is that the doctrine of atonement is not an abstract theory of salvation; it is, rather, the saving power of God in the lives of fallen, sinful beings.

What is atonement? In general, it could be said that the word atonement refers to the removal of any hindrance to fellowship with God. In a sense, atonement is the equivalent of reconciliation, but it also includes the idea of expiation, a fancy word that portrays the idea of removing any barrier that
exists between God and us. The doctrine of atonement emphasizes the sac-
rifice of Christ as the exclusive expiatory means by which the barrier
between us and God—which is sin—is removed, leaving us reconciled to
Him.

The atonement, in fact, is the biblical doctrine around which all others
revolve. It is centered in Christ’s life, death, resurrection, ascension, media-
tion, and return. It presupposes the presence of sin, our fundamental and
desperate need of salvation, and God’s loving disposition to save us.

A proper understanding of the biblical doctrine of God is also indispen-
sable for understanding the atonement. It was God’s love that made it pos-
sible to restore us to union and fellowship with Him through Jesus Christ.
We should never give the impression that the death of Christ was needed in
order to persuade God to love us. God sent Christ to die for us because He
already loved us. The biblical doctrine of atonement is grounded in God’s
love for sinful and rebellious creatures.

The fullness of the benefits of the atonement is enjoyed only by those
who, after being touched by the Holy Spirit, accept God’s offer of salvation
in Christ as the exclusive means of forgiveness and reconciliation. Their
hearts are possessed by love and gratitude to God and Christ for this infinite
sacrifice.

Thus, it’s our sincere hope that this quarter, as you study the meaning of
Christ’s substitutionary sacrifice, you will be moved toward a greater com-
mitment to the One who suffered so much for us, so that whether you live
or die, you can, like the old herdsman, do so in peace.
How to Use This Teachers Edition

Get Motivated to Explore, Practice, and Apply

We hope that this format of the teachers edition will encourage adult Sabbath School class members to do just that—explore, practice, and apply. Each weekly teachers lesson takes your class through the following learning process, based on the Natural Learning Cycle:

1. Why is this lesson important to me? (Motivate);
2. What do I need to know from God’s Word? (Explore);
3. How can I practice what I’ve learned from God’s Word? (Practice); and

And for teachers who haven’t had time to prepare during the week for class, there is a one-page outline of easy-to-digest material in “The Lesson in Brief” section.

Here’s a closer look at the four steps of the Natural Learning Cycle and suggestions for how you, the teacher, can approach each one:

**Step 1—Motivate:** Link the learners’ experiences to the central concept of the lesson to show why the lesson is relevant to their lives. Help them answer the question, Why is this week’s lesson important to me?

**Step 2—Explore:** Present learners with the biblical information they need to understand the central concept of the lesson. (Such information could include facts about the people; the setting; cultural, historical, and/or geographical details; the plot or what’s happening; and conflicts or tension of the texts you are studying.) Help learners answer the question, What do I need to know from God’s Word?

**Step 3—Practice:** Provide learners with opportunities to practice the information given in Step 2. This is a crucial step; information alone is not enough to help a person grow in Christ. Assist the learners in answering the question, How can I apply to my life what I’ve learned?

**Step 4—Apply:** Finally, encourage learners to be “doers of the word, and not hearers only” (James 1:22). Invite them to make a life response to the lesson. This step provides individuals and groups with opportunities for creative self-expression and exploration. All such activities should help learners answer the question, With God’s help, what can I do with what I’ve learned from this week’s lesson?

When teachers use material from each of these four steps, they will appeal to most every student in their class: those who enjoy talking about what’s happening in their lives, those who want more information about the texts being studied, those who want to know how it all fits in with real life, and those who want to get out and apply what they’ve learned.
God’s Nature: The Basis of Atonement

**SABBATH AFTERNOON**

**Read for This Week’s Study:** Ps. 139:1–4; Isa. 46:10; John 1:4; Rom. 5:8; 8:37–39; 1 John 5:11, 12.

**Memory Text:** “‘I make known the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still to come. I say: My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please’” (Isaiah 46:10, NIV).

**Key Thought:** God’s work of salvation is a self-willed outflow of His very nature; it does not require sinners to persuade Him to love them.

There are many mysteries about God, things about Him, His nature, His holiness, and His power, that we just cannot understand. Yet, there is one aspect about Him that we can begin to understand; namely, His love, a love manifested to us through His Son’s redemptive work, a work that touches us at the individual and personal level, a work that is the outgrowth of God’s own nature and being.

This week we begin our study of the doctrine of salvation, and we do so with the recognition that the driving force in our salvation is the greatness and love of our God. Nothing outside God forced Him to do what He did for us through His Son. Instead, it is because of His very nature itself that He has poured out His love and grace toward this fallen world.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, October 4.*
Eternal God

What do the words “in the beginning God created . . .” (Gen. 1:1) imply about the nature of God? Before you answer, read also Genesis 21:33 and Psalm 90:2.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

The concept of eternity is difficult for us to understand. We are finite creatures (at least in this life). We know that we will die. In fact, everything that we relate to is transitory: It’s here today but will one day be gone. Everything in this world had a beginning and will have an end. In contrast, the idea of God never having a beginning and never having an end isn’t easy to understand, not with minds so used to thinking in finite terms.

Read Psalm 102:25–27. To whom is this passage applied in the New Testament? (See Heb. 1:10–12.) What’s the message there, along with Psalm 90:2, about the length of God’s existence?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Because God is eternal, because He existed before all created things, He has to be self-existent. Creatures, in contrast, are not. We all need air, water, and food to preserve our existence (Gen. 1:29), while God needs nothing to exist. Throughout eternity, before He made anything, there was nothing else apart from God. He therefore existed by Himself, dependent upon nothing. He is life in Himself. And only He who is life in Himself, the Eternal Self-existing One, can restore life to repentant sinners. Created life, both now and for eternity, all comes from God, the great Life-Giver (see John 1:4; 1 John 5:11, 12). We are dependent upon Him for everything.

Think about how dependent you are on God for your life here and now. How much more so for eternal life? How should your realization of this dependence help foster in you a sense of humility? Why is arrogance such a repulsive trait in the eyes of God?
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: Isaiah 46:10

The Student Will:

Know: That God loves His created beings.
Feel: Confident that He loves unconditionally.
Do: Seek the intimacy of this relationship.

Learning Outline:

I. The Importance of Understanding God’s Character and Nature

A God’s character is love. He has love for all His creatures, even when they sin. As Christians, how are we called to love—even the most despicable?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

B Because God loved us, He was proactive and made a plan for salvation before it was needed. When God knew all of our dirty little secrets, why didn’t He just write off planet Earth and start over? What does this tell you about His love for other created beings in the universe?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

II. A Creating God (Ps. 19:1–3; Rom. 1:20, 21)

A God doesn’t need a public relations firm to promote His image. We can learn much about Him through the nature around us (Ps. 19:1–3). How does Satan use the idea of evolution to cast doubt about the character and nature of God (Rom. 1:20, 21)?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

B Paul describes Christians as newly created beings (2 Cor. 5:17). Imagine God breathing the first breath of life into Adam. What is the equivalent in our lives? How can we experience it? How often do we need God’s breath?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Summary: God wants to re-create new creatures in this sin-damaged world. Let’s allow Him to do that in us daily.
A Loving God

The mystery of God lies beyond our full understanding. He is not an object that we can find by ourselves (Job 11:7). The Bible does not give us a systematic and philosophical description of His being. It presents a God who reveals Himself through His actions, through the way He relates to us. We come to know who He is by what He tells us about Himself; otherwise we would know little about Him.

The Scriptures tell us that God is by nature love; that is to say, the essence of His being is self-giving, and this is expressed in concern for the well-being of others.

What do the following texts tell us about the character and nature of God? Ps. 118:1–4; Rom. 5:8; 8:37–39; 1 John 4:8, 9, 16.

The statement “God is love” takes us into the core of the divine and tells us (1) “God is love” means that an exploration into God’s essence would reveal that it is, by nature, love. This understanding of the nature of God is of extreme importance in the doctrine of atonement. (2) “God is love” means that He is a relational Being; He enjoys by nature fellowshipping with His creatures. It is precisely in that personal interaction that He reveals His love. If we want to know whether God loves us or not, we do not examine our feelings and emotions but look at the way He has treated us in spite of our sinfulness. (3) “God is love” means that there is nothing outside God that can move Him to love us. Because God is by nature love, it is unnecessary, even impossible, for us to make ourselves lovable in order to be accepted by Him. And nothing, of course, reveals His love toward us more than the plan of salvation. Indeed, the moment we fell into sin, Christ became our Mediator, Redeemer, and Savior—the ultimate expression of God’s love toward the fallen race.

“Since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another” (1 John 4:11, NIV). What are practical ways in which you can express love toward others? What things in your own life hinder you from showing that love?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

As our minds stretch to wrap around the concepts of God and particularly His nature as they are presented in the Scriptures, we are at once humbled and inspired. Calvin Coolidge described how he would stand in the evening at an open window to contemplate the largeness of space and the vast numbers of stars, in order to remember his place in the universe. When we put our arms on the window casements of heaven and consider the many facets of our eternal, holy, and loving God, the windows of our soul are opened, and the light from God's throne brightens, uplifts, and ennobles our own nature. Ask class members what activities help them contemplate God's attributes.

Alternative: Review the qualities of God’s nature examined in the lesson: eternal, holy, creative, loving, all-knowing. Ask your class to extend the list by brainstorming other qualities of God’s nature.

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. God Is Eternal (Review Genesis 1:1 with your class.)

We share, or hope to share, a number of God’s characteristics. But God’s eternal nature is one that always will be uniquely His. “The opening words of Scripture . . . draw a striking contrast between all that is human, temporal, and finite, and that which is divine, eternal, and infinite.”—The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 1, p. 207.

Consider This: In the light of Colossians 1:15–19, discuss what impact God’s eternal nature has on His provision for our salvation.

II. God Is Love (Review Romans 8:31–39 in The Message, if possible.)

Love is one of those aspects of God’s nature that we greatly need to be a part of our nature, and it is awakened by contemplating God’s love for us. “Children of the heavenly King! Precious promise! Theme for the most pro-
God as Creator

“Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath made us, and not we ourselves; we are his people, and the sheep of his pasture” (Ps. 100:3).

Scripture is unequivocal: God is the Creator. Without this fundamental truth, the Bible message becomes meaningless. On the other hand, God as Creator means that He is to be distinguished from creation, that He is not part of the created order. God as the Creator means that there was nothing before Him or before His acts of creation (Rom. 4:17, Heb. 11:3). God as Creator means that everything belongs to Him and depends on His power and benevolence for subsistence (Pss. 24:1, 2; 104:10–14). God as Creator means that creation reveals the glory and power of its Creator (Ps. 19:1–3, Rom. 1:20).

What did the Creator promise to a world damaged by sin? Isa. 65:17, Rev. 21:1.

The Bible explicitly states that God created and sustains everything through the power of His Son (John 1:1–3; Heb. 1:2, 3). The atonement is God’s solution to the problem of sin within this creation. Instead of leaving us to reap the ultimate rewards of sin and rebellion, which would be eternal ruin, He instituted the plan of salvation.

How does Paul describe those who are in Christ? 2 Cor. 5:17.

The power God displayed during the creation of the universe is the same power He employs in re-creating fallen human beings into His own image. He brought everything into existence through the power of His word (Ps. 33:6), and now it is also through the power of His incarnate word in Christ that He re-creates us (John 1:1, 12, 13; 2 Cor. 4:16).

Is there something that you personally have created and sustained, something that you put a lot of work and care into? In what ways does your act of creating it give you ownership over it? How do you feel about what you have made? How, in a small way, might this comparison help us understand what we mean to God, our Creator?
found meditation! The matchless love of God for a world that did not love Him! The thought has a subduing power upon the soul and brings the mind into captivity to the will of God.”—Ellen G. White, Steps to Christ, p. 15.

**Consider This:** What Bible stories help you meditate on the love of God?

### III. God Is Creator *(Review John 1:1–14.)*

**Consider This:** What examples from Scripture can you use to demonstrate God’s intentions to re-create us in His image and restore our relationship to Him? Examine 2 Corinthians 4:11 and John 17:24, 25.

“As Gen. 1 sets forth the nature of creation and the fact that man was originally formed in the image of God, so the prologue to the Gospel of John sets forth the nature of the Creator (vs. 1-4) and the means by which God purposed to make possible the re-creation of His image in man (vs. 5-14).”—*The SDA Bible Commentary*, vol 5, p. 896.

- How do verses 12–14 of John 1 describe the re-creative power of God? What part do we play in this restoration process?

### IV. God Is Holy *(Review Isaiah 57:15.)*

The sanctuary service was designed to demonstrate the holy nature of God and His provisions to restore us to Himself. “The sanctuary was not designed to honor man, but the God of heaven. He had given specific directions how everything was to be done. The people were to be taught that He was a being of greatness and majesty, and that He was to be worshiped with reverence and awe.”—Ellen G. White, *Testimonies for the Church*, vol. 5, p. 268.

**Consider This:** In the light of Hebrews 9:11–15, 28, discuss what aspects of the sanctuary service illustrated the holiness of God’s character and what aspects of the sanctuary service illustrated how God designs to make His people holy.
Holy God

Read Isaiah 40:25 and Isaiah 57:15. What do these texts tell us about the nature of God?

The holiness of God is not simply an attribute of God but, like love, reveals what He is in Himself. At least two fundamental ideas are associated with His holiness.

First, it describes God as unique. The term *holy* usually designates what has been placed at the exclusive and unique service of the Lord. But when *holy* is applied to God, it emphasizes the fact that He is unique and incomparable. There is no one in the universe like our sublime and majestic God (see Isa. 46:5, 9), and only He is worthy of our worship.

Second, God being holy does not mean that He is distant and inaccessible to us and unable to have fellowship with us. His holiness and His love are inseparable. His holiness reveals itself in His willingness to dwell with the contrite and lowly in spirit. By approaching them and dwelling among them, the Holy One allows His creatures to participate in His holiness.

What promise is found in the following verse? 2 Cor. 5:21.

God’s holiness does not tolerate sin but actively reacts against it (Isa. 5:24, Hos. 9:15, Rom. 1:18). “Your eyes are too pure to look on evil; you cannot tolerate wrong” (Hab. 1:13, NIV). God’s natural hatred for sin made necessary the role of a Mediator. God designed a way by which sinners could be sanctified and enjoy fellowship with Him again. This was possible through Christ, in whom atonement and holiness were mysteriously united. The Holy One was born as a baby on this planet of sin and impurity (Luke 1:35) to sanctify us through the power of His atoning death: “We have been made holy through the sacrifice of the body of Jesus Christ” (Heb. 10:10, NIV).

Someone says, “Why do I need a Savior? I’m not that bad, certainly not as bad as many others.” How should our understanding of God’s holiness help us answer this person correctly?
V. God Is All-Knowing (Review Psalm 139:1–4, 15, 16.)

**Consider This:** How do you know God is omniscient? What evidence can you find of this in Scripture?

Since God knows the end from the beginning, He knew that sin would enter the world, the havoc it would create, and what to do about it (1 Pet. 1:19, 20). He knew that Israel would fail as a nation and predicted the rise and fall of the world powers before He would finally set up His kingdom (Daniel 2).

**STEP 3—Practice**

**Object Lesson:**

“As the bow in the cloud is formed by the union of the sunlight and the shower, so the rainbow encircling the throne represents the combined power of mercy and justice. It is not justice alone that is to be maintained; for this would eclipse the glory of the rainbow of promise above the throne; man could see only the penalty of the law. Were there no justice, no penalty, there would be no stability to the government of God. It is the mingling of judgment and mercy that makes salvation full and complete.”—The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 6, pp. 1071, 1072.

**Consider This:** Illustrate this concept with a glass of water or prism in a window or other means of making a rainbow. What aspects of God’s nature inspire awe and respect? What aspects of God’s nature inspire a desire for love and intimacy? How do these aspects of God’s nature interrelate?

**Life Applications:**

1. The Psalms and Isaiah are wonderful sources of readings on God’s nature. Divide into small groups and give each group one of the following chapters to examine for characteristics of God’s nature: Psalm 18, 139, Isaiah 43, 55.

2. List some of the things that God knows that we don’t. (For examples, see
Omniscient God

What do these texts tell us about God’s knowledge? Ps. 139:1–4, 15, 16; Isa. 46:10; Matt. 10:30.

God is omniscient; that is, “he knows everything” (1 John 3:20, NIV). Nothing is hidden from Him. “Nothing in all creation is hidden from God’s sight. Everything is uncovered and laid bare before the eyes” of the Lord (Heb. 4:13, NIV). All the spheres of His creation are inundated by His presence, and therefore He knows every dimension of it (Ps. 139:7–10). His knowledge of us is perfect and complete. God alone possesses pure objectivity, because He alone knows everything from every possible perspective.

It is not only that the Lord fully knows what is; He also perfectly knows what will be in the future (Isa. 46:10; Matt. 26:34, 74, 75). The future is no more hidden from Him than is either the past or the present.

What does 1 Peter 1:19, 20 tell us about God’s foreknowledge regarding the rise of sin?

God’s omniscience is of great significance for the doctrine of atonement. Because God knows everything, sin was not something that caught Him by surprise. The God who perfectly knows all His creatures knew in advance about the fall of one of His cherubim, and so He formulated a plan to deal with the problem of sin, even before it arose in humans: “Where sin increased, grace increased all the more” (Rom. 5:20, NIV). Therefore, God’s decision to save us was hidden in eternity and revealed in Christ. This is “the mystery hidden for long ages past” (Rom. 16:25, NIV), “hidden in God, who created all things” (Eph. 3:9, NIV). Before God created anything, He had foreseen the origin of sin and decided to defeat it instead of fearfully running away from it. From the divine perspective, Christ is “the Lamb that was slain from the foundation of the world” (Rev. 13:8).

God knows everything about you, things that no one else would even dare suspect. And despite that knowledge, He still loves you. How should that help influence how you treat others, despite their faults?
TEACHERS COMMENTS

Learning Cycle CONTINUED

Isa. 46:10, Daniel 12, Matt. 10:30, Rom. 16:25, and Heb. 4:13.) How does this review of God’s omniscience affect your relationship to Him?

Describe characteristics of the heavenly sanctuary that illustrate the eternal, holy, creative, redemptive, and loving nature of God. How does your understanding of God’s nature help you relate to Hebrews 10:19–24?

STEP 4—Apply

Consider This: Try these ideas in your Sabbath School class or suggest them as activities for members to try on their own.

1 Divide into small groups and ask each group to write an original psalm based on a particular theme taken from an aspect of God’s nature. For example, Psalm 139 is centered on God’s omniscience.

2 Visualize God’s heavenly throne room as a place where we “approach the throne of grace with confidence” (Heb. 4:16, NIV), using such texts as Revelation 4, 22, and Ezekiel 1. What aspects of God’s nature are illustrated by the rainbow, fire, the four living creatures, lightning and thunder, the river of life, etc.?

3 Divide into small groups and assign one aspect of God’s nature to each group. Then ask each group to choose two or three verses of Scripture that describe that particular attribute. In responsive reading style, ask each group to read together the verses they chose. (The members of each group should have access to the same version of the Bible.)

4 Do a prayer walk, focusing on attributes of God as illustrated in the works of nature. What do you see in the natural world that illustrates God’s justice? His love? His holiness? His eternal nature?

5 Find songs in a hymnal that speak of the various aspects of God’s nature. Close your Sabbath School with one of these hymns, such as number 21, “Immortal, Invisible, God Only Wise,” in The Seventh-day Adventist Hymnal (1985).

6 Close your class with prayer by inviting your members to offer sentence prayers acknowledging and praising God for particular aspects of His nature.
Further Study: God and Redemption: “Only as we contemplate the great plan of redemption can we have a just appreciation of the character of God. The work of creation was a manifestation of His love; but the gift of God to save the guilty and ruined race, alone reveals the infinite depths of divine tenderness and compassion.” —Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, vol. 5, p. 739.

Forgiveness and Justice: “When we study the divine character in the light of the cross we see mercy, tenderness, and forgiveness blended with equity and justice. We see in the midst of the throne One bearing in hands and feet and side the marks of the suffering endured to reconcile man to God. We see a Father, infinite, dwelling in light unapproachable, yet receiving us to Himself through the merits of His Son. The cloud of vengeance that threatened only misery and despair, in the light reflected from the cross reveals the writing of God: Live, sinner, live! ye penitent, believing souls, live! I have paid a ransom.” —Ellen G. White, The Acts of the Apostles, p. 333.

Discussion Questions:

1. Go back over the main points of this week’s lesson. What other aspects of God’s essential nature can you think of, and what role would they play in the plan of salvation?

2. What can we learn about God’s holiness that would help us better understand what it means for us to be holy?

3. Some people struggle with the question of God’s foreknowledge and our free will. How free are we in our choices if God knew beforehand what choices we would make? Discuss.

Summary: The God who is life in Himself is the only One who can restore life to us. We are loved by Him, not because we earned that love but because He is love in Himself and continues to love us, in spite of our sin. He also wants to re-create us, and He is able because He is the Creator. As a holy God who cannot tolerate sin in His presence, He is able to sanctify us through Christ. His all-encompassing knowledge reveals that sin was not an unexpected phenomenon but something that He foresaw and was prepared to deal with.
Cosmic Crisis: The Disruption of God’s Established Order

SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Gen. 3:4, 5; Job 1:8–11; Isa. 14:13, 14; Ezek. 28:14–17; Rev. 12:7–9.

Memory Text: “He [Christ] is before all things, and in him all things hold together” (Colossians 1:17, NIV).

Key Thought: To show the origins of Satan’s fall and how he brought the battle to earth.

No matter how much Lucifer had, no matter how exalted he was, it wasn’t enough. He wanted more. Thus began the “mystery of iniquity” (2 Thess. 2:7), the origin of sin in God’s universe.

The origin of evil within this perfect being will remain a mystery, because there was no reason for it. If it could be explained, it could be justified. It began with the first small step that Lucifer took in cherishing a particular emotion and desire. The conflicting emotions within Lucifer, together with the misuse of his God-given freedom, resulted in a cosmic conflict, a full-fledged rebellion against God in which suffering and death have impacted innumerable creatures. Today each one of us is living with the results of this conflict.

But don’t despair. As we will see in future lessons, Christ came to bring a fair and just resolution to issues that caused this cosmic crisis.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, October 11.
Sin: Its Origin

Read Ezekiel 28:14–17. What does this tell us about the origin of sin? What was Lucifer like before he fell?

Unlike God, who is eternal, evil and sin had a beginning; that is, there was a time they didn’t exist. Because God is love and holy, and everything He created was good, sin did not originate in Him. Ezekiel makes it clear that sin mysteriously started in a creature who was created good: “‘You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created till wickedness was found in you’” (Ezek. 28:15, NIV). “Blameless” (Heb. tamim, “complete”) designates the wholeness of this creature as he came from the hands of the Creator. Notice, too, that sin began in a cherub, an exalted being. The cherubim were closer to God than any other angelic beings. Two were placed as guardians by the entrance of Eden (Gen. 3:24). A pair, made of gold, was placed on the ark of the covenant (Exod. 25:18–20). The position of the cherubim on the ark illustrates the high position of this cherub, who stood in the light of God’s presence in God’s dwelling (Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, p. 758). Sin originated, then, in a celestial being who was very close to the throne of God. The phrase “holy mountain of God” designates the heavenly temple, where God dwells among His creatures, the celestial center of government.

The self-corruption of this cherub, Lucifer, was rooted in a selfishness that misused the gifts of beauty and wisdom that God gave him. He mysteriously allowed his emotions and feelings to prevail over his reason, and consequently his wholeness was corrupted. “‘You corrupted your wisdom’”’ (Ezek. 28:17, NIV, emphasis added); God placed the blame squarely on Lucifer himself. Instead of holding to the divine order, according to which his gifts were to be used to enrich others, Lucifer perceived himself as superior to everyone else in beauty, splendor, and wisdom. “Little by little Satan came to indulge the desire for self-exaltation” and God’s established order was disrupted.—Ellen G. White, The Faith I Live By, p. 66.

How often has it been that no matter what you had, you still wanted more? Whose character are you manifesting? Why is that so opposite to the character of Christ?
The Lesson in Brief

**Key Text:** Colossians 1:17

**The Student Will:**
- **Know:** Lucifer’s desires caused grief for the entire universe.
- **Feel:** God’s law is an expression of His true character.
- **Do:** Determine to seek a daily relationship with Jesus, asking Him to keep you from temptation.

**Learning Outline:**

I. It’s Heaven—Isn’t It Supposed to Be Peaceful? *(Isa. 14:13, 14; Ezek. 28:14–17)*

A. Lucifer was created as a beautiful creature with an honored position. Discuss what heaven may have been like before Lucifer began to agitate for change.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

B. As Lucifer became discontented, he began to talk to other angels. Why wasn’t he happy with the position he held? What does this tell us about our trying to obtain power? How did Satan’s complaining to the other angels spread the trouble? How does this apply to us and how we deal with dissatisfaction in our lives? Are there times when we use this same behavior to spread discontent at church or at work?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

II. The Law and Our Independence *(John 5:3; 14:15, 21)*

From the foundation of the universe God established laws for the benefit of His created beings. How can we view these as giving us independence rather than being constricting? Discuss a world without God’s law. What would it be like?

**Summary:** God’s law was given for our good and for our benefit. We need the law in order to know how to live properly.
**Attack on God**

**How** did Isaiah describe the true intentions of the rebellious cherub? What was in his heart, his inner being? What was his real motive? *Isa. 14:13, 14.*

As the strange, selfish feelings and emotions of the cherub gained ascendancy over his higher powers and reason, he became bolder. He perverted and misused the freedom that God had entrusted to him, even to the point where He wanted to usurp God's own authority.

In Ezekiel 28:15, a contrast is made between the condition of the cherub as a good creature from the hand of his Creator and what he, the creature, had become. He was at first “blameless” (*NIV*), whole, lacking nothing, but something new was formed within him: The verse says that “iniquity,” or “wickedness” (*NIV*), was found in him. This term in the Old Testament can be used to mean duplicity, unholy ambition, lying, and apostasy.

Ezekiel also said, “‘Your heart became proud [Heb. *gabah*, ‘to be high,’ ‘to be exalted’]’” (*Ezek. 28:17, NIV*). To be proud can include perceiving oneself as being more than one really is, or viewing oneself as superior to others. It also can lead to behavior that ignores God’s will (*Ps. 10:4, Jer. 13:15*) and that opposes God Himself (*Ezek. 28:2*). One could easily conclude that the fallen cherub was being disloyal to God, attacking Him, speaking lies, and acting deceptively.

**How** did the serpent misrepresent God to Eve? *Gen. 3:4, 5.*

In order for Satan to persuade Eve to disobey God, he sought to attack the character of God. He said, basically, that God was fundamentally a selfish being who limits the development of His intelligent creatures, keeping them in a state of involuntary submission through a threat of death. He was not what He claimed to be, a God of love, but was camouflaging His true nature through the appearance of a loving attitude. Satan was projecting onto God His own deceitful nature and the real intentions of his corrupted heart. His attack in heaven against God and God’s loving nature was now being transferred to this planet.

“Had Lucifer really desired to be like the Most High, he would never have deserted his appointed place in heaven; for the spirit of the Most High is manifested in unselfish ministry. Lucifer desired God’s power, but not His character.”—Ellen G. White, *The Desire of Ages*, p. 435.

**How can we avoid falling into this same spiritual trap as these principles are played out around us more and more subtly?**
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

The inexplicable happened; in the most beautiful and wise of all God’s creatures was found doubt and rejection of the all-loving, all-wise God who made him. And from that small seed of rejection has developed all the lies and violence of war against God in heaven and on earth. While there is no reason for why rebellion started in Lucifer’s heart, ask your class members to comment on why we need to examine the path of Satan’s fall into sin.

Alternative: Using a picture of a beautiful garden and a picture of disaster and violence, ask your class to contrast the scenes. What were the steps that led Satan from Paradise into the horrors of war against God?

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. The Origin of Sin (Review Isaiah 14:13, 14 and Ezekiel 28:14–17.)

Though Ezekiel refers to the king of Tyre and Isaiah refers to the king of Babylon, it is difficult to make a literal connection from the descriptions in these verses to activities of earthly kings. However, these earthly kings were imitating their real leader, Satan. Understood in this light, these passages provide us with a “history of the origin, initial position, and downfall of the angel who later became known as the devil and Satan.”—The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 4, p. 675.

Consider This: What advantages did Lucifer have in position, form, and relationship to God? The prophet Ezekiel seems to dwell at length on these advantages. Why?

II. Lucifer Attacks God (Review Genesis 3:4, 5.)

Though Lucifer was right next to God, he wanted to be above God.
Sin and the Law of God

The law is an expression of the character and will of the Lawgiver. The psalmist wrote, “‘I desire to do your will, O my God; your law is within my heart’” (Ps. 40:8, NIV). Here the will of God has been internalized and has become part of the character of the psalmist. In other words, the character of God is being appropriated through submission to the divine will expressed in the law.

**How do these texts help us understand the link between God’s love and His law?** Matt. 22:37–40; John 3:16; 14:15, 21; 1 John 5:3.

When John wrote, “The devil has been sinning from the beginning” (1 John 3:8, NIV), he was saying that Satan, in heaven, rebelled against the loving will of God.

In contrast to loving obedience, there is lawlessness (see 1 John 3:4). The word lawlessness (anomia) refers to a deep-seated attitude in the heart of rebellious human beings. It speaks of chaos and anarchy as the substitutes for the divine law and for what it stands for, the divine character. The cosmic conflict is against God and what He is in Himself. Paul describes the end-time eschatological antichrist as “the man of lawlessness” (2 Thess. 2:3, NIV) and refers to the phenomenon of sin as the “mystery of anomia” (vs. 7).

**Review** God’s command to Adam and Satan’s words to Eve (Gen. 2:17; 3:4, 5). What was going on here?

Genesis 2:17 was a clear expression of God’s love for Adam and Eve and His intense desire to enjoy their fellowship forever. He clearly did not want them to experience death; otherwise, why alert them to the possibility of it? Created as free beings, Adam and Eve had to demonstrate their willingness to enjoy eternity with the Creator. Their obedience to the divine command would show that they were freely choosing to enjoy eternal life with Him. It is that clearly expressed divine will that Satan attacks and opposes, offering instead total “independence” from God. This was his basic agenda in heaven: independence from the divine command, being his own law without accountability to anyone.

**In what subtle ways is Satan still trying to get us to declare our “independence” from God? How can we protect ourselves from this deadly deception?**
“Instead of seeking to make God supreme in the affections and allegiance of all created beings, it was his endeavor to secure their service and loyalty to himself.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 35. At first Lucifer covered his tracks by pretending reverence, but in his dealings with the angels he began insinuating doubts about the nature of God.

**Consider This:** What doubts about God did the serpent try to awaken in Eve’s mind?

### III. Lucifer Attacks God’s Law *(Review Matthew 22:37–40.)*

God has represented His laws as expressions of love. When we obey God’s will, we are acting in a loving way to God and those around us. But Lucifer misrepresented these laws as repressive and unnecessary. “He began to insinuate doubts concerning the laws that governed heavenly beings, intimating that though laws might be necessary for the inhabitants of the worlds, angels, being more exalted, needed no such restraint, for their own wisdom was a sufficient guide.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 37.

**Consider This:** How does Satan tempt us to disregard God’s laws as rules that don’t apply to us? Examine Luke 11:42 and Galatians 5:13–15.

### IV. Lucifer Attacks God’s Government *(Review Colossians 1:16, 17.)*

**Consider This:** What role does Christ play in the government of the universe? In refusing to acknowledge Christ’s supremacy, where did Lucifer find himself in relationship to the universe?

“God’s government included not only the inhabitants of heaven, but of all the worlds that He had created; and Lucifer had concluded that if he could carry the angels of heaven with him in rebellion, he could carry also all the worlds.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 41. God had to let Lucifer’s plans ripen into full revolt, so that all the worlds could see the true nature of His accusations against God.

**How did Satan attack God’s methods of government in dealing with Job?** *(See Job 1:8–11.)*
Sin as Rebellion Against God’s Government

How does Paul describe the cosmic role of Christ? Col. 1:16, 17.

That which integrates creation into a harmonious unity are not the laws of nature, important as they are, but the power of a loving God in the person of Christ. Love is not only the bond that keeps Christians united (Col. 3:14) but the bond that holds the universe together. It is not an impersonal force but the very essence of God Himself. An attack against God is an attack against the way He rules the universe and, therefore, is an attempt to upset the divine order of creation.

Read Job 1:8–11. Where do you see in these verses an attack on God Himself by Satan?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

The charges Satan raised against both Job and God reflect the charges he raised against God in heaven. According to him, Job served God out of selfish concerns, not out of love. He served God in order to obtain things from Him, and God provided for Job in order to gain his service. Satan argued that God’s government was characterized by selfishness—not by selfless love, as God claimed. According to him, the true nature of humans is revealed in the midst of chaos, and if given the chance, they would rebel against God.

“All things Christ received from God, but He took to give. So in the heavenly courts, in His ministry for all created beings: through the beloved Son, the Father’s life flows out to all; through the Son it returns, in praise and joyous service, a tide of love, to the great Source of all. And thus through Christ the circuit of beneficence is complete, representing the character of the great Giver, the law of life.

“In heaven itself this law was broken. Sin originated in self-seeking. Lucifer, the covering cherub, desired to be first in heaven.”—Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, p. 21.

How can you better fit in with this “circuit of beneficence”?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

V. War in Heaven (Review Revelation 12:7–9.)

When Lucifer declared his determination to follow only the Father and not Christ, the Father pronounced the sentence that Lucifer and his angel followers should be cast out of heaven. Satan did not go willingly, but eventually he and his angel followers were thrown to the earth. “Satan became the avowed antagonist of Christ. On the earth he planted the standard of rebellion, and round it his sympathizers rallied.”—The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 7, p. 973.

Consider This: How has Satan carried on his work of rebellion here on earth? What is his purpose? (See Zech. 3:1, John 8:44.)

STEP 3—Practice

Object Lesson:

Ask two people to come to the front of the class and each tenderly and carefully make a clay person. Put a bowl of water between them and announce, “The little people you have just made are spitting in your face. [Flick water at the creators.] What are you going to do about it?” (Coach your helpers ahead of time of your expectations.) One person should smash his creation; the other should turn her back.

Consider This: Discuss God’s options in dealing with Lucifer. If God had destroyed Lucifer right away, what might have happened? If God had ignored Lucifer and the problems he was causing, what might have happened? How does God handle rebellion?

Life Applications:

1. Consider the laws we have today: traffic laws, tax laws, city ordinances, church and school policies, etc. How should we relate to laws that we disagree with? Compare Acts 4:19, 20 with 1 Peter 2:13–18.

2. Lucifer declared himself to be the defender of liberty for angels who were being oppressed by God’s overbearing laws. What is the proper relationship between liberty and law? Examine Matthew 5:17–20, Romans 14:13–19, and Romans 15:1–8 as part of your discussion.
War in Heaven

Two words used by Ezekiel could help us understand the strategy of Lucifer’s attack against God.

The first word is *trade* (“your widespread trade” [Ezek. 28:16, NIV]); he was involved in “widespread trade.” The word translated “trade” also could be rendered “slander,” suggesting that in heaven Lucifer was involved in raising false accusations against God and probably other heavenly beings. *Slander* is evil speech intended to damage the reputation of others, and it can describe the behavior of a person who has chosen to ignore the will of God and who stands under divine judgment (Lev. 19:16, Jer. 6:28–30). It results in division and disorder (2 Cor. 12:20). Satan is described in the Bible as the accuser or slanderer of God’s people, the adversary (Zech. 3:1, Rev. 12:10). Satan did not hold “ ‘to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies’ ” (John 8:44, NIV).

This slander led Satan to *violence*, the second important word (Ezek. 28:16). *Violence* designates an antisocial behavior that violates God’s established order. It is motivated by hate or egotism and could lead to physical and social attacks. In some cases it results in murder or in the exploitation of others for personal benefit (Gen. 49:5, Mic. 6:12). Satan was a “ ‘murderer from the beginning’ ” in that he introduced violence and death into God’s creation (John 8:44).

**What was the final result of the anti-God behavior of Lucifer in heaven?** Rev. 12:7–9.

Slowly and mysteriously Satan’s selfish feelings were transformed into a behavior that was an open attack against God and His Son. What was at first hidden soon became visible, creating confusion and disorder. There was war in heaven. This was the beginning of the cosmic conflict in which we all are involved. Satan and his supporters were defeated in heaven and on the cross, and they will be extinguished from the universe at the appropriate time. The resolution of the sin problem not only restores the fallen human race to perfect and permanent union with God but will reestablish a perfect moral harmony throughout all of God’s creation.

**First come bad thoughts, which lead to bad words, which lead to bad actions. This happened to Satan, and unless we’re careful, it will happen to us. What’s our best defense?** See Phil. 4:8.
As parents, we often have to manage a delicate balance between keeping order and helping our children practice decision-making and learn from the consequences of their choices. How does God’s example in His dealings with Lucifer inform our parenting practices?

STEP 4—Apply

Consider This: Discuss the suggestions below as possible activities for the week ahead. Close with suggestion number 6.

1. Outline a plan whereby, with prayer, you implement something you have learned about God’s methods of dealing with challenges to His authority in your family or workplace.

2. Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr. are examples of people who challenged oppressive elements in the governments of their day. Compare and contrast their leadership with that of Lucifer. How should we relate to oppression in the institutions and governments in which we are involved? Is there something you need to do?

3. The principle of government illustrated by Christ is that of service: He receives from God in order to give. What has God given to you, personally, that you need to freely offer to others? How do you plan to do this?

4. The world of science in which we are immersed bases its premises on the concept that the laws of nature are the basic harmonizing principles of the universe. Colossians 1:16, 17 argues that it is Christ, a person rather than an impersonal system, who holds the universe together. What fundamental philosophies and activities in your life would be affected by recognizing and applying this principle?

5. Job found himself attacked by one who was really aiming his attacks at God. Job’s behavior and witness were evidence supporting God’s side in the case. How have you found yourself in a similar situation, and how can you respond in such a way as to support God’s cause?

**Further Study:** “There was one who perverted the freedom that God had granted to His creatures. Sin originated with him who, next to Christ, had been most honored of God and was highest in power and glory among the inhabitants of heaven. Lucifer, ‘son of the morning,’ was first of the covering cherubs, holy and undefiled. He stood in the presence of the great Creator, and the ceaseless beams of glory enshrouding the eternal God rested upon him.”—Ellen G. White, *Patriarchs and Prophets*, p. 35.

**Made a Final Choice:** “Lucifer in heaven had sinned in the light of God’s glory. To him as to no other created being was given a revelation of God’s love. Understanding the character of God, knowing His goodness, Satan chose to follow his own selfish, independent will. This choice was final. There was no more that God could do to save him.”—Ellen G. White, *The Desire of Ages*, pp. 761, 762.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. **Think about the fact that Lucifer was a “perfect” being, and yet, iniquity was found in him. What does that tell us about the kind of freedom God has given to His intelligent creatures?** What kind of moral responsibility does this freedom place on each of us?

2. **Keeping the idea of our freedom in mind, discuss the role of the law.** Why would law be so important for free beings? If we were not free, why would there be no need for law? That is, what’s the purpose of a law for beings who don’t have moral choices to begin with?

3. **Go back to the question at the end of Tuesday’s lesson.** What are the various ways Satan seeks to manifest his character in us, both individually and as a church? What are the things we do that show, at times, just how successful he has been?

**Summary:** Lucifer, a free being, abused the freedom that God gave him, and he cherished evil thoughts until those thoughts turned into action, action against God’s government and against God Himself. The result was a disruption of heaven’s established order. Truly, the issues of sin and rebellion have consequences beyond our mere earth.
Lesson 3 *October 11–17

The Fall Into Sin

Sabbath Afternoon

Read for This Week’s Study: Gen. 1–3, Rom. 3:9–18, 5:10–21, 6:16, 2 Pet. 2:19.

Memory Text: “Wretched man that I am! Who will set me free from the body of this death?” (Romans 7:24, NASB).

Key Thought: To look at the Fall and the horrible results it brought to humanity.

When used to designate the loss of human freedom caused by Adam’s and Eve’s sin, the word fall implies that sin lowered us from one level to another—in this case from a high moral and spiritual condition to one of corruption, oppression, and enslavement.

Though much is not revealed about the Fall in Eden, we have enough biblical information to understand that something happened that damaged not only human nature but even the planet itself. The result of that Fall is not encouraging. In fact, it would be all but hopeless were it not for the promise of the atonement in our behalf through Christ. Yet, we still need to see what has happened to us, because only when we see ourselves as we really are will the glory of the Cross reach us in its saving beauty and power.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, October 18.*
Rebellion in the Garden

What biblical evidence can you find in Genesis 1–3 to support the view that Adam and Eve rebelled against God? (See, for instance, Gen. 2:16, 17; 3:2, 3, 6.)

The word rebellion is not used in Genesis 1–3 to describe the sin of Adam and Eve, but the idea is nevertheless present. Not only did they openly violate a divine command, but in the process of disobedience, they shifted loyalties. Eve listened to the reasoning of the enemy and thought it more reliable than the explicit word of God. She concluded that the divine command was too restrictive and that in order to achieve her highest potential she had to claim independence from her Creator. This was rebellion. Adam listened to the voice of his wife instead of the voice of God and joined her in the rebellion.

What are some of the immediate results of sin, especially when understood as rebellion against God? Isa. 59:2; compare to Gen. 3:23, 24.

Adam’s and Eve’s rebellion brought an end to the kind of intimate relationship that they had first enjoyed with God. The nature of their rebellion was such that it disrupted how they related not only to God but to each other. Instead of mutual love and commitment, their rebellion against God resulted in mutual shame (Gen. 3:7). Their interpersonal relationship was no longer harmonious (vs. 12). This rebellion resulted, above all, in their separation from God and the perception that God was someone to fear, someone from whom they needed to hide (vss. 8–10). God and humans were no longer united in love and harmony. What was needed was an act of reconciliation.

What has been your own experience with sin and how it impacts your relationship with God and with others? In what ways can you see the same principles in your own experience as seen here in Genesis?
The Lesson in Brief

**Key Text:** Romans 7:24

**The Student Will:**
- **Know:** We had no choice of Adam’s sin being passed on to us.
- **Feel:** We have the choice of accepting Christ’s life and death.
- **Do:** Claim victory over sin, and then live as though you believe it.

**Learning Outline:**

I. A Barrier Is Erected *(Genesis 1–3)*

   A. God gave one request to Adam and Eve: avoid the tree *(Gen. 2:15–17).* How did their disobedience erect a barrier between humans and God?

II. Darkness Descends

   Sin damages our minds and perceptions *(Rom. 8:7).* When we live in sin, it is like being in a pit without light. Compare this with the idea that Jesus is the Light of the world. How does sin affect our perception of Christ’s free gift of salvation? Why must we as sinners grasp this gift by faith?

III. Rebellion Versus Allegiance

   List three biblical characters that chose rebellion over obedience. Compare these with three who chose obedience. Examine characteristics of the obedient and how they were led closer to God. Why is obedience so important?

**Summary:** Even though things look grim in the Garden, God gives us opportunity to choose allegiance to Him over allegiance to the enemy of souls.
Slaves of Sin

**According** to 2 Peter 2:19 and Romans 6:16, what does sin do to sinners?

In order to illustrate the devastating power of sin, Paul sometimes personifies it as a tyrant. It “entered the world through one man” (Rom. 5:12, NIV), reigns over humans in death (Rom. 5:21, 6:12), deceives (Rom. 7:11), dwells in humans (vs. 17), enslaves (Rom. 6:20), and produces death (Rom. 7:13). The sin of Adam and Eve was unique in that it resulted in the subjection of everything to its corrupting power. Satan became the prince of this world (John 12:31, 14:30). In their search for autonomy, Adam and Eve exchanged the Lordship of God for the enslaving and corrupting lordship of Satan. Sin became a universal power from which human beings have not been able to escape by themselves (Rom. 5:12).

**According** to Romans 3:9–18, what has been the situation of the human race under the reign of sin?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Paul also teaches that the fall of Adam and Eve brought the natural world under the power of sin: “For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it” (Rom. 8:20, NIV). The damaging and corrupting power of sin reached God’s creation on this planet. The verb subjected indicates that nature is under the authority of some power that has robbed it of its true beauty and meaningfulness. This was the result not of its own doing but of something else: the entrance of sin (Rom. 5:12). Nature is now “subjected to frustration.” The word frustration designates here purposelessness and emptiness. Futility is used in Ephesians 4:17 to describe not nature but individuals who outside of Christ live “in the futility of their thinking” (NIV).

The point is that nature, as well as human beings, exists in a corrupted condition because of sin. What was needed was a manifestation of power from outside the sphere of human existence and outside of nature itself that could redeem the fallen world. This would happen through Christ.

Try to imagine what this world would be like were it not fallen. How different would it be? How different would our lives be? What should the difference tell you about just how devastating the power of sin really is?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

In choosing to reject God’s way, Adam sentenced the whole of creation, of which he had been prince, to hopeless, abysmal darkness. The entrance of sin turned Paradise upside down. Instead of intimacy, harmony, happiness, and abundant, joyful life, now there is separation, dissension, shame, fear, misery, and death. We cannot save ourselves, and this sentence would have been eternal, except that God has promised a way out—the only way out—by taking our sentence upon Himself. Discuss evidence of the hopelessness of sin and our only hope in Christ our Savior.

Alternative: Smash an egg into a pan and display the result. This is what sin has done to our world—utterly destroyed it. Can anyone in the room make the egg whole again? Discuss what it would take to restore the egg to its original condition. What do we need to be restored to wholeness?

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. Rebellion in Paradise (Review Genesis 3:23, 24.)

Satan tempted Eve with the same position he coveted: “You will be like God” (Gen. 3:5, NKJV). What could be harmful about wanting something as beautiful and delicious as the fruit on the tree God had made or wanting to be like God? Yet, just to contemplate reaching for something that God had not offered was the first step toward transgression, and the thought was quickly followed by the act.

Consider This: List the results of Adam’s and Eve’s sin, as outlined in Genesis 3:23, 24. The initial list seems slight, as does the initial sin. Yet, what were the real results of our first parents’ sin?

II. The Prince Becomes the Slave (Review Romans 5:12.)

By choosing to listen to Satan rather than God, Adam abdicated his king-
Spiritual Death

Sin damaged the inner life of human beings. The moral and spiritual values that ruled over God’s universe no longer rule over the natural human heart. Humans know that there is something wrong with them, and they wish for something better. At times they try to do what is good and right only to discover that “the mind of sinful man is death. . . . The sinful mind is hostile to God. It does not submit to God’s law, nor can it do so” (Rom. 8:6, 7, NIV).

Human nature is morally and spiritually weak. Humans cannot resist the power of sin and, consequently, wherever there is a human being, there is sin and wickedness. The phenomenon is so universal that “‘there is no one righteous, not even one’” (Rom. 3:10, NIV). Sin is a condition of the human nature in its alienation from God. Because of the Fall, the human “heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure. Who can understand it?” (Jer. 17:9, NIV). The “heart,” considered in the Bible to be the volitional and intellectual center of a human being, is now defined as essentially deceitful, insidious, and in itself unreliable.

Humans are almost incapable of fully comprehending the intricacies of their inner being and are unable by themselves to live a dignified life (Eccles. 9:3). They live in conflict with the depth of their beings in fear and loneliness, struggling in themselves to do what is right but often finding that they can’t (Gal. 5:17). They are unable to fully comprehend themselves and the world in which they exist; thus, they live in darkness with respect to God (Rom. 1:21–25). This inner corruption and stupefaction expresses itself in sinful acts against oneself, against others, and against God (Matt. 15:19).

The corrupting power of sin knows no boundaries. Only God can set limits to its corrupting influence and ultimately eradicate it from the universe. If, after the Fall, there was something good left on the planet, it was because God did not allow Satan to take full control. He said to the woman, representing the human race, and to the serpent, the expression of evil powers, “‘I will put enmity between you and the woman’” (Gen. 3:15, NIV). They were not to coexist peacefully, one totally controlling the other. An element of freedom was preserved for humans that would allow them, if they so wished, to hate evil and choose life. God’s decision to intervene in the human predicament made it possible for Him to limit the corrupting power of sin.

Humans need a way out of the terrible situation brought about by sin.

Look up the verses listed in today’s lesson. How should these texts help you better understand your need of a Savior?
dom, Satan became its prince, and all of creation became Satan’s slaves. Both Jesus and Satan acknowledged this (John 12:31 and Matt. 4:8, 9). However, though Satan is the acknowledged prince of this world, Michael is our Prince who defends us (Dan. 10:12–14, Jude 9).

**Consider This:** How is it evident that God has not abandoned us to a life of hopeless slavery under Satan’s rule? (Gen. 3:15, Eph. 1:4, 1 Pet. 1:20).

---

**III. Sin Results in Spiritual Death** *(Review Romans 3:9–20.)*

Sinful nature is not something we must throw off; it is what we are, without a cure. Like a broken egg, only an act of re-creation can save us from what we are.

**Consider This:** What promises of re-creation give you hope? *(See Ezek. 11:19, 20; Rom. 8:31–39.)*

---

**IV. Sin Results in Physical, Eternal Death** *(Review Genesis 2:17.)*

Satan claimed that disobeying God would not result in death (Gen. 3:4). Starting with the leaves that Adam and Eve plucked to cover their nakedness and the animal skins God provided, death has stalked this planet through the thousands of years since that time. Every bit of life, whether tree, flower, bird, or baby, is born under the sentence of death.

**Consider This:** What rays of hope do we have that death will be conquered? *(Examine 1 Corinthians 15:20–27 and 54–56.)*

---

**V. God Meets Sin’s Challenge** *(Review Isaiah 57:17–21.)*

**Consider This:** How does God propose to deal with the sin problem? “Peace and healing . . . come only to those who heed the message of sal-
Physical and Eternal Death

God’s words to Adam—“‘When you eat of it you will surely die’” (Gen. 2:17, NIV)—indicate that death is the result of rebellion against God. Death and sin cannot be separated. This death is not only spiritual; it also designates the physical and eternal death of sinners. Because of its connection with sin, death is not a simple biological phenomenon but a fearful awareness of our eternal separation from the Source of life—a separation that leads to eternal extinction. In all of its expressions, death is like sin, universal and inevitable (Rom. 5:12, Heb. 9:27). With the entrance of sin into the world, the human race was an endangered species about to disappear from the universe. God’s creation on planet Earth, human and nonhuman, was on its way to annihilation.

Read Romans 5:10–21. How did death enter? What caused it? What’s our only way out?

Death and suffering came together into the world as a result of sin. No one born and raised on this planet escapes pain and suffering. We may not be able to express in words what suffering is, but we have a deep experiential knowledge of it. In the Bible there appears to be a connection between our condition as mortal sinners and pain and suffering. Death is so powerful that even before we die it makes its presence felt among us through the physical, emotional, and psychological pain produced by sickness, uncertainty, and fear. As a result, the quality of life is weakened, and depression sets in.

The phenomenon of sickness, another result of sin, is described as coming “near the grave,” as being “counted among those who go down to the pit” (Ps. 88:3, 4, NIV). The incursion of death in daily human existence is part of the human predicament directly associated with the phenomenon of sin. Humans needed Someone who could give them life by dying in their place, freeing them not only from sin but from pain, suffering, and death.

What have you learned from your own experience with death, either facing your own or seeing others die? What is it about death that should show us our own utter helplessness? How can we use the reality of death to draw ourselves closer to the Lord?
vation. The wicked find no peace because they reject the only means by which it may be achieved.”—The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 4, p. 304.

STEP 3—Practice

Story Song:

There is an old folk song called “The Hangman,” with a number of versions (see http://maxhunter.missouristate.edu/0216/index.html for samples, a simple score, and audio files). As one version has it, a young girl who owes a bond is going to hang. She asks the hangman to wait awhile, because she sees her father coming. She asks her father if he has any gold to pay the bond, but he doesn’t. He can only watch her hang. She sees her mother, sister, brother, and true love coming, but they have no gold to save her either. They can only watch her hang. Then she sees Jesus. He tells her He has no gold, but He will hang in her place.

Consider This: Try singing this song as a group or arrange for someone to sing it as a special number. This song speaks of how, despite our deepest longings to be of service, we are helpless to save ourselves or our loved ones. We must trust Jesus to do what we cannot. Your class may want to comment on this point.

Life Applications:

1. Using three columns on a chalkboard, compare and contrast Eve’s steps into sin and Adam’s fall with Satan’s steps downward. What personal lessons can we draw from these three examples of falling into sin?

2. The tree and its fruit were very appealing to Eve, and she longed for more wisdom. “Looking at the tree in this way, with a desire to partake of its fruit, was a concession to Satan’s inducements. She was already guilty in her mind of transgressing the divine command, ‘Thou shalt not covet’ (Ex. 20:17). The act of taking the fruit and eating it was but the natural result of entering thus upon the path of transgression.”—The SDA Bible
God’s Reaction to Human Sin

Read Genesis 3:8–13. How did the Lord approach Adam and Eve after they sinned? What was the purpose of the questions He asked them?

The Lord approached them in order to evaluate—with them—the crime they had committed and to pass judgment on it. Through a process of judgment, in which questions were asked and answers given, God was leading them to recognize that they were indeed guilty and that their rebellion was unjustified. The result was separation from the Lord, represented by their expulsion from the Garden of Eden.

What is God’s reaction to sin? Eph. 5:6. How are we to understand the idea of God’s wrath?

We should keep several things in mind when we talk about God’s wrath. First, human anger is not a model for understanding His wrath. Our anger is often irrational and damaging. God’s wrath is untouched by sin and is primarily intended for healing (Heb. 12:6, Rev. 20:15–21:1). Second, God’s wrath against human sin testifies that He takes us seriously, that He does not ignore us—even in our rebellion. Ignoring people can reveal disrespect, even unconcern. He reacts to our sin, and in so doing God tells us that we are important to Him. Third, God’s wrath is not a permanent attribute of God but His reaction to the irrational presence of sin and evil. There is always a reason for it; sin provokes it (Deut. 4:24, 25). Therefore His wrath is momentary, while His love endures forever (Isa. 54:8).

Because of sin, what was needed was Someone who could deliver us from “the coming wrath” (1 Thess. 1:10, NIV).

If you love someone and see him or her hurt, would you not feel anger about what is happening? How can this parallel help us understand the meaning of God’s wrath?
Why is it so important to guard our thoughts? Give some examples from everyday life.

Addictions are examples of the slavery of sin. What kinds of addictions are you personally familiar with? What critical insights does the Bible have regarding addictive behavior? (Rom. 7:14–8:4).

STEP 4—Apply

“The working out of Satan’s rule, its effects upon both men and angels, would show what must be the fruit of setting aside the divine authority. It would testify that with the existence of God’s government is bound up the well-being of all the creatures He has made. Thus the history of this terrible experiment of rebellion was to be a perpetual safeguard to all holy beings, to prevent them from being deceived as to the nature of transgression, to save them from committing sin, and suffering its penalty.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 43.

Consider This: Discuss the suggestions below as possible activities for the week ahead.

1 John Milton’s Paradise Lost, published in 1667, is a classic epic poem, full of imagery that explores both Satan’s and Adam and Eve’s fall. If available in your native tongue, read sections of it. To read it in English, you can go to http://dante.ilt.columbia.edu/new/books/parad_los/02.html.

2 Take a walk, sketching in a notebook examples of the cost of sin on God’s creation. Beside each sketch, write promises of God to restore what has been ruined, such as Isaiah 55:12, 13.

3 Help out at a local soup kitchen or food distribution center and become more closely acquainted with at least one client who is served there. As you find opportunity, offer hope through Christ.
Further Study: Sin and Separation From God: “Christ knew that Adam in Eden, with his superior advantages, might have withstood the temptations of Satan, and conquered him. He also knew that it was not possible for man, out of Eden, separated from the light and love of God since the Fall, to resist the temptations of Satan in his own strength.” —Ellen G. White, Maranatha, p. 224.

Sin and Lack of Harmony: “In transgression Adam became a law to himself. By disobedience he was brought under bondage. Thus a discordant element, born of selfishness, entered man’s life. Man’s will and God’s will no longer harmonized. Adam had united with the disloyal forces, and self-will took the field.”—Ellen G. White, Signs of the Times, June 13, 1900.

Sin and Rebellion in Nature: “Among the lower creatures Adam had stood as king . . . ; but when he transgressed, this dominion was forfeited. The spirit of rebellion, to which he himself had given entrance, extended throughout the animal creation. Thus not only the life of man, but the nature of the beasts, the trees of the forest, the grass of the field, the very air he breathed, all told the sad lesson of the knowledge of evil.”—Ellen G. White, God’s Amazing Grace, p. 41.

Discussion Questions:

1. It’s obvious to almost anyone that things are not right in our world. As Christians, we believe things are this way because of sin and the Fall. Some folk, however, don’t believe in the idea of sin or the Fall. How do they explain the state of the world? What are some other explanations that people give? How, for example, would an evolutionist explain our present condition? What are these other views, and how would you answer them?

2. No doubt, all around you the terrible impact of sin can be seen. Though we can never eradicate sin or its consequences in this world now, what practical steps can we take to try to help alleviate as much of the damage as possible? What are things you can do, both as an individual and as a church, to try to relieve some of the suffering?

3. What is a “spiritual death”? How can someone know if they are spiritually dead? Would someone who is spiritually dead even know it? What can you do to help someone who feels that he or she is, indeed, spiritually dead?

Summary: The Fall was an act of rebellion against God, and it resulted in the spiritual, physical, and eternal death of sinners. Because the results were so bad, something drastic had to be done; otherwise, we would have no hope. As we shall see, the Cross was that drastic answer to the problem caused by the Fall.
SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Rom. 3:19–22; 5:6–8, 20, 21; Eph. 1:4; Col. 1:26, 27; 2 Tim. 1:8, 9; Titus 1:2.

Memory Text: “And he made known to us the mystery of his will according to his good pleasure, which he purposed in Christ, to be put into effect when the times will have reached their fulfillment—to bring all things in heaven and on earth together under one head, even Christ” (Ephesians 1:9, 10, NIV).

Key Thought: To show that the Godhead anticipated the Fall and that a plan was crafted to solve the problem of sin long before it arose.

Human beings were given moral freedom, something not found in any of the other creatures that God had created here on earth. Once God endowed them with this freedom, it was theirs, and He could not take it away from them without radically altering their very nature and being. They could use this freedom either to respond positively by rendering to Him, in love and gratitude, faithful obedience, or they could use that freedom and reject the gift of life and disobey the Lord. (After all, if humans didn’t have the option to disobey, they really wouldn’t be free.)

God—foreseeing that horrible possibility of disobedience—acted accordingly. Thus, the plan of salvation was conceived in the divine mind long before humans were created and before evil and sin actually appeared, a plan that centered on the person and work of Jesus Christ.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, October 25.
The Mystery of God’s Love

Read Romans 5:6–8. According to these texts, what prompted God to bring salvation to us through Jesus?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

God was not obliged to save the human race. It was not something that He was forced to do. It is difficult to imagine the Godhead saying, “Had We done this or that, Adam and Eve would not have fallen into sin. Therefore, now We should do something to save them from their predicament.” Instead, humans brought upon themselves the condition in which they found themselves after the Fall: “‘God made mankind upright, but men have gone in search of many schemes’” (Eccles. 7:29, NIV).

If God felt obliged to save us, salvation would be something that we deserve. But the opposite is true; it is something that we don’t deserve, and yet, God was willing to give it to us anyway. This makes His work of salvation in our behalf even more remarkable, because He did for us, not what He was forced to do but what He, out of love, chose to do. He, the Creator, was under no obligation to us, the creatures.

Read Romans 3:19–22. What is Paul saying to us here about how we are saved? What role does the law have in solving the problem caused by sin?

Because of sin, it is impossible for humans, through obedience to the law, to reconstruct their original relationship with God (see Rom. 8:3, Gal. 3:21). The law could no more save us than feeding a corpse could bring it back to life. If something was to happen, God Himself would have to take the initiative. And He did—through the revelation of His righteousness, revealed through Jesus on the cross. This righteousness comes to the believer by faith and not by works of the law. If salvation was something that we could earn through obedience, God would owe it to us to save us. Instead, God determined that humans will be forgiven and restored to permanent and eternal fellowship with Him only through the work and person of His Son, Jesus Christ.

What means more to you (and why): someone doing something nice to you because he or she was obliged to, or purely out of love?
The Lesson in Brief

►Key Text: Ephesians 1:9, 10

►The Student Will:
  - Know: God chose to save the human race.
  - Feel: Separation causes pain to both God and us.
  - Do: Ponder daily the mystery of Christ’s incarnation and what it means to you about the love and character of God.

►Learning Outline:

I. From Perfection to Eternal Death (Eccles. 7:29)

God created perfect creatures, and they chose to create chaos. In response, God chose to clean up the mess humans made. Discuss the scenarios God could have chosen instead of offering Redemption. After examining these other potential outcomes, how do we understand God’s character better? Suppose He had decided to leave us to our fate, without the option of salvation?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

II. A Rescue in Motion (Rom. 5:6–8)

We don’t deserve to be fixed. God could have allowed us to be mired in the muck of sin and the eternal ruin it brings. Instead He implemented a rescue operation. Under what conditions would you die for someone else? Whom would you die for—your children, spouse, or parent? Would you die for a power-hungry dictator, a terrorist, a drug dealer, or a prostitute? What does your answer tell you about the character of God?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

►Summary: We don’t have to fully understand God’s choice to rescue us. He just wants us to accept and believe He has provided a way out. We simply have to choose to accept it.
The Mystery of God’s Grace

“In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, in accordance with the riches of God’s grace” (Eph. 1:7, NIV).

It would not be difficult to imagine that with the entrance of sin into the world, the intelligent creatures of the universe were wondering how God was going to relate to this rebellious race. They were to be surprised. They were to witness something they probably had never seen before, an aspect of the love and power of God that would now be expressed in the context of humanity’s fall. God was going to defeat sin on this planet through the power of grace. Within that context, God showed Himself to be, by nature, kind and mercifully disposed toward these sinful and rebellious creatures. Jesus testified concerning the Father, “‘He Himself is kind to ungrateful and evil men’” (Luke 6:35, NASB).

What is the significance of the contrast Paul makes between the phenomenon of sin and the revelation of God’s grace? Rom. 5:20, 21.

In the Bible, grace is an aspect of God’s love, and it is extended in a particular way to sinners. It seems to designate a dynamic, consistent, and permanent aspect of God’s nature, one that constantly seeks to restore sinful creatures to harmony with Him. The biblical concept of grace reaffirms the fact that the atoning work of Christ reaches us as a gift, a work of salvation that we did not deserve. God’s grace implies that our sin is inexcusable, unjustifiable, and deserving eternal death; yet, instead of that death we were given the hope and promise of life, even eternal life. Finally, this wonderful aspect of God’s nature was revealed to the universe in an unparalleled way in the person and work of Christ. It is only and exclusively in Him that we find and enjoy the benefits of “the riches of His grace” (Eph. 1:7, NASB).

Read 2 Corinthians 8:9. What is Paul talking about here? More important, how have you experienced for yourself the kind of grace revealed in this text? How has your life changed as a result of what Christ has done for you?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Though He made angels and people with the power of choice, God not only knew they could reject Him but that some would reject Him. He also knew that the only answer to the evil that would erupt in the universe was a demonstration of His true nature: His unbending righteousness on the one hand and His self-sacrificing love on the other. “Since only the service of love can be acceptable to God, the allegiance of His creatures must rest upon a conviction of His justice and benevolence.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 42.

Ask class members to describe why being free moral agents is important to them. What would be the alternative? Why should God plan to save people? Haven’t they made their choice?

Alternative: Hold up a potted flowering plant. Ask if the plant has any choice in the type of flower it produces. Ask if any in the class have a choice about how tall they are or whether they have a hot temper. Some things we don’t have a choice in. We may be born with a hot temper, but unlike a flower, we do have a choice of whether we display our temper. However, we must be educated as to our alternatives. How does God purpose to do this?

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. Mysterious Love (Review Romans 3:19, 20; 5:6–8.)

In creating Lucifer and Adam and Eve perfect in a perfect environment, God made all the provisions possible for their happiness and success. The law is a perfect picture of how things are in a perfect world. But when sinners choose to step outside of the perfection of God’s environment, neither they nor the law can fix what has been broken. God provided more than a perfect environment; He provided Himself, a perfect offering of self-forgetful love, long before our creation and our sin.

Consider This: Examine Romans 5:6–8 in conjunction with
An Eternal Plan

After the Fall, God was not obliged to save us. But He did so anyway. Moreover, this decision—which was extremely expensive for Him—was not an afterthought.

Read Ephesians 1:4; Colossians 1:26, 27; 2 Timothy 1:8, 9; and Titus 1:2. What do these texts tell us about when the plan to save us was instituted?

The New Testament reveals several things about the mystery of God.

First, it was formulated before the “foundation of the world” (Eph. 1:4, NASB). This implies that long before humans fell into sin, the Godhead had created a plan to deal with that calamity.

Second, this divine mystery was “kept hidden for ages and generations” (Col. 1:26, NIV). Not only was the plan configured in advance, but it was also determined that it would be put into effect at a particular moment. Therefore, it remained hidden within the Godhead for ages.

Third, the mystery is specifically identified with Christ (Col. 1:27). This refers to the mystery of the person of Christ, His ministry, death, resurrection, and mediation on behalf of a sinful human race. It is fundamentally the good news of salvation through Christ, the Christian gospel (Eph. 6:19).

Fourth, this mystery is more precisely defined as God’s purpose in Christ “to bring all things in heaven and on earth together under one head, even Christ” (Eph. 1:10, NIV). The plan was to restore, in and through the person of Christ, the cosmic harmony that was ruined through sin. The effectiveness of this process is already visible in the unity of Gentiles and Jews in the church (Eph. 3:6). Fifth, the mystery secretly formulated within the Godhead before the creation of the world has now become known through the coming of Christ into human history.

Even before the foundation of the world, God’s plan was to save the world, and each one of us is included. What hope can you draw, for yourself, from the amazing truth that God’s plan was to save you even before you existed?
Philippians 2:6. Human love tends to be limited. How did Jesus go beyond most limits we can understand?

II. Mysterious Grace (Review Romans 5:20, 21.)

“That He who had passed from star to star, from world to world, superintending all, by His providence supplying the needs of every order of being in His vast creation—that He should consent to leave His glory and take upon Himself human nature, was a mystery which the sinless intelligences of other worlds desired to understand.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 69.

Grace is an offering of something we don’t deserve. God had already provided everything possible; now He was offering more. Already the Provider of every need, He provided Himself as a personal demonstration of the immutability of His law, the end result of sin, and the depths of His mercy in taking sin’s sentence on Himself.

Consider This: What else could God do for us? (See Rom. 8:32.)

III. Eternal Plan (Review Ephesians 1:4, 10; Titus 1:2.)

Before we were ever created and before we sinned, God chose us to be holy and blameless and to live eternally. This was possible only because Christ was chosen to be slain for our sins, before our sins had ever been committed (1 Pet. 1:20, Rev. 13:8), and to provide for us what we could not provide for ourselves—a sinless life, worthy of eternal life.

Consider This: In this context, explain Galatians 2:20 in your own words.

IV. By Way of the Cross (Review Galatians 1:4, 2:20.)

We are lifted up to a life we don’t deserve, only because Christ “made him-
The Way of the Cross

God could have dealt with human rebellion in several different ways. He could have immediately destroyed Adam and Eve, even the whole planet. Or He also could have decided to abandon them to their fate; that is, He could have just left them to face the inevitable results of sin, which would be eternal ruin.

But there was one thing He could not have done; He could not have ignored their rebellion, pretending as if nothing had happened and allowing their relationship to continue as before.

In the end, what did God do? He didn’t destroy them, He didn’t abandon them, and He didn’t ignore them. Instead, He put into effect His eternal purpose of salvation through Christ.

Read Mark 10:45, Galatians 1:4, 2:20, Ephesians 5:2, and Titus 2:14. What key theme is repeated in these texts? What do they tell us about the plan of salvation?

Once God committed Himself to save us, He didn’t have several options on how to do it. In fact, there was just one. Sin could be solved only through the incarnation, ministry, death, resurrection, and mediation of Christ. If we were to be spared eternal ruin, Jesus had to “give” Himself for us. The incarnation and the death of Christ were unavoidable if we were to be saved. In other words, there is only one road to heaven, and it passes through the heart of Christ on the cross.

When Jesus was in Gethsemane, experiencing the anguish of death (Matt. 26:36–46) and bearing the sins of the world, He approached the Father, asking Him, essentially, whether or not there was another option available to accomplish the salvation of humankind. The answer came wrapped in divine silence. There was no other way out for the human problem except through the sacrifice of Christ.

In the mystery of divine council, before the creation of the world, the Son of God offered Himself to die as our Substitute and Surety. He, as we saw in the above verses, “gave” Himself for us. There was no other way.

Again, He was not under compulsion to save us; He did it willingly, out of love. But once He decided to accomplish that salvation, His death was inescapable, even though a voluntary act. “I lay down my life—only to take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord” (John 10:17, 18, NIV).
self nothing” (Phil. 2:7, NIV), made Himself a servant in human flesh and took on Himself the curse of death that we deserved, even death on a cross.

**Consider This:** Philippians 2:8 goes on to describe Christ as “obedient to death” (NIV). Explain this concept in relation to Luke 22:42 and Galatians 1:4.

---

**V. Jesus Must Do It** *(Review Luke 22:37, John 9:4.)*

**Consider This:** Why did Jesus see what He did as so necessary for His mission? Why did He say so often that He wasn’t doing His work but His Father’s?

The communion between the Father and Son is so close that Jesus, in loving us and dying for us, was expressing the Father’s love for us, in close obedience to His Father’s will. Yet, our relationship with Jesus is so intimate that Jesus says He knows us the way the Father knows Him. “What a statement is this!—the only begotten Son, He who is in the bosom of the Father, He whom God has declared to be ‘the man that is my fellow’ (Zech. 13:7),—the communion between Him and the eternal God is taken to represent the communion between Christ and His children on the earth!”—Ellen G. White, *The Desire of Ages*, p. 483.

**STEP 3—Practice**

**Role-play:**

Set up a pretend situation in which several of your class members (male and female) apply to receive a spouse programmed to meet the applicant’s specifications. Another class member can sit at a computer, typing in each applicant’s requirements as he or she describes them. In discussion, ask class members to imagine receiving a spouse cut and programmed to their specifications. How would they feel, being loved by someone they made to love them? Relate this issue to God, risking rejection in making free moral agents. Why would He do this? (An alternative would be to role-play programming children to obey.)
God’s Plan Revealed in Jesus

According to these texts, what did Jesus “need” to do in order to accomplish His mission of salvation? Luke 4:43; 9:22; 17:25; 19:5; 22:37; 24:7, 26, 44.

In most of those passages we find a verb that could be translated “it is necessary” (Greek, dei). The verb expresses a very important aspect in the life of Jesus. The whole life of Jesus was oriented by what He needed to do in order to accomplish His mission: “ ‘We must [it is necessary for us to] do the work of him who sent me’ ” (John 9:4, NIV). At the beginning of His public ministry Jesus said to the disciples, “ ‘I must preach the kingdom of God to the other cities also, for I was sent for this purpose’ ” (Luke 4:43, NASB). The ministry of Jesus clearly was determined by willingness to accomplish God’s plan for the salvation of the human race. Every aspect of His life was part of this plan. For instance, He saw Zacchaeus and said to him, “ ‘I must [it is necessary for Me to] stay at your house today’ ” (Luke 19:5, NIV).

But the real goal of the ministry of Jesus reached beyond the compulsion to preach the good news of the kingdom of God. There was a dark path that He “needed to” tread. He needed to go to Jerusalem. He could have chosen not to go, but He knew that this was indispensable for the divine plan. So, He said to His disciples “that he must [it was necessary for Him to] go to Jerusalem and suffer many things . . . , and that he must [it was necessary for Him to] be killed” (Matt. 16:21, NIV). He was going there because it was necessary for Him to be rejected by the evil generation (Luke 17:25), to be counted with the transgressors (Luke 22:37), and to be lifted up on the cross (John 3:14, 12:34). But dying was not enough to fulfill His mission. It was necessary for Him to be resurrected (Acts 17:3), to be received in glory, and to remain there until all the prophecies were fulfilled (Acts 3:21). He was following the eternal plan put together by the Godhead.

What are the things in your life that you must do, that are necessary, and what are the things that aren’t? How do you make that distinction between them, and why is it so important to be able to?
**Learning Cycle CONTINUED**

**Thought Questions:**

1. Because God knew that some of His created beings would, at some point, turn their backs on Him, He created a contingency plan. Why does this contingency plan work for people on earth but not for Satan or his angel followers?

2. Throughout His life, Jesus acknowledged that He was there not to do His own will and work but His Father's work. How is this consistent with statements that He laid down His own life and took it up again? *(See John 10:14, 15, 17, 18.)*

**Life Applications:**

1. In Luke, Jesus often spoke of what was “necessary” for Him to do. What do you see as necessary for you to do, as your mission in life? Write a mission statement that defines what it is that is most critical for you to do.

2. Does your life help to reveal the mysteries of God’s love and grace? How might you be a part of this process?

**STEP 4—Apply**

**Consider This:** Discuss the suggestions below as possible activities for the week ahead. You may choose to close with number 4.

1. Examine John 17, Jesus’ prayer of consecration for Himself and His disciples. In light of your understanding of your personal mission in Christ’s service, write a prayer of consecration for yourself in response to Christ’s prayer.

2. Write a short drama about Adam and Eve’s first time to offer a sacrifice outside the gateway into Eden.


4. Arrange a responsive reading from Ephesians 1, emphasizing God’s plan from before the world was made, to bring everything in the universe together under Christ. Use this reading as a closing for your class.
**Further Study:** Defining Grace: “We would never have learned the meaning of this word ‘grace’ had we not fallen. God loves the sinless angels who do His service and are obedient to all His commands, but He does not give them grace. These heavenly beings know naught of grace; they have never needed it, for they have never sinned. Grace is an attribute of God shown to undeserving human beings. We did not seek after it, but it was sent in search of us. God rejoices to bestow this grace on everyone who hungers for it, not because we are worthy, but because we are so utterly unworthy.”—Ellen G. White, *My Life Today*, p. 100.

**Redemption: Not an Afterthought:** “The purpose and plan of grace existed from all eternity. Before the foundation of the world it was according to the determinate counsel of God that man should be created, endowed with power to do the divine will. But the defection of man, with all its consequences, was not hidden from the Omnipotent, and yet it did not deter Him from carrying out His eternal purpose; for the Lord would establish His throne in righteousness. God knows the end from the beginning. . . . Therefore redemption was not an afterthought.”—Ellen G. White, *God’s Amazing Grace*, p. 129.

“Not only was He to die, but he knew precisely the shame, the humiliation, He would have to suffer, the cruel treatment He should receive. There was no compulsion in bringing Him to the ignominious death on the cross; yet He made His soul an offering for sin. The mind of God to save the world was the mind of Christ. His own love was one with that of the Father, and that love constrained Him.”—Ellen G. White, *The Bible Echo*, November 25, 1895.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. In the second Ellen White quote above, she makes it clear that God knew beforehand about our fall, and hence all the pain and suffering that would come with it. And yet, He created us anyway? Why would He do that, knowing what would happen? How does the third quote above help answer that question? How does the suffering of Jesus Himself help us better understand why God allows our own suffering?

2. Write out a page summarizing whatever point impressed you the most from this week’s lesson. Bring it to class and share it with others.

**Summary:** God not only took the initiative to save us but did it voluntarily out of His loving nature. That decision, which revealed the nature of His gracious character, was made in eternity, before we were created, and it required the sacrificial death of God’s Son. The plan was fully revealed and implemented in the life, ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus.
Atonement Announced

SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week's Study: Gen. 3:15, 22:1–18, Exodus 32, 34:6–10, Daniel 9.

Memory Text: “But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by his wounds we are healed” (Isaiah 53:5, NIV).

Key Thought: To show the different ways that God, centuries before the Cross, had announced His plan of salvation.

Once the Lord had provided a solution to the deadly reality and power of sin, He immediately announced the good news to fallen human beings. (The first missionary in cosmic history was not a creature but the Creator Himself!) The Lord also made sure that this promise, that of redemption, was kept fresh and alive in their minds because He wanted His people to be ready when, through the person of Jesus, the promise would become a reality. Throughout the history of His people in the Old Testament, God created institutions and laws directly tied to His plan of salvation that illustrated its workings. By means of the sacrificial system, the priesthood, and even the king (himself a symbol of the Messiah), they could anticipate the supreme sacrifice, the coming of the true High Priest, and the reign of the Messianic King through whom God’s saving purpose would be realized.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, November 1.*
A Promise to Adam and Eve

**Review** Genesis 3:1–15, focusing especially on verse 15. What is being said in verse 15, and what hope can be found there for us?

---

Christians have correctly found in Genesis 3:15 a prophecy of the Messiah.

First, the context of Genesis 3:15 indicates that the serpent is an instrument of evil and rebellion against God (Rev. 12:9). In the Garden of Eden this evil power defeated Adam and Eve and extended its dominion over the descendants of the woman.

Second, Genesis 3:15 announces the destruction of the serpent by the Seed of the woman. It will “strike” the heel of the Seed, but the Seed will “crush” the head of the serpent. The Hebrew verb šûp (“bruise,” “strike at,” “crush”) is the same in both places, which suggests that the seriousness of the assault depends on the part of the body assaulted. The attack against the Seed (at its heel) is not fatal; the Seed, though, will crush the serpent’s head, indicating its ultimate demise.

Third, the Hebrew noun zerac (“offspring”) usually designates “offspring, posterity, seed” in the sense of descendants as a single group. But it can also refer to a single descendant (e.g., 2 Sam. 7:12, 13). In Genesis 3:15 we find both usages present. We read about the descendants of both the woman (the faithful church) and the serpent/Satan (his followers) but also about a single male descendant of the woman (“He”) who will “crush” “your [singular] head”; that is, the serpent’s head. Whenever “seed” denotes a particular descendant, the pronoun that follows it is in the singular. The “Seed” of the woman is Jesus.

What Genesis 3:15 suggests is that as soon as sin entered the world, God’s eternal plan of salvation through Christ was put into effect. Adam and Eve did not experience eternal death because, from the divine perspective, Christ is the Lamb “that was slain from the creation of the world” (Rev. 13:8, NIV). Adam and Eve left the Garden of Eden, looking forward to the fulfillment of the wonderful promise of salvation.

---

Right from the start, God’s plan was to redeem us and to destroy Satan. What are you doing, day by day, to avail yourself of this wonderful provision so that, when all’s finished, you’re among the redeemed and not among the destroyed? (Remember, in the end, it’s one or the other.)
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: Isaiah 53:5

The Student Will:

Know: God reiterated His promise of salvation to generation after generation.

Feel: Confident that His promises are kept.

Do: Keep holding on to the idea “great is Thy faithfulness.”

Learning Outline:

I. God Chose the Place (Gen. 22:1–12, 2 Chron. 3:1, Dan. 9:24–27)

A Abraham was asked to do the unthinkable—sacrifice his son. How do you think Abraham felt when God gave him these instructions? Compare Genesis 22:1–12 and 2 Chronicles 3:1. Who chose the location? What events would happen at this location? What does this tell you about God revealing His plan through the ages?

________________________________________________________________________

B Daniel was given the time prophecy of the first advent (Dan. 9:24–27). Why did God choose this time and place to make His plan known?

________________________________________________________________________

II. Covenant Breakers and Covenant Mender (Exod. 24:3; 32:31, 35)

A God made a covenant with the Israelites at Mount Sinai, which they promptly broke (Exod. 24:3). What are the “golden calves” that we allow into our lives?

________________________________________________________________________

B Moses begged God for redemption of the Israelites; he was even willing to sacrifice his own life (Exod. 32:32). Even though God forgave the covenant breakers, the consequences were very painful (vs. 35). When there is forgiveness of sin, why must there still be consequences? How does this strengthen our belief in a loving God?

________________________________________________________________________

Summary: Even though we may struggle with being covenant breakers, God continually draws us back to His covenant mender, Jesus.
Abraham Saw My Day

Read Genesis 22:1–12. What was the nature of the test that Abraham was subjected to? Why would the Lord ask Abraham to do this? What deep issues were at stake here?

Genesis 22 does not inform us why the test was necessary, but the reason appears to be related to the covenant God made with Abraham. In the covenant relationship the Lord expected the patriarch to “‘walk before me and be blameless’” (Gen. 17:1, NIV), a standard that Abraham hadn’t always reached (Gen. 16:1–4, 20:1–10).

Isaac was the son of the covenant promise, the one through whom Abraham was to bless the world, and thus, without that son the promises that God had made to the patriarch could not have been fulfilled. In a sense, by asking Abraham to sacrifice him, God was telling Abraham that the covenant relationship had come to an end and that the special promises made to him were now over. Abraham was not going to be God’s instrument in blessing all the nations of the earth (Gen. 12:3), after all. But Abraham revealed his faith and commitment to the Lord, particularly in his willingness to return the gift of his son to God, fully trusting in His mercy and grace (Heb. 11:19).

What made it possible for the covenant to be renewed? Gen. 22:13–18.

By asking Abraham to sacrifice his son, God was pronouncing a sentence against him and bringing to an end His special purpose for him. All this, however, changed in a radical way when a ram was offered in place of Isaac. God provided what Abraham desperately needed, a sacrificial animal that could take the place of his son, making it possible for the Lord to renew the covenant with him. The human sacrifice (i.e., the death of a sinner) was substituted by the sacrificial victim provided by the Lord, not by Abraham. Thus, Abraham saw the mystery of the gospel, of substitutionary atonement, because through Jesus, “‘it [the sacrificial offering] will be provided’” (Gen. 22:14, NIV).

Our minds tremble at the faith of Abraham. What things are you being called to sacrifice, by faith, before the Lord? What things, if any, might you need to surrender in order for the covenant blessings to remain yours?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Without hope life would be nothing but an unending darkness. Hope encourages us to believe things can improve. All of us have hopes—little hopes, big hopes, short-term hopes, and long-term hopes. The Christian’s hope is fixed on God’s promise of redemption. Our hope is not in ourselves but in what God promises and what God has done. It is important to help the class to clearly understand that their faith must be fixed on what God has done and not on what they do or will do. Invite the class to express their hopes. Ask for little hopes, big hopes, long-term hopes, personal hopes, hopes for the church—the field is wide open.

Ask how they see God’s role in the fulfillment of their hopes and how this might come about. Are there impossible hopes? You might invite a class member who has had a personal hope fulfilled to speak about it.

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

Genesis 3:15 can be understood as the DNA of the Bible. Notice that there are two forces brought to our attention: the divine and the demonic. Both have followers associated with them. The end of the demonic is destruction. In this act the Divine suffers hurt. Observe carefully how the ideas in this verse are developed. The “seed of the serpent” are those of Eve’s children who, forsaking God, have come under the influence of the devil. What began in heaven where the conflict between Christ and Satan originated is continued on earth.

Notice how in His teachings Jesus speaks about the demonic:

1 In Matthew 23:33 Jesus denounces those who are opposed to the purposes of God as “‘you snakes! You brood of vipers!’” (NIV).

2 In John 8:44 He declares, “‘You belong to your father the devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desire.’”

CONTINUED
Moses and the Revelation of Salvation

**What** was God’s reaction to the act of idolatry of the people of Israel on Mount Sinai? Why was it so strong? *Exod. 32:7–10.*

This act of idolatry was an act of rebellion against God, a breaking of the covenant that God had just made with them. Like Adam and Eve, the Israelites were left in a state of alienation—and they would have been left to perish had it not been for Moses’ intercession in their behalf (*Exod. 32:11–14.*).

**What** did Moses say to God after this incident? *Exod. 32:30–32.* How is the promise of the gospel seen here?

Moses did not excuse the people; he made it clear to them that they had sinned against God. But he also told them that he was going to approach the Lord to ask Him to forgive them. Moses knew that forgiveness is very costly and that it should not be confused with indifference to sin. (The Lord’s reaction to their idolatry more than proved that!) Moses himself became the mediator of the people, their intercessor before the Lord, seeking to obtain for them redemption from their sin. He then did the inconceivable: He offered himself to the Lord as a means of atonement! He was willing to have his name deleted from the book of life (*Exod. 32:32; see also Ps. 69:28, Phil. 4:3*) if that would make it possible for the people to be restored to harmony with the Lord.

Obviously, the Lord could not accept that unselfish offer. Moses’ life could not atone for sin.

**How** would the Lord finally solve the problem? *Exod. 34:6–10.*

The Lord revealed Himself to Moses as a forgiving God. This forgiveness is all-inclusive: “‘forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin’” (*vs. 7, NIV*). The Hebrew word translated “forgiving” literally means “bearing.” The way God deals with our sin is by removing it from us and bearing it Himself. Moses could not do that; God had already decided that He would do it through His Servant. What Moses and the children of Israel needed was provided by God.

**God was ready to wipe them out for their idolatry! What should this reaction tell us about how God views sin? What should this tell us about how we must get sin out of our own lives?**
In 1 John 3:7–10 there is laid out the identity of those who belong to God and those who identify with the devil.

There is no inevitability about salvation. We do not drift into heaven or hell; we choose our destiny. The power of choice has been given us: We have to exercise it. After all, if there were no free choice, how could God ever be justified in condemning the lost? In the end, all demonic powers will be destroyed. The promise is clear. The woman’s Seed will destroy the serpent once and for all, and evil will never rise again. Christ’s atonement is more than forgiveness; it is power and healing. At the cross Jesus defeated the evil powers (Col. 2:15; Heb. 2:14, 15). He died to destroy the devil and set us free (James 4:7). Our submission to God enables us to resist and defeat the devil, though he would destroy us (1 Pet. 5:8, 9). Through the power of Christ’s atonement we can overcome him (Rom. 16:20). Satan’s doom is certain. The only question remaining is what will our ultimate fate be, eternal life or eternal loss and destruction. It’s one or the other.

Ellen White draws out the power and purpose of the atonement when she writes, “Through sin the divine likeness was marred, and well-nigh obliterated. Man’s physical powers were weakened, his mental capacity was lessened, his spiritual vision dimmed. He had become subject to death. Yet the race was not left without hope. By infinite love and mercy the plan of salvation had been devised, and a life of probation was granted. To restore in man the image of his Maker, to bring him back to the perfection in which he was created, to promote the development of body, mind, and soul, that the divine purpose in his creation might be realized—this was to be the work of redemption.”—Ellen G. White, Education, pp. 15, 16.

STEP 3—Practice

Adam sinned with his eyes open. “Adam was not the one deceived” (1 Tim. 2:14, NIV). He deliberately chose to follow Eve into sin. So often in life we react to situations rather than reflect on them. Why would it be so much better to carefully think through things before we rush to judgment and action?

If we wish to live the life that overcomes the devil and his enticements, we must understand that victory over sin does not take place by accident.
The Servant of the Lord

Read Isaiah 52:13–53:12. What great hope and promise are found here for us?

These verses present one of the most majestic passages of the Old Testament. This section establishes, without explicitly stating it, the limits and ineffectiveness of the Israelite sacrificial system as a means of expiation (the removal of the barrier between humanity and God). The problem of sin was so serious that only the Servant of the Lord could solve it. The passage describes the experiences of both the people and the Servant.

The People: The people went through two experiences, one of disbelief and misjudgment, the other of confession and contrition. Initially, the Servant was perceived as unattractive, almost like a leper (Isa. 52:14) and as someone “stricken by God, smitten by him” (Isa. 53:4, NIV). Because God appeared to have rejected Him, they, too, despised and rejected Him (vs. 3). Then they realized that there was a divine purpose in the experience of the Servant; that He was taking their sorrows and infirmities (vs. 4) on Himself. He was bearing their sins, and as their Substitute, He was dying for them. In the light of the sacrifice of the Servant, they saw themselves as they truly were: “We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way; and the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all” (vs. 6, NIV). Only by looking at the Cross can we perceive the distortions of sin in our lives.

The Servant: The experience of the Servant was extremely painful. He was lonely, rejected by all (vs. 3), loaded with sorrows and suffering, oppressed and afflicted (vs. 7), and even “cut off from the land of the living” (vs. 8, NIV). Yet, there was no justification for this treatment, because “he had done no violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth” (vs. 9, NIV). Why was this innocent Person suffering? It was because the Lord was presenting the Servant’s life as a “guilt offering” (vs. 10, NIV). He was bearing the iniquities of the people, dying in their place in order to declare them righteous and innocent (vss. 11, 12). But after that sacrificial death, He was to see light again (vs. 11) and to be highly exalted (Isa. 52:13).

This prophetic depiction of the sacrificial death of Christ was offered by Isaiah as the only effective way of expiation from sin. Christ became what we are in order for us to be restored to fellowship with God.

Read again Isaiah 52:13–53:12, paying special attention to all that Jesus has done for us on the cross. What hope do you see in there for yourself?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

We defeat sin in our life when we understand it can be defeated. We are not powerless. The devil can be overcome, but we have a part to play. We must connect with the immeasurable power of Christ’s atonement (Eph. 1:15–21). When tempted by sin, we have to make the choice not to succumb. Of course, we can’t do that ourselves; we need the power of God, but we have to make the choice to claim that power.

There are basic principles that apply at all levels of life. We learn by doing. In the Christian life, similar principles apply. If we apply the principles, we discover they work. If we fail to apply them, nothing significant is going to happen in our Christian life. In fact, we will eventually fall away from our walk with Jesus. Though these truths are real; the problem is not one of knowledge but of application.

Consider This: Why do we not practice what we know? How do we experience the saving power of Jesus in our life? These will provide discussion and perhaps resistance because there is often a confusion in people’s minds between being saved by grace and living the life of grace.

if we spent only one hour a day watching television and 15 minutes in prayer and Bible study, what influence would our devotions have in our life? The ratio is four to one in favor of television.
Announced in Daniel

**Read** Daniel 9:7–11. In his prayer, how did Daniel describe the condition of the people?

In order to experience divine healing and freedom from sin, we must first recognize our condition as sinners and as violators of God’s revealed will. A fundamental human problem is our unwillingness to acknowledge that there is something seriously wrong with us, that we are in desperate need of forgiveness and reconciliation with our Creator. Even forgiven sinners constantly must recognize, as Daniel did, that we are in daily need of God’s forgiving grace.

**What** is Daniel’s specific request to the Lord? On what basis is Daniel making this request? *Dan. 9:16–19.*

Once we realize our condition as sinners, one of the most important discoveries we can make concerning our relationship with God is that the only thing we have to do to receive forgiveness is to ask for it. Daniel was totally relying on God’s mercy, on His wonderful grace, as the only way out of His status as sinner.

In this chapter we also find a prophecy in which God revealed not only *how* He was planning to address the problem of sin but also the time frame within which this would happen, the *when* (see *Dan. 9:24–27*). The *how* was through His Anointed One, the Messiah, the King to which all the other kings of Israel pointed and represented. The *time* for His sacrificial death and the initiation of His priestly work (the anointing of the sanctuary) is given in terms of 70 weeks (490 years). The prophetic period runs from 457 B.C. to A.D. 34. God expected His people to be ready for the coming of the Messiah. What this incredible prophecy shows, in a very clear way, is not only that God is in absolute control of every aspect of His work of salvation but that He will make sure it accomplishes its eternally intended purpose.

How important is it for you to remain aware that, although you have accepted Jesus as your Savior, you are in constant need of His forgiving grace? Is that a threat to your assurance of salvation or a way of affirming that assurance? Give reasons for your answer.
If we never speak openly and positively about our experience of salvation, how likely are we to influence those in our circle of family and friends?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

**STEP 4—Apply**

Consider carefully the profound truth in this lesson’s memory verse. Reflect upon the ideas in Genesis 3:15. In Isaiah’s description we see something of the meaning in the phrase “thou shalt bruise his heel.”

Christ’s sufferings were endured, not for Himself, but for all of Adam’s seed—for us. His sufferings are our peace, our healing, our redemption. When we look at ourselves, we are seeing life’s problems. When we are looking at Jesus, we see life’s solution.

The salvation announced in Genesis has a personal application. It was for me that He died. It has a universal application. Isaiah draws this out, voicing the Lord’s desire for humanity in Isaiah 45:22.

Jesus at infinite cost to Himself has made a way of escape from the bondage and power of human sin. He longs for us to enter into that life of freedom and peace. He calls us. “‘Come to me, you who are weary and burdened’” (Matt. 11:28, NIV). “God demonstrates his own love for us in this, while we were still sinners, Christ died for us” (Rom. 5:8, NIV). Ask the class to meditate upon the meaning and truth and reality of this verse.
**Further Study: Instant Substitute:** “The instant man accepted the temptations of Satan, and did the very things God had said he should not do, Christ, the Son of God, stood between the living and the dead, saying, ‘Let the punishment fall on Me. I will stand in man’s place. He shall have another chance.’”—Ellen G. White Comments, *The SDA Bible Commentary*, vol. 1, p. 1085.

**Sacrifice of Isaac:** “The sacrifice required of Abraham was not alone for his own good, nor solely for the benefit of succeeding generations; but it was also for the instruction of the sinless intelligences of heaven and of other worlds. The field of the controversy between Christ and Satan—the field on which the plan of redemption is wrought out—is the lesson book of the universe. Because Abraham had shown a lack of faith in God’s promises, Satan had accused him before the angels and before God of having failed to comply with the conditions of the covenant, and as unworthy of its blessings. God desired to prove the loyalty of His servant before all heaven, to demonstrate that nothing less than perfect obedience can be accepted, and to open more fully before them the plan of salvation.”—Ellen G. White, *Patriarchs and Prophets*, pp. 154, 155.

**Importance of Isaiah 53:** “This chapter should be studied. It presents Christ as the Lamb of God. Those who are lifted up with pride, whose souls are filled with vanity, should look upon this picture of their Redeemer, and humble themselves in the dust. The entire chapter should be committed to memory. Its influence will subdue and humble the soul defiled by sin and uplifted by self-exaltation.”—Ellen G. White Comments, *The SDA Bible Commentary*, vol. 4, p. 1147.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. Go back through the week’s lesson. Take everything that’s taught each day and write a summary of all that we can learn about the plan of salvation from what God has revealed in these Old Testament accounts. Bring what you’ve learned and share it with the class.

2. Read the first Ellen White quote listed above. What does that tell us about the character of God? What does it mean to have “another chance”?

3. As a class, go over the story of Abraham on Mount Moriah. What other lessons can we take from it about what it means to live by faith?

**Summary:** Centuries before Christ was on this earth the Lord gave us promises of salvation. Those promises were fulfilled in a very precise way. The question remains, How should we respond to the reliability and trustworthiness of the Lord as revealed in the fulfillment of those promises?
Atonement in Symbols: Part 1

SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Gen. 3:21; 4:3–5; Lev. 17:11; Rom. 3:23; Eph. 2:11–13; 1 Pet. 1:18, 19.

Memory Text: “For you know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed from the empty way of life handed down to you from your forefathers, but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect” (1 Peter 1:18, 19, NIV).

Key Thought: To show how the Old Testament sacrificial system pointed to the sacrifice of Christ.

In the Bible the sacrificial system was established in order to illustrate how God was going to solve the problem of sin. At the center of the service was the blood of the sacrificial animal. The life of the animal was poured out so that the life of the repentant sinner could be saved. The animal was a symbol of Jesus, who would give His life in place of ours.

When repentant sinners brought their sacrifices to the Lord, they were acknowledging that they were sinners who deserved death. But they also were manifesting faith, trusting that the Lord would grant them forgiveness by accepting the life of the sacrificial victim in their stead. Assuming responsibility for our sin is indispensable (this is known as repentance and confession). Only those who, in the light of the Cross, see themselves as sinners in need of forgiveness and humbly find in Christ the Lamb of God that takes away their sin will experience cleansing.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, November 8.*
Atonement and Animal Sacrifices

**How** far back can we trace the origin of animal sacrifice in the Bible? 
See Gen. 3:21, 4:3–5.

In the Bible, the sacrificial victim and the repentant sinner who brought it were identified with each other so closely that the life of the animal stood for the life of the person, and the animal’s blood became a means of atonement (Lev. 17:11).

**Read** Leviticus 17:11. What is the important message of this text to us?

A lot of symbolism is found in the biblical sacrificial system. First, because the death of an animal stood for the death of the individual, the sacrificial act was an act of salvation, a manifestation of God’s grace and love. He was willing to accept the death of another creature in order to preserve the life of humans and to continue fellowshiping with them. Second, according to the Bible, the life of an animal could not really atone for the life of a sinner; consequently, the death of sacrificial victims had a symbolic function only. It pointed beyond itself to the death of the Seed of the woman, Jesus, who would give His life as a ransom in place of many (Mark 10:45). Third, the killing of the sacrificial animal also illustrated the seriousness of sin and the costliness of forgiveness. Taking the life of an animal must have been very painful to Adam and Eve; probably to most Israelites, as well. The process helped them understand that sin is inseparable from death and that forgiveness is not the same as overlooking sin. The price God will pay for our redemption will be the “precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect” (1 Pet. 1:19, NIV).

At the moment sin entered into the world, God instituted a sacrificial system that had these symbolic and teaching functions. The first sacrifice that Adam and Eve offered was a wonderful explosion of hope in the coming Redeemer, a hope offered in the midst of the pain of guilt and death.

**How seriously do you take the problem of sin?** The answer can be found by how you answer the next question: **How much suffering do you put yourself through trying to overcome sin?** See 1 Pet. 4:1.
**The Lesson in Brief**

**Key Text:** 1 Peter 1:18, 19

**The Student Will:**
- **Know:** The sacrificial system was a visual reminder of the cost of sin.
- **Feel:** Nothing material is valuable enough to rescue sinners.
- **Do:** Show that our actions reveal our understanding of the cost of sin.

**Learning Outline:**

I. Repentance, Faith, and Blood *(Gen. 3:21; 4:3–5, 15)*

A As Adam shed the blood of the first lamb, he set in motion the slaughter of millions of innocent lambs. Adam’s example of performing the sacrifice wasn’t enough to convince Cain. Describe how Cain’s disobedience in the field mirrored Adam’s in the Garden of Eden.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

B Cain resisted God’s plan of sacrifice. In spite of this, God protected him. What does this tell us about God? How far and for how long does His protection extend?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

II. Covered in the Blood *(Lev. 17:11)*

Before Christ’s death, sin could be cleansed only by the killing of the lamb. Imagine Christ watching the sin offerings being made at the temple. Describe His possible emotions. What would you experience as you felt the warmth of the lamb with one hand and the cold steel of the knife in the other? Would the consequences of sin be more real to us if we had to kill a lamb as a sacrifice? How much more so should the image of the cross touch us?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

**Summary:** Sacrifice is necessary where sin is involved. We can never underestimate what even a “little” sin cost.
Sin and Impurity

The book of Leviticus deals, in detail, with the problem of sin and impurity, but it especially emphasizes the topic of purity/impurity or purification/contamination. Impurity is considered as damaging to the covenant relationship as a moral sin itself. The instructions concerning impurity have the purpose of motivating the Israelites to avoid anything that could contaminate them. The laws regarding purification instructed them concerning how they could be restored to a state of purity before the Lord.

There are several sources of impurity, some of which are unavoidable. For example, there is the contamination that a woman incurs during childbirth (Leviticus 12). In this case the contamination is the result of the blood discharge that accompanies the childbirth (Lev. 12:4, 5, 7; see also Lev. 15:19–30 for another kind of uncleanliness). A man with a blood discharge was also considered unclean (Lev. 15:1–15; see also vss. 16–18).

In those cases the individual was a carrier, a contaminating agent; therefore, he or she was forbidden to contact anybody else or any holy thing. Obviously, the emphasis on washing and quarantine suggests a hygienic concern. But there was also a theological interest. The impure person was not allowed to come into contact with other people and was excluded from the sanctuary. “Impurity” thus becomes a metaphor to express a person’s alienation from God and others. In fact, impurity is usually associated with death. It is connected with dead bodies (Num. 6:6, 7, 11), diseases (Leviticus 13, 14), blood discharge (a way of letting life run away), and the emission of semen, which is the “seed” of life. The leper was totally impure and considered as dead (Num. 12:9–12).

The impure person was in the realm of death and could be removed from that place only through a cleansing ritual. Otherwise, he or she would be permanently separated from God and the rest of the people of God (Lev. 15:31). The biblical concept of impurity indicates that humans are almost in a natural state of contamination existing in an environment that is fundamentally unclean. They need cleansing in order to be free to approach the Lord. This cleansing was primarily possible through the blood of the sacrificial victim (Lev. 12:8).

Read Ephesians 2:11–13. Although the language of impurity is not used, how is the concept, as explained above, present in these texts? What kind of “impurity” do we face today? How can we be cleansed of it?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Symbols are aids to help illustrate ideas. Many Christian churches identify themselves with a cross. The United States flag has stars and stripes that immediately identify it as American. Pakistan, an Islamic country, uses the symbol of a crescent. The Swedish flag uses the colors blue and yellow, symbolizing the sky and the sun. In the Bible God uses a large number of symbols to illustrate the atoning work of Jesus. The early Christians used the symbol of a fish because the word for fish, ἴχθος, was an anagram for the titles Jesus, Christ, God, Son, Savior. There are many symbols of Jesus in the Bible. Dominant among them is the symbol of a lamb.

Consider This: Consider why a lamb should be a symbol of Jesus. Lambs are gentle creatures. They are powerless and friendly, not aggressive or confrontational. They are not destructive.

In Scripture the lamb is associated with death, sacrifice, life, and cleansing. (See John 1:29; Rev. 5:6; and the memory verse, 1 Pet. 1:18, 19.)

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

The lamb is the metaphor that most graphically identifies and illuminates the atonement of Jesus in the Old Testament. It is central in the story of Abraham and Isaac. God will provide a lamb for sacrifice (Genesis 22). In Isaiah 53 Jesus is described as God’s innocent Lamb who was led to the slaughter for the sake of others, and not for Himself (vs. 6). As you look at Isaiah 53, note the prevalence of the theme of substitution. We have sinned, and He, Jesus, paid the penalty for it. Notice how that theme permeates the chapter. Why is the concept of substitution so important to any true understanding of the plan of salvation?

In the sanctuary service, every day a lamb was offered, one in the evening and one in the morning. This service never stopped, no matter what festival was celebrated, be it Sabbath, the Passover, the Day of Atonement, or any other festival. In the sacrifice of the lamb there were
The Sacrifices

Read Leviticus 4:3, 13, 22, 27. What do these verses tell us about sin and about who needs atonement for their sin? See Rom. 3:23, 5:12.

We can learn a number of lessons from these sin offerings.

First, the type of animal brought as a sin offering depended on the financial condition of the individual (Lev. 5:7–12), which showed that the Lord was sensitive to the financial situation of the people. For us, the point shouldn’t be missed: Salvation through Christ is for all people, regardless of their status in the world.

Second, the sacrificial victim was expected to be unblemished, healthy, and without physical defects (Lev. 4:3). The sinner was defective and morally blemished, but the sacrificial victim that represented the Lamb of God wasn’t.

Read 1 Peter 1:18, 19. What important aspect of Jesus was prefigured in those unblemished sacrifices, and why is that aspect so important to us and the plan of salvation? Rom. 5:19, 2 Cor. 5:21, Heb. 4:15.

Another important point to remember: The sin offering atones for both unintentional and intentional sin (Lev. 5:1–5) and ritual impurity (Lev. 12:6, 7). What’s the moral lesson for us? It’s that there was no sin that God could not forgive if the sinner repented from it. Moral and ritual impurity was symbolically removed from repentant sinners through the sacrificial blood. But, in fact, only the blood of Christ could cleanse from sin. The great news for us, prefigured in these sacrifices, is that no matter our past, no matter how badly we have fallen, we can, through Jesus, find restitution, healing, forgiveness, and cleansing.

It’s easy, at times, to doubt your salvation. Maybe at times it’s even good to question your standing before God. After all, there will be those who thought they were saved who, in the end, won’t be (Matt. 7:22, 23). How can you find the assurance you need while, at the same time, not be presumptuous?
two vital and important truths brought before the sinner who came to offer it before the priest.

1. The wages of sin is death. There is no escape from the terrible consequences of sin: It pays a wage, and the wage is death (*Rom. 6:23*). This is a terrible fact that should reveal just how devastating the problem of sin really is.

2. The death was not the death of the sinner; it was the death of the substitute, the lamb. The sinner went free, but the substitute died. These sacrifices were only symbolic; they did not effect any actual removal of sin (*Heb. 10:4*). After all, considering the devastating impact of sin on the world, how could the death of a lamb truly atone for it? It couldn’t. Something greater had to happen. It did.

3. What the sacrifices symbolized, Jesus actually accomplished. He is God’s Lamb in contrast to lambs offered by humans. He actually takes away the sin of the world (*John 1:29*). What does that mean, that He takes away the sin of the world? Why do we still struggle with sin? Why is sin still a reality in all of our lives?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Put the questions to the class. Is sin something concrete, like a book that can be picked up and moved from place to place? What do we mean when we say Jesus takes away our sin? How are we to understand this idea?
Removal of Sin/Impurity

What were the roles of the priest and the individual in the sacrifices depicted in the following verses? Lev. 4:5–7, 28–31.

Several rituals are important when seeking to understand the sacrificial offerings. When the repentant sinner brought the sacrificial victim to the sanctuary, the sinner placed a hand on the head of the animal and leaned on it. In the daily sacrifices the laying on of hands was associated with the phrase “be accepted on his behalf to make atonement for him” (Lev. 1:4, NIV), indicating that the sinner fully identified with the sacrificial victim. The sacrificial victim was at that moment standing for him or her before God, bearing the sin of the individual.

The sacrificial victim was commonly killed by the individual, although there were exceptions (Lev. 1:14, 15; 5:8). This sacrificial act is especially meaningful when placed in the context of the state of guilt and alienation in which repentant sinners found themselves. Because of the violation of the covenant, sinners were heading toward death, but that death was actualized in the sacrificial victim, not in the repentant sinner, whose life was then spared by God. Sin and penalty cannot be separated from each other. The transfer of the one implies the transfer of the other. This found its fulfillment in Christ’s death on the cross, where our sin was transferred to Him and where He died the death that should have been ours.

Besides the laying on of hands and the death of the animal, another ritual was the bringing of the blood into the sanctuary, the means by which sin was brought there. In some cases it was sprinkled inside the tabernacle (Lev. 4:6), and at other times it was applied to the horns of the altar of sacrifices (vs. 30). When sin was not taken inside the sanctuary in this manner, sin was transferred to it through the priest. On those occasions he had to eat the flesh of the sin offering, thus bearing the sin of the people in his own person (Lev. 10:17). God was assuming responsibility for the sin of repentant sinners. This pointed to Christ’s high-priestly ministry on our behalf.

Think through the meaning of these sacrifices and what they were pointing to: Christ dying in our stead for our sins. How should the reality of His death impact our daily life? More important, how does that death impact it in your own case?
Learning Cycle  CONTINUED

Jesus takes away our sins by taking responsibility for them. The consequences of sin is death \((\text{Rom. } 6:23)\). Because He took the responsibility for our sins, Jesus had to die. It is the wonderful news of the gospel that by accepting Jesus’ death in our place, we are free from the penalty that would otherwise be ours. We, all of us, deserved to be on the cross, not Jesus. In fact, He was the only human who didn’t deserve to be on the cross. What lesson should we take away from that?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Note: There is a close connection between the meaning \((\text{in } \text{Lev. } 17:11)\) of the life being in the blood and how the New Testament writers use the expression. \((\text{Read } \text{Rom. } 3:25, 5:9, \text{ Eph. } 1:7, \text{ and } \text{Col. } 1:20)\).

The universal power of the atonement of Christ’s blood is brought out in the book of Revelation. “‘With your blood you have purchased men for God from every tribe and language and people and nation’ ” \((\text{Rev. } 5:9, \text{ NIV})\). The believers overcame him (Satan) by the blood of the Lamb.

STEP 3—Practice

Thought Question:

*The Desire of Ages*, page 112, states that when John the Baptist identified Jesus as the Lamb of God who takes away the world’s sin, he did not understand what he said, nor did his hearers. Ask the class, “Can you suggest reasons why many Christians today fail to grasp and experience the freedom from the burden of sin available through Jesus?”

This is an important question. Give the class time to reflect on the question. Make a careful note of the responses. They will be helpful to you when you come to the application of the atonement to our daily lives.

Consider This: Mass media, television, videos, magazines, DVDs, and audio books all have a strong element of violence in them. It is esti-
Other Sacrifices

**What** was the function of the burnt offering? *Lev. 1:3–9, 22:17–22.*

In Leviticus the burnt offering is an atoning sacrifice, but other functions predominate. Because the sacrifice was totally burned on the altar and was accepted for the person, it represented total consecration to the Lord. It also was offered as a votive or freewill offering (*Lev. 22:17–22*). The votive offering was brought after a vow was fulfilled to express gratitude to the Lord. The freewill offering was an expression of personal devotion, thanksgiving, and joy.

**What** was the function of the peace/fellowship offering? *Lev. 7:12, 16.*

The peace offering could be offered as a thanksgiving offering, a votive offering, and a freewill offering (*Lev. 7:12, 15, 16*). This suggests that the sacrificial act was a joyful occasion (*1 Sam. 11:14, 15; 1 Kings 8:62, 63*). The fact that the Lord gave back the flesh of the sacrifice to the worshiper to eat it with relatives and friends in His presence (*Deut. 12:17, 18*) indicates that the sacrifice strengthened the covenant relation through communion with God and other Israelites (*Deut. 27:7, 1 Kings 8:63*).

**What** was the function of the meal offering? *Lev. 2:1–10.*

The meal offering was from the fruits of the land and was a recognition of God’s gracious provision for His people. Everything belonged to God, but He requested that a small portion of it be brought by the people as an expression of gratitude (*Deut. 26:9, 10*). It was accompanied by the “salt of the covenant” (*Lev. 2:13, NIV*). Salt was used in the ancient Near East as a preservative and therefore was an appropriate symbol of the binding nature of the covenant (*2 Chron. 13:5*). The offering was an expression of the person’s willingness to preserve the covenant relationship with the Lord.

In the Old Testament we find so many different offerings with complementary functions, while in the New Testament we find only one single sacrifice. What does that suggest concerning the nature and efficacy of Christ’s sacrifice? What assurance can you take for yourself from this one sacrifice?
mated that in one viewing there may be five to ten people killed, often violently. After constant viewings of seeing people being killed, how impressive will the death of Jesus appear? Is there a real danger that in exposure to repeated violence our sensitivities to the death of Jesus and the seriousness of sin may be lessened?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

We cannot expect to drift into heaven on a cloud of pious thoughts. Life is serious. Salvation is free. Keeping it up to date for ourselves is vital. We have a heaven to win and a hell to avoid. We cannot sail a boat on yesterday’s wind. Nor can last week’s Christian experience substitute for today’s.

STEP 4—Apply

Ask the class if any one of them has a job they need to attend to: fixing a fence, painting a door, mending a broken chair, etc. There will always be some who are intending to fix something but failing to do it.

We cannot take this laid-back attitude to salvation. We must pay more careful attention to what we have heard, so that we do not drift away. The King James Version says, “How shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation?” (Heb. 2:3).

Ask the class members how they can organize their day in order to cultivate the application of the atonement in their lives and keep it fresh and up to date.

Note these helpful thoughts from Ellen G. White’s Steps to Christ: “If Christians would associate together, speaking to each other of the love of God and of the precious truths of redemption, their own hearts would be refreshed and they would refresh one another.”—Page 102.

“If we thought and talked more of Jesus, and less of self, we should have far more of His presence.”—Page 102.

“The more our thoughts are upon Christ, the more we shall speak of Him to others and represent Him to the world.”—Page 89.
Further Study: “The very system of sacrifices was devised by Christ, and given to Adam as typifying a Saviour to come, who would bear the sins of the world, and die for its redemption. Through Moses, Christ gave definite directions to the children of Israel in regard to the sacrificial offerings. . . . Only clean and precious animals, those which would best symbolize Christ, were accepted as offerings to God. . . .”—Ellen G. White, Sons and Daughters of God, p. 225.

“To many it has been a mystery why so many sacrificial offerings were required in the old dispensation, why so many bleeding victims were led to the altar. But the great truth that was to be kept before men, and imprinted upon mind and heart, was this, ‘Without shedding of blood is no remission.’ In every bleeding sacrifice was typified ‘the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world.’ ”—Ellen G. White Comments, The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 7, p. 932.

“Since the announcement to the serpent in Eden, ‘I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed’ (Gen. 3:15), Satan had known that he did not hold absolute sway over the world. . . . With intense interest he watched the sacrifices offered by Adam and his sons. In these ceremonies he discerned a symbol of communion between earth and heaven. He set himself to intercept this communion. He misrepresented God, and misinterpreted the rites that pointed to the Saviour. Men were led to fear God as one who delighted in their destruction. The sacrifices that should have revealed His love were offered only to appease His wrath.”—Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, p. 115.

Discussion Questions:

1 According to the third Ellen White quote above, Satan pervaded the meaning of the sacrifice. In what ways could we be in danger of perverting the meaning of Christ’s sacrifice? What views of the Cross distort its meaning?

2 Unlike the Israelites, we don’t have daily physical reminders of the cost of sin; that is, we don’t live in the constant presence of sacrifice, as did the Israelites in the wilderness. In what ways, however, can we help keep the amazing death of Jesus in our behalf always before us so that we never forget what Christ has done to give us the hope of eternal life?

3 Explain in practical terms how you can consecrate everything you have to the Lord. What does that mean, and how can you do it?

Summary: God instituted the sacrificial system after the entrance of sin in order to remind people about the costliness of forgiveness and the future sacrifice of His Son. Different sacrifices were offered in order to expiate specific sins, to cleanse from impurity, and to express the deepest feelings of humility and adoration of the repentant sinners.
LESSON 7  *November 8–14

Atonement in Symbols: Part 2

SABBATH AFTERNOON

**Read for This Week’s Study:** Leviticus 16, Num. 18:1–8, Pss. 28:2, 132:7, 138:2.

**Memory Text:** “‘Let us go to his [God’s] dwelling place; let us worship at his footstool’” (Psalm 132:7, NIV).

**Key Thought:** To look at the atoning work of Christ as revealed particularly in the Day of Atonement sanctuary service.

The Israelite sanctuary was cleansed once a year from the sin and impurities of Israel, which were transferred there through the daily sacrifices. The yearly ritual symbolically represented the time when God, from His heavenly dwelling place, would bring an end to the problem of sin and restore the whole universe to its original harmony.

During this week, we will study not only the symbolic meaning of the Day of Atonement but also how the Israelite sanctuary pointed to God’s heavenly dwelling, the throne room of the universe.

We will also discuss the priests in the Old Testament and how their work of mediation prefigured the work of Christ as our Mediator and Intercessor in the heavenly sanctuary.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, November 15.*
Sanctuary and Atonement

What do the following verses teach us about the role of the sanctuary in the experience and life of the Israelites? Exod. 25:8, 22; 29:42, 43; Pss. 28:2; 132:7; 138:2.

The Israelite sacrificial system was centered on and operated within the sanctuary, the earthly dwelling of God. It was the center of life and of holiness in Israel. Within that unique space God dealt with the problem of sin. He commanded the Israelites to build an altar in the courtyard of the sanctuary, and it was upon this altar that the sacrificial blood was placed in order to make atonement for the people (Lev. 17:11). Blood, as a tangible expression of life, belonged to God, and it was to be returned to Him there, on the altar.

In the plan of salvation, the life of the animal stood for the life of the repentant sinner, and God would accept the death of the innocent animal in place of the sinner’s death. The altar was a symbol of God’s presence (Ps. 43:4), and by accepting the sacrifice, God was assuming responsibility for the sin of the person. In other words, the Lord was telling the Israelites, “If you have sinned and want to get rid of this enslaving power, bring it to Me, to My dwelling place, and I will take care of it. Bring it to Me!” The Israelites left the sanctuary blessed by the Lord and justified by His grace (Pss. 24:3–5, 118:26).

All this was symbolic of the work of Jesus, our real High Priest. The heavenly sanctuary is the dwelling of God within the cosmos and the place from which He rules as King of the universe; it’s also the place in which the sin problem is being resolved. The cross was the altar on which the sacrifice was offered for us. Today God says to us, “If you want freedom from sin, and forgiveness of sin, come to the altar of sacrifice where My Son paid the penalty for your sins!”

Someone asked a friend, “How can I know what God is really like?” The person responded, “Look at Jesus on the cross, dying for the sins of the world.” How does the Cross tell us what God is really like? What comfort and hope can you draw for yourself from that revelation of God?
The Lesson in Brief

**Key Text:** Psalm 132:7

**The Student Will:**
- **Know:** As sinners, we needed a blood transfusion.
- **Feel:** The enormity of being at one (atonement) with God.
- **Do:** Feel more appalled at the sin problem in our lives.

**Learning Outline:**

I. **Atonement in the Sanctuary** (*Leviticus 16*)
   - A What attributes of the sanctuary services during the Day of Atonement do you find comforting? Disturbing? Why?
   - B What implications does the sanctuary’s being the center of life in Israel have for us today? Explain your answer.

II. **Priestly Duties** (*Exod. 28:9–12, 29; Num. 27:21; 28:3–8; Deut. 1:5–9; 4:25, 26, 34, 35*)
   - A How important was the role of the priest carrying out the daily duties at the temple?
   - B What is the importance of having a priest in our own home?
   - C Do we feel enough horror at the sin in our lives?

III. **Day of Atonement** (*Leviticus 16*)
   - A Should the Day of Atonement have been a day of rejoicing or one of terror for the Israelites? In the busyness of life, how do we keep a focus on Christ as our High Priest? If we lose that focus, what do we risk?
   - B Purging of sins is necessary to be at peace with God. What keeps us from remembering that sense of peace and being drawn to sin again?

**Summary:** The Day of Atonement is something positive. It is the beginning of an eternity with God.
Priestly Work and Atonement

Why was it necessary to have a priesthood who operated in His temple? Num. 18:1–8.

The fundamental work of the priests was to mediate between God and the people. The priests represented God before the people in their teaching ministry (Deut. 33:10). Closely related to that work was the priestly duty of revealing God’s will to those who sought divine guidance (Num. 27:21). The priests also functioned as judges in the sanctuary. In fact, the highest tribunal of the land operated at the central sanctuary (Deut. 17:8–13, 21:5). They were especially responsible for blessing the people (Deut. 10:8, 21:5). They represented the people before God. In their representative role they took the people with them to the presence of the Lord (Exod. 28:9–12, 29).

Their role as mediators was particularly visible during the daily services. They were in charge of the altar of the burnt offering and were to keep the sacred fire burning on it, removing the ashes and bringing new wood (Lev. 6:10–13). They placed a burnt offering on that altar in the morning and then another in the evening (Num. 28:3–8). During daily services the high priest went into the Holy Place to dress the lampstand and to burn incense before the Lord (Exod. 30:7, 8). Also, whenever an Israelite brought a sacrifice, the priests sacrificed it on his or her behalf to make atonement for the sinner (Lev. 1:5–9; 4:25, 26, 34, 35).

The priest’s role of mediator served at least three main purposes. First, it suggested that despite the fundamental distance between God and humans, there was a way to close the gap. Second, it revealed God’s desire to be with His people. It manifested God’s love seeking a way to become accessible to them, despite their sin. Third, from the perspective of the Israelites, the priesthood gave them access to the Holy One of Israel and the opportunity to be cleansed from sin and impurity. The priestly mediators were always available in order to make it possible for the people to approach God and find grace and mercy.

The whole system, of course, pointed to the ultimate Mediator between God and humans, the Servant of the Lord, Jesus Christ.

Through the work of Christ we are part of the “royal priesthood” (1 Pet. 2:9). What is your role in that priesthood? How can you function as “priest” for other people?
Learning Cycle

**STEP 1—Motivate**

Symbols may mean different things to different people. The fourth of July is America’s Independence Day. It is also the day England lost one of her colonies. Christmas is a celebration of the birth of Jesus for Christians; for non-Christians it is just a family holiday. It is a matter of perspective. A flag may be a symbol of liberty to one and a symbol of repression to another. Symbols are like shadows. They are a likeness, a reminder, an aid to understanding, but they are not the reality. God understood the need for symbols for us as individuals and collectively. Symbols are a way of engaging us, getting our attention, helping us gain a better understanding of God, and drawing us into a closer relationship with Him. Jesus is presented to us in Scripture under a whole spectrum of symbols: Rock, Shepherd, Way, Door, Light, etc.

Ask the class to read the description of the Day of Atonement in Leviticus 23:26–32. Compare this with how Moses describes the way the other festivals should be celebrated (Lev. 23:8, 14, 21, 25, 36). What does this tell you about the significance of the Day of Atonement?

**STEP 2—Explore**

**Bible Commentary**

Exodus 30:10, Leviticus 16, 23:27–32, and Numbers 29:7–11 list the sacrifices offered on the Day of Atonement: daily burnt offering; bullock for a sin offering and ram for a burnt offering for the priest; two goats for a sin offering and a ram for a burnt offering for the people; and for the day, one bullock, one ram, seven lambs, for a burnt offering, and one kid for a sin offering.

The Old Testament sacrificial system and the Day of Atonement all pointed to Jesus’ death and the benefits and implications of it for the sinner. Look at the implications of Jesus’ sacrifice in the following texts:

- *Heb. 9:14*—Serve the living God
- *Heb. 10:10*—Made holy

CONTINUED
Day of Atonement: Part 1

The Day of Atonement ritual illustrated the final resolution of the sin problem, the consummation of the salvation as experienced through the daily services. The whole tabernacle was to be cleansed, the Holy and Most Holy Places. They needed cleansing because of the “uncleanness and rebellion of the Israelites, whatever their sins have been” (Lev. 16:16, NIV). These sins had been transferred to the divine dwelling through the sacrifices brought by repentant sinners. During the Day of Atonement the tabernacle was restored to its original pristine cleanliness and holiness. On that day, once a year, there was a fragment of space that, like the Garden of Eden, was free from the presence of sin and impurity. This “return” to Eden, celebrated at the end of the year, provided a fresh beginning for the people of Israel. It pointed to a new beginning of cosmic proportions (compare Dan. 8:14).

Read specifically Leviticus 16:16, 17, 21, 30, 33, 34. What specific emphasis can you find there? Whose sins are being dealt with on that day, in contrast to the daily ritual? Lev. 1:1–4.

The texts indicate the all-encompassing nature of the cleansing, because all the sins of all the people were dealt with. It was a corporate act, dealing with Israel as a whole. This was God’s final disposition of the sin problem in Israel for that year, and it prefigured the final disposition of sin at the end of time (Heb. 9:28).

What did God expect from His people during that day? Lev. 23:26–31.

However much the Day of Atonement was a corporate event, involving the whole nation, each individual had a role to play in giving himself or herself over to the Lord completely. Those who were not found resting in the Lord and humbling themselves before Him were to be “cut off from his people” (Lev. 23:29, NIV). However harsh that sounds, the point is to emphasize how solemn the work of salvation was. The passage is, among other things, promoting perseverance in one’s walk with the Lord.

How, in a sense, are we to “afflict” our souls on a daily basis? What does that mean? See Matt. 16:24, 25; Rom. 6:1–13; Heb. 12:4.
• *Heb. 10:19–25*—Confidence to approach God; cleansed from a guilty conscience; hope

• *1 John 1:7, 9*—Walk in the light; cleansed from sin

• *Titus 2:14*—Purified and redeemed

Ask the class to reflect on how this differs from what happened on the annual Day of Atonement. Remember there is a difference and a distinction between the daily services and the once-a-year service of the Day of Atonement.

**Mediator.** In the Old Testament the priest modeled the role of mediator for the sinner during the year. On the Day of Atonement the high priest and the ritual involved drew out the awesome reality of what is involved in the plan of salvation. In the sanctuary service we have a model of the reality of the atonement. In the yearly services emphasis is laid upon two things:

1. Where responsibility for sin lies;

2. Why are some people lost? God in Christ has made provision for the salvation of all (*John 3:16, 17*).

The term *mediator* is used only six times in the New Testament, and in four cases it refers to Jesus. In Hebrews 8:6 we are told that Jesus’ ministry and mediation are superior, as they are built on a new covenant. Hebrews 9:15 further explains the implications of Jesus’ mediation.

Ask the class to reflect on how the assurance that Jesus is an unfailing Mediator illustrates that He can save us completely (*see Heb. 7:24, 25*). The mediation of the high priest on the Day of Atonement addresses responsibility for sin. In what ways can we gain strength and confidence from Jesus’ mediation? Why do we still need Jesus as our Mediator? Wasn’t everything finished at the cross?

Look at a major theme of the book of Hebrews. It centers on Jesus as our heavenly High Priest. Jesus is in heaven, doing something for us now. This is a central truth in the plan of salvation.

Why do you think many Christians know so little about it, considering the importance it is given in the book of Hebrews? Why do we as Adventists place a lot of importance on the theme of Jesus as our High Priest in the heavenly sanctuary?
Day of Atonement: Part 2

Read the scapegoat ritual as found in Leviticus 16:20–22. What is taught by this ritual? Focus especially on the fate of that animal as compared to all the others used in the service.

The “scapegoat” (Heb. *azazel*) is not a means of atonement but a vehicle through which sin and impurity are carried to the wilderness. How do we know this?

First, the transfer of sin and impurity to this animal takes place after the high priest finished the work of atonement in the sanctuary. Second, the goat is not offered as a sacrifice; it is not slaughtered, and therefore no blood is available for atonement. Third, although it “carries/bears” the sins of the people, that does not mean that it carries them vicariously, as in the sense of a substitute, like Jesus. In this case the context shows that the verb means “to carry” to another place, i.e., “the wilderness” (*Lev. 16:22*, *NASB*). When the same verb is used to describe the work of the Servant of the Lord, it stands alone: “he bare the sins of many” (*Isa. 53:12*). He is not carrying them anywhere, but assuming responsibility for them Himself and, through that act, forgiving us. That is what atonement is, and that’s not what the scapegoat does.

Instead, the scapegoat ritual is an elimination rite; in other words, the scapegoat is a means of eliminating or removing from the camp of Israel something that should not be there—sin and impurity.

During the Day of Atonement there was a confrontation between the Lord and another power. The goat for the Lord represented God; the goat for *azazel* represented the opposing power, a demon, the ultimate source of sin and impurity. By sending the sins of the people to *azazel* through the goat, this power was being named as the originator of sin. God had accepted the sin and impurity of His people in order to atone for them and to forgive their sins, but that did not mean that He was the originator of evil. The Day of Atonement announced in symbols the final victory of holiness and purity over the forces of sin, impurity, and evil. It anticipated the moment when the charges raised by Lucifer in heaven will be once and for all resolved, and Lucifer will have to assume responsibility for originating sin. Through this ritual God was instilling hope in His people by pointing to a future in which, through the power of Christ, a new creation will come into existence, one free from death and pain, free from the power of sin (*Rev. 21:3, 4*).
STEP 3—Practice

Thought Questions:

1. On page 757 of *The Desire of Ages*, Ellen G. White describes events at the temple in Jerusalem as Jesus cries out “It is finished” and dies on the cross. The inner veil of the temple is torn from top to bottom, revealing the Most Holy Place to the people. “The priest is about to slay the victim; but the knife drops from his nerveless hand, and the lamb escapes. Type has met antitype in the death of God’s Son. The great sacrifice has been made. The way into the holiest is laid open. A new and living way is prepared for all. No longer need sinful, sorrowing humanity await the coming of the high priest. Henceforth the Saviour was to officiate as priest and advocate in the heaven of heavens.” What does this great hope and promise mean to us as sinners in need of grace?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Some people believe that one day the temple in Jerusalem will be rebuilt and animal sacrifices resumed. Even if this were to happen, why would those rituals be meaningless in terms of human salvation?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. The Old Testament system was horrific in that the sinner actively participated in the death of a living creature. Because of the death of Jesus, we do not endure that horrible ritual. Imagine that each time you sinned you had to go out and kill an innocent animal. Is there a risk that we take the sacrifice of Jesus for granted? What do we need to do to ensure that we appreciate our need of Jesus’ atoning sacrifice and to daily come to Him?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED
Atonement: What Is It?

Which ideas are associated with the verb to make atonement in the following passages? Lev. 4:31; 16:18, 19, 30; 17:11.

In Leviticus, though the priests officiate in the atoning rituals as mediators, they are not the ones who atone for sin. After the ritual is performed, God grants the forgiveness (Lev. 4:26; the passive form of the verb implies that God is the One who forgives). Atonement is something that God performs for His people. He is the One who “make[s] atonement for his land and people” (Deut. 32:43, NIV; also Pss. 65:3, 79:9). Through atonement, God allows His love to flow to sinners.

The Hebrew verb translated “to make atonement” in Leviticus (Heb. kipper) expresses the idea of wiping off or purging. Atonement is made for the tabernacle, the altar, the horns of the altar, meaning that they are purged, cleansed from the defilement of sin and impurity. The implication is that through atonement they are restored to the original condition, one free from defilement. When applied to repentant sinners, the verb still retains the idea of cleansing from sin or impurity.

Because the cleansing takes place through the blood of a sacrificial animal, atonement also can express the idea of ransoming. Freeing a person from sin is done at the cost of the blood/life of the sacrificial victim (Lev. 17:11). It was offered in place of the sinner, substituting for him or her, and therefore it ransomed the life of the person (see Matt. 20:28, 1 Tim. 2:6).

The verb to make atonement also is employed in Leviticus in a variety of rituals, making it impossible to conclude that it designates a single act. That is, atonement is a process rather than something that happens at a single point in time. The whole sanctuary activity throughout the year was understood as atonement; from the daily sacrifices (Lev. 5:10) to the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:34), and all the rituals in between. In other words, atonement was the totality of the cleansing action of God for Israel all year, including the sacrificial act, the mediation of the priest, and the final disposal of sin and impurity during the Day of Atonement. Thus was typified as the all-inclusive nature of the work of atonement that Christ is doing for us.

Only God could atone for sin, and it took the life of Christ to do it. What should that tell us about how bad sin must be? Why, then, don’t we abhor sin more than we do? How does the practice of sin deaden our abhorrence of it?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

3 How does the knowledge of symbols of the atonement in the Old Testament help us to better understand the reality of the New Testament and the crucial truths it teaches us about the plan of redemption? Ask class members to share which symbols mean the most to them and why.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4 The role of the priests in the Old Testament was that of mediator. This role has now been superseded by the role of Christ in heaven. Discuss the similarities and differences between the role of the modern-day pastor and the priest. (See Mal. 3:7, 2 Corinthians 5.) How does the individual’s role fit into this picture (1 Pet. 2:9)?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4—Apply

Toward the end of World War II a photographer captured five marines and a Navy corpsman raising the American flag at the Battle of Iwo Jima. The picture made the soldiers instant heroes and an emotive symbol that in time spawned a best-selling book and blockbuster movie, Flags of Our Fathers. It was a symbol for a specific time. The symbols of the Old Testament sanctuary were appropriate for that time and people. Although we still appreciate them and can learn the lessons from them, they are not the kind of symbols that we would choose today. Challenge the class to think of new symbols that will help them explain Jesus’ sacrifice to people they meet.

Ask the class to prayerfully consider Ellen White’s challenge on page 83 of The Desire of Ages during the week ahead: “It would be well for us to spend a thoughtful hour each day in contemplation of the life of Christ.”
Further Study: “Since Satan is the originator of sin, the direct instigator of all the sins that caused the death of the Son of God, justice demands that Satan shall suffer the final punishment. Christ’s work for the redemption of men and the purification of the universe from sin will be closed by the removal of sin from the heavenly sanctuary and the placing of these sins upon Satan, who will bear the final penalty. So in the typical service, the yearly round of ministration closed with the purification of the sanctuary, and the confessing of the sins on the head of the scapegoat.”—Ellen G. White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 358.

“Blood and life are associated as lexical pairs and thus understood as parallel in meaning in . . . Hebrew. Because of this close association blood is considered the source of life, and because blood represents life (Gen. 9:4, Deut. 12:23), it may expiate for life. Because the life of a creature is in the blood, blood makes atonement for one’s life. One life is sacrificed for another. The shedding of substitutionary blood on the altar makes atonement, since the blood of the innocent victim was given for the life of the one who has sinned.”—Mark F. Rooker, The New American Commentary: Leviticus, vol. 3A (Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman & Holman, 2000), p. 236.

Discussion Questions:

1. Review the process of atonement and cleansing in the earthly sanctuary and then compare it to how, in reality, Christ destroys our sin without destroying us, as well.

2. Many people find it hard to understand why innocent animals had to die in order to make a point about sin. What’s the important lesson from these deaths for us? What should it tell us about the nature of sin?

3. All during the week we talked about “cleansing” from sin. What does that mean on a practical level; that is, in the life of someone who claims the blood of Christ? 1 John 1:7. What does it mean to be cleansed of sin?

4. Take your answer to Monday’s final question and bring it to class on Sabbath. Compare responses. How can we, both as individuals and as a church, better fulfill our role as “priests”?

Summary: The Day of Atonement was the consummation of the daily cleansing of the Israelites from sin. It illustrated the time the cleansing power of the sacrificial death of Christ would be consummated through a work of judgment.
Born of a Woman: Atonement and the Incarnation

SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Matt. 1:18–25; 3:13–17; 4:1–11; 9:35; Mark 1:12, 13; John 1:1, 2, 14; Col. 2:9; Heb. 1:3.

Memory Text: “But you know that he appeared so that he might take away our sins. And in him is no sin” (1 John 3:5, NIV).

Key Thought: To show that in the person and work of Christ, God was bringing humans back to harmony with Him and with each other.

Scientists concede that no matter how much they are learning, the universe remains full of mystery. The Bible, too, is full of mystery—the greatest one being God’s work for our salvation. This week we will concentrate on a central theme of that work: the incarnation of the Son of God, possibly the greatest mystery in all the cosmos. That the Creator condescended to become a creature in a world of sin and death boggles the mind. How did that amazing event occur? Only the Godhead knows! One thing we do know, however, is that without the Incarnation there would not be forgiveness of sin and reconciliation with God. The incarnation of the Son of God into human flesh was an indispensable element in God’s plan for the salvation of the race.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, November 22.*
Mystery of Incarnation

When told that she would bear a special child, Mary responded in wonderment. “‘How will this be . . . since I am a virgin?’” The angel then said, “‘The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you’” (Luke 1:34, 35, NIV). This Child came into our history through the creative power of the Spirit in the womb of Mary (Matt. 1:18). The verb overshadow reminds us of Exodus 40:35, where we find a description of the glory of the Lord on the cloud coming down to dwell among men in the tabernacle. The Lord was coming down in a mysterious way in order to be conceived in the womb of this woman.

The coming of Jesus into humanity is precisely about the union of the divine and the human. Although the two natures remain distinct, what took place was not simply the indwelling of the divine in the human but a real incarnation. That is, Christ is truly God and truly man. The Bible does not tell us what took place at the moment the two natures were united in the womb of Mary. In the Incarnation God became human, and the fullness of God dwelt in humanity. This is precisely what Paul says.

Read Colossians 2:9. What does it tell us about who Jesus is?

The point is that Jesus is fully God! Had one or several of the divine attributes been lost during the Incarnation, we would have had less than the incarnation of God. Paul states that the preincarnated Christ was “in very nature God” (Phil. 2:6, NIV), equal to God, but in the Incarnation He took “the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness” (vs. 7, NIV).

Though fully God, Jesus placed everything He had under the authority of the Father, but in doing that He did not divest Himself of any of His divine attributes. During the Incarnation there was a concealment of the divine in Jesus, yet Deity was always fully present. For the purpose of the atonement it was indispensable to have God in human flesh, because only God could save us.

Read Matthew 1:18–25. How many miraculous things occurred there, things that can’t be explained other than by the supernatural intervention of God? What should this tell us about just how limited we are, in and of ourselves, to understand the most important truths? Why, just because we can’t understand something, must we not automatically dismiss it as untrue?
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: 1 John 3:5

The Student Will:
Know: Christ willingly lowered Himself and became human.
Feel: The sense of assurance that Christ is Adam’s substitute.
Do: Celebrate the reality of Christ’s being fully God and fully human.

Learning Outline:

As you study the incarnation of Christ, what part is the most difficult to understand? What is the easiest to accept?

________________________________________________________________________

II. The Cleansing Stream (Matt. 3:13–17)

A We can see Christ identifying Himself with sinners in His baptism. How would you use His example to bring someone to a decision to follow Him?

________________________________________________________________________

B What is meant by Paul’s statement “‘The first man Adam became a living being’; the last Adam, a life-giving Spirit” (1 Cor. 15:45, NIV)? What are the implications of Christ’s being the second Adam? What hope does that offer us? Why is this idea important for us as Christians?

________________________________________________________________________

III. Seducing With Glitz and Glamour (Matt. 4:1–11; Mark 1:12, 13)
Satan launched a full frontal attack on Christ following His baptism. Describe the three temptations Christ faced. What are today’s equivalents? Using Christ’s response as our example, how can we overcome temptation?

________________________________________________________________________

Summary: While we may not completely understand the incarnation of Christ, we can identify with His example of baptism and overcoming temptation. Christ gave us examples to follow in our own lives.
God and Humanity Reunited

**What** evidence do we have that Christ was not only divine but also human? *Matt. 26:38, Luke 2:40, Gal. 4:4.*

Ancient Greek philosophy considered human flesh to be intrinsically evil, a prison for the soul. Accepting this view, some early Christians concluded that the Son of God could not have come in a material body but only seemed to have done so. The New Testament, however, makes it indisputably clear that Jesus was a real human being. He was born of a woman, grew and developed as a child, learned obedience *(Heb. 5:8)*, and suffered and died *(Matt. 26:38, Luke 23:46).* The Bible also is clear that Jesus was divine, God in human flesh *(John 1:1, 2, 14; Heb. 1:3).* The reality of the union of the human and the divine in Christ is indispensable for the atonement.

Why? Because after the Fall, Adam and Eve and all of their descendants were separated from God, a separation that threatened their existence. Because it was impossible for humans by themselves to be reunited with God, the Lord took the initiative and reunited Himself with humans, and this He did with the Incarnation, when God became human. Christ became the “place” where the divine intersected the human in a permanent reunification. In the Incarnation, “divinity and humanity were mysteriously combined, and man and God became one.”—Ellen G. White, *Signs of the Times,* July 30, 1896. This unity was deeper than the unity that originally existed between God and humans.

**How** does Paul refer to Jesus *(1 Cor. 15:45)*, and what does that mean?

In Jesus there was a new beginning for the human race, a “new” humanity that was united to God. He was the Creator and the Head of that new humanity; He was the new Adam from whom a new human race was coming into existence. Outside of Him there was, and still is, the old humanity, the one in fallen Adam, the one separated from God and heading to extinction *(1 Cor. 15:22).* The only hope for that humanity is the incarnated God, in whom the divine and the human were united in eternal bonds of love. Through Christ every human being who so wishes it can be brought into complete harmony with God.

Look up at the stars at night. Think about the incredible truth that the Power who created all those stars (and so much more) took upon Himself humanity and in that humanity died for your sins! How should this incredible truth change your life?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

According to all the laws of aerodynamics, the bumblebee should not be able to fly, but it does anyway (apparently, the bumblebee does not understand aerodynamics). It is one of nature’s mysteries. As humanity pushes the barriers of science, many of nature’s mysteries have been explained, only to be replaced by new mysteries—phenomena that we see but cannot explain. It’s kind of ironic, but the more we learn and the more we explore, the more advances we make, the more mysteries we uncover, and the more we realize how little we really know!

The same is true in the spiritual realm. One mystery that we will not fully understand until we get to heaven is the Incarnation, that of Jesus, God Himself, coming down to earth and taking upon Himself humanity. Though He was fully God, He was also fully man. How can we understand that?

It is important to help the class to understand, too, that although it is a mystery, the Incarnation is a key part of the plan of salvation. It was the only possible plan that would demonstrate the true character of God and at the same time save humanity.

Ask your class to think of everyday things that they cannot explain and that they accept by faith. How does this make them feel? How is this similar to, or different from their feelings relating to spiritual things that they cannot explain? Why do we sometimes feel uncomfortable about things that we cannot understand?

Ask your class to try to envision: Could the plan of salvation have been possible if Jesus had not been willing to be incarnated and born as a baby? What would be left of the atonement? Why was it so important that He become a human being and live in human flesh as we do?

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

The creative work of the Holy Spirit is seen in Matthew 1:18 and Luke 1:35. The Bible makes clear that Mary was with child by the Holy Spirit. His role is confirmed in John 1:14. Compare these three verses and con-
The Baptism of Jesus

Read Matthew 3:13–17. What important truths can we learn from the story of Jesus’ baptism by John?

The significance of Christ’s baptism cannot be overemphasized. First, by requesting baptism, Jesus was identifying Himself with sinners. He who was not in need of baptism requested it—not for Himself but for us, for our benefit, and by so doing He left an example for those who want to follow Him. But His baptism was more than an example; it made it possible for us to be joined to Him through our baptism and to receive the benefits of His at the hands of John.

Second, as Jesus was coming out of the water, He knelt down and prayed to the Father (Luke 3:21, 22). The Bible does not record the content of that prayer, but the answer given by the Father gives us an idea of its content. By declaring, “‘You are my Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased’” (vs. 22, NIV), God was telling Him that His prayer was heard. More so, “To every one of us they are words of hope and mercy. Through faith in the provision God has made in the behalf of man, you are accepted in the Beloved—accepted through the merits of Jesus.”—Ellen G. White, Bible Echo and Signs of the Times, Nov. 12, 1894.

What great hope can you find for yourself in those words by Ellen White?

Third, the Godhead was involved and present in the baptism of Jesus. The Father’s voice was heard from heaven, and the Holy Spirit made Himself visible through the symbol of a dove. God’s love was flowing down to His Son as a member of the human race, accepting Him as its Representative. Humans were no longer separated from the love of God, because in Christ a channel through which divine love could reach them was found.

What is the essential message to us from today’s lesson about how we, though fallen, can have acceptance with God? Is that acceptance found in ourselves, in how well we perform or keep the commandments, or in Jesus? Why must we always keep that answer before us, especially on “bad days”??
sider what they tell you about the role of the Holy Spirit in the work of the atonement.

Because of the involvement of the Holy Spirit, the son of Mary could be called the Son of God (Luke 1:35). Compare how John and Paul expound upon the Holy Spirit’s creative power from physical creation to spiritual rebirth in John 3:3–8 and Romans 8:11.

**Consider This:** Consider how the Holy Spirit’s creative power enables you to be called a child of God.

The mystery and miracle of the atonement: The Incarnation lies at the core of the atonement. It is a mystery beyond our comprehension, while, at the same time, it is a miracle that fills us with wonder. Ask the class to dwell on the implications of the Incarnation. What does it tell us about our worth before God? What does it tell us about our importance in the universe? What does it tell us about how we should treat other human beings?

Let’s identify the constituent parts of the mystery and miracle:

- The mystery of infinite wisdom that combines justice and mercy, fulfilling the requirements of the law while providing an escape from its penalties (Rom. 6:23).
- The miracle of being born-again (John 3:3–9). What does it mean to be born-again? How does it happen? Why is this so important for a person to experience for himself or herself?
- The miracle of a sinful person living in harmony with God’s law and having peace with God (Rom. 8:7, 5:1).
- The miracle of being transformed into the image of God (Rom. 12:2). What does it mean to be transformed into the image of God? What changes should occur in our lives as this process takes place?
- The miracle of becoming a son or daughter of God (John 1:12, 13; 1 John 3:1–3).
- The mystery of God’s love for sinners (John 3:16, Rom. 5:8).

**Consider This:** Ask the class to consider the personal implications of each of these verses.
Temptations of Jesus

Summarize the three temptations Jesus faced in the wilderness after His baptism. Matt. 4:1–11; Mark 1:12, 13.

The temptations of Jesus reveal some contrasting parallels with those of Adam and Eve. First, the fact that Adam was tempted while in the Garden of Eden, in an environment free from the corrupting reality of sin; Jesus was tempted in the wilderness, in an environment under the influence of evil powers. Second, Adam had an abundance of food, while Jesus was deprived of food. Third, Adam was not fasting; Jesus was. Fourth, both Adam and Jesus were tempted to satisfy their desire for food apart from the will of God; Adam accepted the food, Jesus didn’t. Fifth, Adam was tempted to question what God had said and showed a lack of trust in God’s word. Jesus also was tempted to question the trustworthiness of the word of God, but He rejected the temptation. Sixth, Adam openly went against the Lord and joined Satan in his rebellion against God and His government. Jesus was offered the kingdoms of this world if He would only worship and join Satan in his struggle against the kingdom of God. Jesus, however, remained loyal to the Father.

By overcoming Satan on the fundamental points in which Adam failed, Jesus was undoing Adam’s failure and making His (Christ’s) victory available to those who will put their faith in Him. The new humanity will not receive from the Head of the race a spirit of disobedience and rebellion, as the old humanity did from Adam, but one of humble submission to God’s will.

Read 2 Corinthians 5:21. What does Jesus’ victory over all sin mean for us and for the process of atonement?

That deep bond of unity between the Father and the Son was not broken through the temptations and attacks that Satan launched against the Son of God. He overcame every one and remained totally dependent on the Father. No other human being has been, is, or will be exactly like Him. He was by nature and by personal election sinless. It is there that we find the very ground of His capacity to save us. The Sinless One became sin for us in order for us to receive by faith the righteousness that was not ours but His. The perfect sacrificial Lamb took on Himself our sin in order to restore us to unity and harmony with the Creator.
Christianity makes no excuse when it declares that the plan of salvation is a mystery and its outworking in an individual’s life is a miracle available to all, no matter who they are or what their sins or character is like. The greatest mystery is God’s love for sinners.

**STEP 3—Practice**

1. The Holy Spirit was active in the Incarnation and as the atonement unfolded in the life and ministry of Jesus. In Acts 1:4 Jesus promised to send His Holy Spirit to His disciples. Following their baptism by the Holy Spirit, these people were transformed by His creative power from cowards into courageous witnesses (Acts 2:1–13). What evidence of the creative power of the Holy Spirit do you see in your life?

2. Consider the following quote from Ellen G. White in *The Desire of Ages*, pp. 19, 20:

   “By coming to dwell with us, Jesus was to reveal God both to men and to angels. . . . But not alone for His earthborn children was this revelation given. Our little world is the lesson book of the universe. God’s wonderful purpose of grace, the mystery of redeeming love, is the theme into which ‘angels desire to look,’ and it will be their study throughout endless ages. Both the redeemed and the unfallen beings will find in the cross of Christ their science and their song.”

3. When you consider that the revelation of God’s redeeming love is to be the study of the ages, what impact should this have on how we prioritize how we spend our time here and now?
Ministry of Healing

“And Jesus went about all the cities and villages, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing every sickness and every disease among the people” (Matt. 9:35).

Through His healing ministry Jesus was overcoming the incursion of death in the fabric of suffering humanity. His future victory over the very kingdom of death was anticipated in His daily healing works. The power of death that came into the world from sin was being defeated. This was particularly illustrated in cases of the various resurrections, including the resurrection of one who had been dead for four days (Mark 5:35–43, Luke 7:11–17, John 11:38–44).

His miracles also served to break down social barriers. The leper felt accepted by Him (Mark 1:41), the Samaritan came back to give thanks (Luke 17:11–17), and the Syro-Phoenician woman’s daughter was healed (Mark 7:29, 30). The alienation of humans from each other created by sin was being broken down through Jesus’ reconciling ministry. He was creating a new humanity at peace with one another.

But His miracles also served to restore people to harmony and communion with the Father. Very often His victory over the powers of death led people to believe in Him (John 4:53; 20:30, 31).

Which other methods did Jesus use in His ministry to restore harmony in society and with God? Mark 2:15–17, John 4:39–42.

The gulf of separation between God and humans was bridged not only in His own person—the human and divine Savior—but also through the power of Christ’s words of salvation. To those who received Him, “he gave the right to become children of God” (John 1:12, NIV). These individuals were born not of the will of the flesh but of God (vs. 13). Jesus Himself was gathering a new humanity reconciled to God, in and through Him. He sought to reconcile humans, not only with God but also with one another, and He did this by eating with them in open fellowship. Through these encounters Jesus was proclaiming that God accepts any person who comes to Him and that His followers should do likewise.

Take a look at your relationships and ask yourself, In what daily, practical ways is my reconciliation with God reflected in the way I treat and accept others?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

4 Considering everything that Jesus has done for us, have we any excuse not to be ready to meet Him when He returns to this earth? Is there any area of our lives that the Holy Spirit cannot re-create and make whole again?

________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4—Apply

When Jesus came as a Baby, a light began to shine in a world darkened by sin—a light that could not be extinguished. Yet, many today still live in the darkness of despair and loneliness, trapped in failure and sin. The failure is not in God’s plan but in the choices people make.

Ask the class to consider what their role is in sharing the light of God’s love as expressed in the Incarnation. Spend time brainstorming creative ideas to witness to others. Existing programs that are already in operation in your church do not count. Challenge the class to prayerfully try to implement one of the ideas and be prepared to report back to the class next week. From experience we know that not all attempts will be successful. Take time to brainstorm what to do when someone does not respond positively.

Ask the class to reflect on how they prioritize their time. Challenge them to keep a diary during the week and note the amount of time they spend each day on the following activities:

• sleeping
• eating
• working
• Bible study
• household chores
• watching TV

At the end of the week, total up the amount of time spent in each activity and prayerfully consider how this relates to the idea of studying the mystery of God’s redeeming love as expressed through the atonement throughout eternity.
Further Study: Purpose of the Incarnation: “Christ in counsel with His Father laid out the plan for His life on earth. . . . He clothed His divinity with the garb of humanity, that He might stand at the head of the human family, His humanity mingled with the humanity of the race fallen because of Adam’s disobedience.”—Ellen G. White, The Southern Work, p. 85.

“Christ’s work was to reconcile man to God through His human nature, and God to man through His divine nature.”—Ellen G. White, Confrontation, p. 38.

Prayer at Baptism: “He received baptism at the hands of John, and in coming up out of the water he bowed upon Jordan’s banks, and offered up a prayer to Heaven. . . . Jesus was accepted of Heaven as a representative of the human race. With all our sin and weakness, we are not cast aside as worthless; we are accepted in the Beloved; for heaven has been opened to our petitions through the Son of God. The gates are ajar, and the light of heaven will shine upon all those whom Jesus came to save, if they will but come within the circle of the beams of the Sun of Righteousness; for ample provision has been made for the salvation of every soul.”—Ellen G. White, Signs of the Times, July 28, 1890.

Discussion Questions:

1. Give as many possible answers as you can to this question: Why was the Incarnation indispensable in Christ’s work of atonement?

2. Why is the humanity of Christ so important to us? Why is the divinity of Christ so important to us, as well?

3. As we saw in Sunday’s lesson, there are many mysteries about the incarnation of Jesus. What other mysteries are there, such as in nature, and why should these other mysteries help us understand what it means to live by faith?

4. What are ways that we can, as a church, as the body of Christ, follow Christ’s healing and reconciliation ministry? What does your local church do? What more can and should it do? Most important, how can you be more involved?

Summary: In the incarnation of Jesus we witness the only human Being who was born on this planet in complete and perfect union with God. Although tempted by the enemy in ways that no other human being has been or will be tempted, Jesus remained loyal to the Father and overcame where Adam failed, thus paving the way to bring salvation to all who surrender to Him in faith and obedience.
SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Rom. 2:1–29, 3:19–26, 2 Cor. 5:18–21, 1 John 4:7–11.

Memory Text: “God presented him as a sacrifice of atonement, through faith in his blood. He did this to demonstrate his justice, because in his forbearance he had left the sins committed beforehand unpunished” (Romans 3:25, NIV).

Key Thought: To summarize some of the ways that the New Testament interprets the death of Christ.

No one image, or one idea, is grand enough to capture the full meaning of Christ’s death. Some people have argued that Christ’s death was a ransom paid to liberate us from evil powers; others claim that it was a sublime revelation of God’s love, one that transforms us. Some say that it was an expiatory sacrifice and removes sin as a barrier between us and God; some insist that it was a reconciling act, others that it was a declaration of acquittal. The truth is that the death of Christ is all of these, and much more. It’s not possible to bring the full meaning of Christ’s death under one all-encompassing concept, although some images are central, such as sacrificial substitution. This week we’ll look at some of the key images used to express the wonderful gift we’ve been given through Jesus’ death on the cross.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, November 29.*
Redemption

**Read** Mark 10:45; Galatians 3:13; Ephesians 1:7; and 1 Peter 1:18, 19. From these texts, how do you understand the concept of “redemption”?

Redemption is deliverance from debt or slavery through the payment of a ransom, and it’s an image used in the New Testament to interpret Christ’s death. In this thinking, the whole world became a prisoner of sin, and the law was the gatekeeper (*Gal. 3:22, 23*). As slaves of sin, humans were heading to eternal death (*Rom. 6:6, 23*). The debt could be paid only by relinquishing their own life. Then Christ came and paid the price for our redemption, making life available for all who believe in Him. Such persons “used to be slaves to sin” but have now “been set free from sin and have become slaves to righteousness” (*Rom. 6:17, 18, NIV*).

Christ also redeemed us from the “curse of the law” (*Gal. 3:13, NIV*). The curse of the law was the claim it made against the life of those who violated it (*vs. 10*). The law itself could not save us from its sentence of death, because it could not give us back life (*vs. 21*); it simply provided the legal basis for the death of the culprit. God’s solution was revealed when He “sent his Son, born of a woman, born under law, to redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons” (*Gal. 4:4, 5, NIV*).

Christ also “gave himself for us to redeem us from all wickedness and to purify for himself a people that are his very own, eager to do what is good” (*Titus 2:14, NIV*). Redemption, therefore, includes the process of sanctification, the purification of our lives. This presupposes that on the cross Christ paid our debt and granted us forgiveness of sin (*Eph. 1:7*) and gave us the gift of justification (*Rom. 3:24*). In other words, free from the condemnation of our sin through the gift Christ bought for us (the forgiveness of our sins), we were justified by faith in Christ.

God could not ignore sin by pretending that it never existed. He satisfied His own moral demands by paying the ransom Himself. He bought back the right of existence for the human race and the whole planet. Whether humans acknowledge it or not, we all belong to God.

**Read** 1 Corinthians 6:20. What impact should our redemption through the blood of Christ have on our daily life? What is the value of a gift if the one who is offered it never accepts it?
The Lesson in Brief

►Key Text: Romans 3:25

►The Student Will:
  
  **Know:** Christ chose to die in our place.
  **Feel:** He wasn’t coerced—He gave up His life of His own free will.
  **Do:** Joyfully embrace the reconciliation of a fractured relationship between you and God.

►Learning Outline:

I. Redemption, Reconciliation, Justification: Priceless (Gal. 4:4, 5; Titus 2:14)

A If Christ had come in the First Advent as anything other than a baby in a manger, how would this have affected the people’s reaction to Him? Could He have reached the outcast and downtrodden?

B After a relationship has been fractured, what is the best part of reconciliation? Explain your answer.

C Christ made the choice to die in our place. Express your feelings about His choice, especially if you consider what our fate would be had He not made that choice.

D What is the definition of “justification”? Why, in spite of our assurance of justification if we claim Jesus by faith, do we so often struggle with assurance?

II. Love Was the Motivating Force (1 John 4:8)

A What image of salvation means the most to you? Why? If you had three minutes to bring someone to Christ, how would you use this image?

B Are there some parts of the act of salvation that you struggle with accepting more than others? What creates this dilemma?

►Summary: Christ’s choice to die for us unites us with Him in ways no other heavenly beings can understand or experience.
**Reconciliation**

**Read** carefully 2 Corinthians 5:18–21. What does it say about reconciliation?

Reconciliation is the restoration of peaceful relationships between individuals or groups once at enmity. Usually a mediator or negotiator is needed. This practice was used by Paul to explain the Cross.

First, God took the initiative in reconciling sinners to Himself; in other words, despite our sin, God still loved us.

Second, God used a Mediator through whom reconciliation was possible. He “reconciled us to himself through Christ” *(2 Cor. 5:18, NIV)*; He “was reconciling the world to himself in Christ” *(vs. 19, NIV)*. This implies an unbridgeable distance between God and humans, one that required a Mediator.

Third, the object of reconciliation is defined as “us” and the “world.” God “reconciled us to himself through Christ” *(vs. 18, NIV)*. The verb is in the past, indicating that the action it expresses is complete. This means that believers enjoy the benefits and fullness of reconciliation right now. Concerning the world, we read that “God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ” *(vs. 19, NIV)*. The context indicates that the reconciliation of the world is still in progress; it is not, as it is with believers, a completed event.

Fourth, reconciliation as a process is formed by two divine actions. One is the divine act of reconciliation on the cross, defined as “not counting men’s sins against them” *(vs. 19, NIV)*. Sin was the barrier that made it impossible for God to reconcile humans to Himself. Hence, we were by nature objects of His wrath. But He decided to allow His love to flow freely toward us by removing the barrier of sin. From the divine perspective, reconciliation is the removal of that barrier. The other aspect of reconciliation is the ministry of reconciliation *(vs. 18, NIV)*, the proclamation of the message of reconciliation *(vs. 19, NIV)* entrusted to us. “We are ambassadors for Christ” *(vs. 20)*, and as such it is God Himself who is “making his appeal through us. . . Be reconciled to God” *(vs. 20, NIV)*. It is through this ministry that reconciliation reaches its ideal goal, which is the end of human animosity against God.

Is there anyone you need to be reconciled with? If so, how can understanding the reconciliation wrought by Jesus in your behalf help you to be reconciled to others?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

How would you explain snow to someone who has never seen it? It could be described scientifically or by how it feels or looks covering everything. If you grew up in a climate where there was frequent snowfall, you might tell a story of your experience with snow. Your memories might be nostalgic; they may involve remembering difficulties associated with a significant snow event.

In what ways might your attempts to describe atonement to a twelve-year-old be similar to explaining snow to someone from a tropical climate? In Scripture, what description of atonement most impacts your understanding and compels you to respond?

Invite three members of your class to describe their experience with snow. Then as a group discuss how snow and sin are related in Scripture. (See Ps. 51:7, Isa. 1:18.)

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. Communicating Salvation in the Language of the Lost

“Communication is a two-way street,” states one individual. Another says, “Communication is an exchange of ideas.” Someone else might add their opinion to the discussion by saying, “Communication is building a relationship between two people.” Use a dictionary to look up the word communication. How does that definition compare with the above statements?

What was Jesus trying to communicate when He came to live out salvation in the midst of humanity? How does your answer to this question relate to dialogue about communication above?

Consider This: In order for instruction to take place or ideas to be
Justification

Justification is, fundamentally, a legal term that refers to the acquittal of someone accused of a crime but who is found innocent in a court. This concept also was used in the New Testament to explore the significance of the Cross.

Why does Paul contrast justification by faith with obedience to the law, and how does this help us understand justification? (Rom. 3:19–24).

A few points can be noted from these verses: First, the legal image implies that humans have been charged with a crime. In this particular case, humans have been found guilty as charged; that is to say, they are all under the condemnation of the law (Romans 2).

Second, God has provided for humans a way out of their predicament. “Now,” with the coming of Christ, “a righteousness from God, apart from law,” that is to say, not determined by our obedience to the law, “has been made known,” or revealed (Rom. 3:21, NIV). Paul explains that “this righteousness from God comes through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe” (vs. 22, NIV). Righteousness designates here not simply the divine declaration of acquittal but particularly our participation by faith in God’s saving deed in Christ.

Third, this justification is intended for both Jews and Gentiles (vss. 22, 29). God does not make distinctions between peoples: All are sinners, and all are being justified “freely by his grace” (vs. 24, NIV). Hence, the solution to the human predicament is the justification that comes by faith to all who believe. This gift of salvation is accompanied by the reception of the Spirit, who enables us to walk in newness of life (Rom. 6:4; Gal. 3:2, 3).

Fourth, God’s decision is justifiable through Christ’s redemptive work. We have here the combination of two images, redemption and justification, that describe and provide a legal basis for God’s decision to justify those who accept the righteousness of Christ (Rom. 4:3–6). God can do the unimaginable because Christ took our sin and died in our place (2 Cor. 5:21).

Read again Romans 3:19–24. Apply the message there to yourself, personally. What can you take away, right now, for yourself that can help you realize how you can be right with God?
exchanged, there has to be someone with credible information to share and another person who is willing to listen. When Christ came to this earth to share the salvation story, some received Him gladly, others heard and rejected Him, and still others waited to hear of His salvation later. As a group, read John 1:12. Those who received Him were given a priceless gift. Discuss the other two groups. As Christ’s current-day disciples, how do we reach these two groups with the message?

II. The Languages of Salvation

Paul commends salvation to Timothy using these words: “Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners—of whom I am the worst” (1 Tim. 1:15, NIV). Read 1 Timothy 1:1–17 together. Discuss how this relates to the saying “I would rather be a sermon than preach one any day” or “Don’t preach, reach.”

**Compare and Contrast:** On the North American continent, settlers from Europe encountered the American Indians. There were differences in culture and experience and language. These differences caused many challenges and injustices. Some of those barriers were overcome when the immigrants learned to understand the American Indians.

Someone once compared God’s attempt to communicate salvation to humanity to us trying to speak “ant language.” What would it take for us to “talk” to the ants and ask them not to spoil our picnics by climbing on the food? Consider Romans 3:19–26. In what ways can we “demonstrate” salvation to our families, neighbors, and work associates?

III. Stories of Salvation: Bridging the Postmodern Gap

Scripture is made up of 66 books. The narratives of God’s Word represent His impact on individual lives. We live in a world with its own mind-set and worldview. “Perhaps our most frequent mistake in evangelism is to begin where we are, with our interests, rather than where they are.”—George G. Hunter III, *How to Reach Secular People* (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1992), p. 102. This is a very important point. So often, in seeking to reach others, especially secular people, we have to be very careful not to assume that they are starting where we are. We are not going to get very
Expiatory Sacrifice

Read Romans 3:25, 26. How does Paul explain what Christ’s sacrifice did for us?

The specific use of the word *sacrifice* (NIV; “propitiation,” KJV) to designate the death of Christ is not symbolic or metaphorical but expresses the reality of what happened; Christ *sacrificed* Himself for us. The Old Testament sacrifices were mere reflections of this true and genuine sacrifice, which sits at the core of what God has done for us.

First, this sacrifice was provided by God Himself to restore our relationship with Him (Rom. 3:25). What we could not do, God did for us in the person of His Son. Second, this was an act of substitution. Christ is described as sinless, without any defect; yet, He was offered as a sin offering (Rom. 8:3, 2 Cor. 5:21). He bore our sin on the tree, and died for us and in our place (1 Pet. 2:21–24). By taking our sin upon Himself, He cleansed us from it and brought us back to unity with God.

Third, Christ’s sacrifice is propitiatory in the sense that it liberated us from the wrath of God. In Romans Paul introduces the sacrifice of Christ after establishing that the world was under sin and legally under the condemnation of God (Romans 1–3). The wrath of God was already making itself present against the injustices and perversions of humans (Rom. 1:18). Through the sacrifice of Christ we are liberated from that wrath, and God’s love reaches us in salvation. Propitiation does not mean that Christ persuaded the Father to love us; it means that Christ’s sacrifice made it possible for God’s love to reach us. Christ experienced God’s wrath against sin so that we don’t have to experience it ourselves. Consequently, the Cross is not only the place where God’s love is revealed but also the place where His wrath against sin was manifested.

Fourth, the sacrifice of Christ expresses, actualizes, and provides the legal foundation for God’s will to save us. Our redemption and reconciliation would not have been possible without the sacrificial blood of Christ (Acts 20:28, Col. 1:20, Rev. 5:9). It is because of His death on the cross as the only and unique sacrificial victim that God is able to justify those who believe in Christ (Rom. 5:9). By condemning sin in Christ, God demonstrated that He is righteous when justifying those who believe in Christ (Rom. 3:26).
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

far with someone if we say to them, “Well, the Word of God says such and such” if these people aren’t even sure that God exists.

The stories and metaphors of Scripture present examples of how our own personal experience with Christ can impact hearts. Our unique journey can be shared as God leads us to someone we are specifically gifted to reach.

**Compare and Contrast:** When Paul tried to win the Jews for Christ, he began his dialogue with a discussion of the law, the thing that formed their perception of why they existed (see Rom. 2:1–19). When John spoke on behalf of Jesus, he used the concepts of light and love (see 1 John 1:5–7 and 1 John 4:7–11).

Discuss the difference in each approach. What can we learn from their example?

**STEP 3—Practice**

**Thought Questions:**

Scripture uses many metaphors to communicate what God seeks to offer His fallen children. In your class, make a list of some of those metaphors. Break into groups and choose one metaphor to explore more deeply. What does the concept of “the story of redemption” tell us about God? What do we learn about His character? His love? His patience? His wrath?

Life Applications:

1. Children are the fount of much simple, straightforward wisdom. When asked what she learned about Jesus in Sabbath School, one kindergartner said, “Jesus is like a hug.” This child came from a broken family. She had found out that Jesus could help her during the unsettled times at her house. What other kinds of images could you imagine people using to express what Jesus means to them?
Display of God’s Love

The engine that configured the plan of salvation and put it into effect was divine love, the very essence of God (1 John 4:8). Every aspect of God’s redemptive work is embedded in the divine matrix of love. God sent the Son to die for us because He loved the world (John 3:16). The Son came to this world to give His life for us because He loves both the Father (John 14:31) and us (John 13:1). Those who are united by faith to Christ love God (James 2:5), Jesus (John 14:21), and one another (1 John 3:11). In fact, the life of obedience to the commandments of God is our expression of love to Christ for what He has done for us (1 John 5:3). The whole life and death of Christ was a magnificent display of God’s character, the most sublime revelation of love.

What should be our reaction to the display of God’s love in the death of Christ? 1 John 4:7–11.

The significance of God’s love, as revealed in the sacrifice of Christ, is better comprehended when placed in the context of the cosmic conflict. Satan’s charges against God cast doubts in the minds of heavenly beings concerning the nature of God. Was God indeed a loving, self-sacrificing God, as He claimed to be, or did He have a selfish nature hidden under the appearance of self-denial? The cross of Christ dispelled, forever, all doubts concerning the character of God. That the Creator willingly chose to become human and suffer and die on a cross in order to save a race that did not deserve it revealed that God’s love was beyond the full comprehension of the heavenly intelligences. The unselfish nature of the unfathomable sacrifice is precisely displayed in the fact that what God did through Christ was done for the benefit of others, not for His own personal benefit or gain.

The manifestation of God’s love on the cross of Christ served also to dispel humans’ misconceptions concerning the nature of God. “By presenting Jesus as the representative of the Father, we shall be able to dispel the shadow that Satan has cast upon our pathway, in order that we shall not see the mercy and inexpressible love of God as manifested in Jesus Christ. Look at the cross of Calvary. It is a standing pledge of the boundless love, the measureless mercy of the heavenly Father.”—Ellen G. White, Selected Messages, book 1, p. 156.

Read again 1 John 4:7–11 and contrast what it says to your own life and relationships with others. In what ways can you better manifest the love talked about here? What things are standing in your way, and how can they be removed?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

1. Invite the members of your class to share what makes Jesus real and personal to them. Have them share stories from their lives. Encourage them to share their testimonies with friends at work.

Witnessing
Read 2 Corinthians 5:18–21 together. How does it look to live out this description of a disciple of Jesus Christ? “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us” (2 Cor. 5:20, NIV). Search out the Scripture’s description of an ambassador. Build an action plan for your class that embodies tangible activities that you will do as ambassadors sharing God’s salvation with someone.

STEP 4—Apply

Consider This: John compels Jesus’ disciples, “Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes from God” (1 John 4:7, NIV). What would it look like if we fully followed his admonition? Consider John 17:20, 21. As a group, choose one practical, doable outreach activity that would demonstrate love to someone in the community. Set a date. After the event, evaluate how it was received. How did you communicate what you were trying to do? In what ways was the impact of your act of kindness bigger than what you had anticipated?

Prayerfully plan your next service outreach, employing what you learned from the first. Make a calendar for your Sabbath School class that schedules monthly acts of service. At the end of the year, discuss what impact your intentional outreach ministry has made on your class and on your community. Plan to multiply your impact by sharing your class’s testimony with your church.
**Further Study: Reconciliation:** “Reconciliation means that every barrier between the soul and God is removed, and that the sinner realizes what the pardoning love of God means. By reason of the sacrifice made by Christ for fallen men, God can justly pardon the transgressor who accepts the merits of Christ. Christ was the channel through which the mercy, love, and righteousness might flow from the heart of God to the heart of the sinner.”—Ellen G. White, *Selected Messages*, book 1, p. 396.

**Wrath of God:** “Christ was to take the wrath of God which in justice should fall upon man. He became a refuge for man, and although man was indeed a criminal, deserving the wrath of God, yet he could by faith in Christ run into the refuge provided and be safe. In the midst of death there was life if man chose to accept it.”—Ellen G. White, *Review and Herald*, February 24, 1874.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. Of the various images talked about this week, which ones can you relate to the best? Why? In class, talk about the different images and share with one another the reasons for your choice.

2. Dwell on this idea of reconciliation. What can we learn from human accounts of reconciliation that can help us better understand it as a metaphor for salvation?

3. In what ways is the Cross the greatest manifestation and expression of God’s love? What comfort can we draw from the Cross about the nature of God that can help sustain us during hard times?

4. God’s wrath against sin just couldn’t be turned off; what should that tell us about sin’s nature? In other words, why didn’t God just forget about sin instead of having to pour out His wrath against it?

**Summary:** The Bible employs different images to help us grasp Christ’s death. Redemption indicates that His death liberates us from the power of sin. His death restores a peaceful relationship with God; it reconciles us by overcoming our rebellion. Through the death of Christ we are declared innocent before the heavenly court because He died in our place as our Substitute. His death on the cross is the place where God shouts and tells us, “Look, this is how much I love you!”
**SABBATH AFTERNOON**

**Read for This Week’s Study:** Matt. 26:37, 38; 27:46; Mark 14:33, 34; Luke 22:40–44; John 19:28–30.

**Memory Text:** “For he has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins” (Colossians 1:13, 14, NIV).

**Key Thought:** To describe the experience of Jesus in Gethsemane and on the cross in order to understand better the meaning of His atoning death.

A man sued a fast-food company, claiming that his obesity, and the health problems that followed from it, resulted from his four or five meals a week at the fast-food restaurant. He blamed the company, not himself, for his problems!

We all tend to be like that, though, blaming others for our misdeeds. But God does not accept excuses; He considers each one of us accountable for our sins. However, here’s where the mystery of atonement begins to appear in its beauty. If we assume responsibility for our sins and have true faith in Jesus, God is willing to forgive us those sins. When we acknowledge our responsibility, we are liberated from the penalty of our rebellion. What happened to that penalty? God did not overlook it. No, instead He allowed it to fall on Jesus, and Christ’s experience of that punishment will be our theme this week.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, December 6.*
Anguish: Heading to Gethsemane

Read Matthew 26:37, 38; Mark 14:33, 34. What was Jesus experiencing here at Gethsemane?

Jesus knew exactly what He would be facing within the next few hours. The experience was extremely painful and disturbing. At the moment He reached Gethsemane He could no longer contain His emotions and began to share them with Peter, James, and John (Matt. 26:37, 38; Mark 14:33, 34). The language He used is very important.

“He began to be deeply distressed and troubled” (Mark 14:33, NIV). The Greek verb ekthambeo, translated “deeply disturbed,” designates a highly emotional condition of deep excitement caused by something perplexing, amazing, or disorienting. It often is accompanied by fear, even terror and trembling. Matthew uses the verb lupeo, translated “overwhelmed by sorrow,” to designate a high level of emotional distress, sadness, and anxiety (Matt. 26:38). The second verb in Mark 14:33, troubled (Greek ademoneo), expresses more clearly anxiety, distress, and horror. The emotional and physical condition of Jesus was reaching new and unknown depths of discomfort and upheaval. The peace that characterized Him appeared to be waning; fear, trembling, and anxiety were taking over instead. Notice that Mark says that Jesus “began” to feel that way as He got to Gethsemane. This emotional turmoil was going to get worse.

Also, although no specific reason is given for the physical and emotional state of Jesus, through the light of the New Testament we can conclude that this is the result of bearing the world’s sin, not from fear of what humans would do to Him.

“My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death” (Mark 14:34, NIV). This is the way Jesus Himself described His condition to the disciples. “My soul” could be interpreted as an emphatic expression, “I, myself,” or as designating the all-inclusive nature of His experience. The expression “overwhelmed with sorrow” is the translation of the Greek word perilupos, which usually designates a sorrow or affliction measureless in intensity and depth. In this particular case the intensity of the sorrow was bringing Jesus to the borders of the second death. He was already starting to suffer the fate that should have been ours.

Look at the sufferings of Jesus here and realize that this should have been you, not Him. How does this make you feel? How should those feelings be translated into a changed life?
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: Colossians 1:13, 14

The Student Will:
Know: We are not under Satan’s thumb, but rather, in Christ’s arms.
Feel: The agony Christ felt as He became separated from His Father.
Do: Live with assurance that Christ has defeated Satan.

Learning Outline:

I. Agony and Surrender in the Garden (Matt. 26:37, 38; Mark 14:33, 34)

A How does the agony of Christ in Gethsemane impact your daily life? Have you ever been so overcome with sorrow that you felt you would not survive? Did you feel alone as you experienced this grief? As we begin to understand Christ’s agony, does this impact our view of His struggle in Gethsemane?

B Separation from God fills the soul with horror. Explore what God the Father and the Holy Spirit might have felt during Christ’s time in Gethsemane, on the cross, and in the tomb.

II. His Death Secures Our Life (John 19:28–30)

A On the cross Christ surrendered and rested in God’s perfect plan. Compare this to turning your life over to Him and resting in His salvation.

B The cross was a dirty, messy, painful, and humiliating way to die. It’s easy for us to sanitize the crucifixion. How do we do that? What impact does this have on our understanding of how much Christ truly gave up for us?

Summary: After studying Christ’s decision to die for us, we can see how much He loves us. Let’s return that love to Him daily.
The Cup: Willing Submission

**Read** Jesus’ prayer in Gethsemane (Matt. 26:39–42; Mark 14:35, 36; Luke 22:40–44). **What is the essence of the prayer?** **What major element stands out regarding Jesus’ attitude concerning what He was about to face?**

While in the Garden, Jesus used the metaphor of the cup to help us understand His inner feelings. The cup is used in the Bible to designate blessings received from the Lord (Pss. 16:5, 23:5) or the salvation He offers us (Ps. 116:13). But more often it refers to God’s judgment against sin and sinners (Ps. 75:8). This cup contains the wine of His anger against His enemies, His judicial wrath (Jer. 25:15, 16). It is to this cup that Jesus was referring when He asked the Father to let it be taken away from Him, if possible (Matt. 26:39, Mark 14:36). He was experiencing loneliness—the abandonment of the disciples and particularly the abandonment of God. He sought the company and support of the disciples but didn’t get it. And now, all by Himself, He asked the Father not to forsake Him. The answer that came back to Him from within the darkness of the divine silence was, “There is no other way to save the human race.” Jesus voluntarily acquiesced to the will of the Father.

**When** the mob came to take Him, Peter tried to protect Him. How do Jesus’ words to Peter (John 18:11) help us better understand Christ’s willingness to suffer for us?

Jesus came to this planet to die: “‘The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many’” (Mark 10:45, NIV). God by definition cannot die, but in order for Him to accept our sin and its penalty He became a human, a creature, and creatures do not have life in themselves; they can die. In Gethsemane Jesus was ready to die, to surrender His life for undeserving sinners everywhere.

**When was the last time you purposefully allowed yourself to endure great suffering, purely on behalf of another person and with no personal gain for yourself?** What can you learn about yourself from your answer? And what can you learn about Jesus from your answer too?
Learning Cycle

Stephen 1—Motivate

Goals can be as simple as a child taking a first step or someone who has been paralyzed for most of his or her life (see Luke 5:18–26) taking his or her first step. Think back to a specific life goal you pursued and completed. You may have completed an academic degree or planned or participated in a mission trip. What smaller steps did you have to accomplish in order to reach the larger goal? What support systems were available to you? Were you all alone in another country without family or friends? Take time to share in class. If there is a member of the class who is currently working toward a goal, circle that person for prayer. As a class, consider practical ways you can help that person reach his or her objective.

Ask your pastor about young people or adults who may be in the process of reaching a major life goal. Invite class members to pray for one or all of them. Then send a note telling them you are supporting them in prayer.

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. In Need of a Savior

Jesus came to earth on a profound rescue mission. He had to overcome the hurdle of reaching His lost children who didn’t have an inkling of their dire situation and need. Before going to the Scriptures, briefly outline the problem of sin and the barriers that prevent salvation and restoration.

Next, look up the word *atonement* in a dictionary and in a Bible dictionary. Based on this preliminary study, write a definition/description of what it means to be lost.

**Compare and Contrast:** Read, in Romans 7, Paul’s personal account of his struggle with the sin problem. In what ways is Paul’s description similar to what your class wrote? How does Paul expand and deepen your understanding of humanity’s peril?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED
Darkness: Handed Over to the Enemy

In Gethsemane, and now in the events leading to the Cross, Jesus faced as never before the forces of evil. The struggle against satanic powers was to reach indescribable dimensions, testing the Savior to the very core of His being.

Among the indignities, He was being “‘betrayed into the hands of sinners’” (Matt. 26:45, NIV). The verb betrayed (Greek paradidomi, “to hand over”) is used several times to describe what would happen to Jesus. Here the context suggests that Judas is the one who betrays Him, but behind the wicked and voluntary decision of Judas the divine plan was being mysteriously fulfilled. It was God who “delivered [Christ] over to death for our sins” (Rom. 4:25, NIV). But Christ also gave Himself up for us, as seen in Galatians 2:20 and Ephesians 5:2—clear references to His sacrificial death on the cross.

According to Matthew 26:45, 46, Jesus was handed over into the hands of sinners. The verb expresses the idea of a transfer of a possession from one to another. Indeed, already “the light of God was receding from His vision, and He was passing into the hands of the powers of darkness.”—Ellen G. White, Bible Echo and Signs of the Times, August 1, 1892. Now He was going to be delivered totally into the hands of sinners; that is, into the hands of evil powers. For Him this was the hour “‘when darkness reigns’” (Luke 22:53, NIV), when He was to experience total separation from the Father’s love. Christ was going into the kingdom of darkness by Himself; and yet, it was there, in that kingdom, that He would defeat evil once and for all. As the incarnate God in human flesh, He overcame the kingdom of Satan.

How does Jesus describe His victory over the power of darkness?

Luke says that Jesus was facing the hour of the dominion of darkness (Luke 22:53), and Paul adds that God “has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he loves, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins” (Col. 1:13, 14, NIV). Christ went into the realm of darkness and experienced what we should have experienced, and He did it in order to deliver us from the power of Satan (Acts 26:18). While there He “disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross” (Col. 2:15, NIV).

How should our knowledge of Christ’s victory over these evil forces encourage us in our daily struggles amid the great controversy? What does His victory mean for us? How can we avail ourselves of that victory in our lives?
Consider This: The story is told of two four-year-old friends who wandered away from their mothers and found their way into a lion habitat at a zoo. When their mothers found them, the children were gleefully enjoying their unhampered view of the great beasts. They didn’t recognize the dangerous situation they were in. In what ways does this story represent the human situation?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Read Matthew 26:36–44, Mark 14:32–41, and Luke 22:40–44. The power of our predicament is graphically described in Jesus’ words, “‘My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death’” (Matt. 26:38, NIV). Yet despite their need of the Savior’s rescue, the disciples slept. In what ways are we “sleeping” while in danger? What is needed to wake us up?

________________________________________________________________________

II. Bridging the Gap

Jesus came to earth from a heavenly kingdom of perfect peace and harmony because He deeply loves us. With the capacity of divine foreknowledge, He recognized what it would cost to secure our release from sin. He came to reawaken our desire to be with Him now and in heaven soon to come.

“Jesus came to restore in man the image of his Maker. None but Christ can fashion anew the character that has been ruined by sin. He came to expel the demons that had controlled the will. He came to lift us up from the dust, to reshape the marred character after the pattern of His divine character, and to make it beautiful with His own glory.” —Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, pp. 37, 38.

Consider This: At the cross, Jesus became sin for us. He gave up His life to pay the penalty for our rebellion. His Father had to be totally
The Cry: Exploring the Mystery

On the cross, Jesus was suffering intensely. But so was the Father.

On the cross, Jesus was suffering intensely. But so was the Father.

On the cross God experienced something He had never before experienced: The penalty for sin. “It was necessary for the awful darkness to gather about His soul because of the withdrawal of the Father’s love and favor; for He was standing in the sinner’s place. . . . The righteous One must suffer the condemnation and wrath of God, not in vindictiveness; for the heart of God yearned with greatest sorrow when His Son, the guiltless, was suffering the penalty of sin. This sundering of the divine powers will never again occur throughout the eternal ages.”—Ellen G. White Comments, The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 7, p. 924.

This statement indicates, first, that the Father withdrew His love from the Son not because He did not love Him but because Jesus was dying in our place. There was no one available to mediate God’s love to His Son! Second, there was no vindictiveness in the heart of the Father as His Son was dying for the sins of the world. He did not rejoice in the death of the Son but was suffering with Him. Third, the real penalty God paid for our sins was “the sundering of the divine powers.” Ellen White is taking us inside the mystery of the relationships between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, describing for us what the Godhead underwent as Jesus was on the cross. The verb to sunder means “to break or force apart.” That which should have remained united was torn apart.

In short, through Christ’s sacrifice the Godhead was accepting responsibility for the world’s sins and, more so, the Godhead was suffering the consequences of these sins. Could it be that the Godhead, who cannot die, felt in a unique way—through the temporary sundering of the divine powers—the full intensity of the eternal death of the fallen race, through the temporal exclusion of the Son from the unity of the Godhead? The plan of salvation, the atonement, pulled the Trinity apart but momentarily. This experience of extreme “pain” within the Godhead took place only once and will never occur again.

That’s what our salvation cost.

How do you understand Jesus’ cry in that verse?

On the cross God experienced something He had never before experienced: The penalty for sin. “It was necessary for the awful darkness to gather about His soul because of the withdrawal of the Father’s love and favor; for He was standing in the sinner’s place. . . . The righteous One must suffer the condemnation and wrath of God, not in vindictiveness; for the heart of God yearned with greatest sorrow when His Son, the guiltless, was suffering the penalty of sin. This sundering of the divine powers will never again occur throughout the eternal ages.”—Ellen G. White Comments, The SDA Bible Commentary, vol. 7, p. 924.

This statement indicates, first, that the Father withdrew His love from the Son not because He did not love Him but because Jesus was dying in our place. There was no one available to mediate God’s love to His Son! Second, there was no vindictiveness in the heart of the Father as His Son was dying for the sins of the world. He did not rejoice in the death of the Son but was suffering with Him. Third, the real penalty God paid for our sins was “the sundering of the divine powers.” Ellen White is taking us inside the mystery of the relationships between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, describing for us what the Godhead underwent as Jesus was on the cross. The verb to sunder means “to break or force apart.” That which should have remained united was torn apart.

In short, through Christ’s sacrifice the Godhead was accepting responsibility for the world’s sins and, more so, the Godhead was suffering the consequences of these sins. Could it be that the Godhead, who cannot die, felt in a unique way—through the temporary sundering of the divine powers—the full intensity of the eternal death of the fallen race, through the temporal exclusion of the Son from the unity of the Godhead? The plan of salvation, the atonement, pulled the Trinity apart but momentarily. This experience of extreme “pain” within the Godhead took place only once and will never occur again.

That’s what our salvation cost.
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

separated from Him. (See Mat. 27:46.) What does that tell us about our Savior? In the context of the great controversy between good and evil, what does this tell us about the risks He was willing to take for us? What should this mean to us?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

III. The Rescue Mission Action Plan—Atonement

The heavenly Trinity met and developed a plan for our salvation. We describe it using the word atonement. As a class, take a few minutes to draw a time line of salvation representing the different steps in Jesus’ journey from heaven to the cross and resurrection. How do the words anguish, darkness, submission, enemy, and eternal death fit on the time line? What about the words finished, sin-bearer, victory, and eternal life?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

STEP 3—Practice

Thought Question:
Isaiah 43:1–13 paints a picture of our value to God and His action on our behalf. Its context is set as a pronouncement from the eternal, all-powerful God, “This is what the Lord says—he who created you” (vs. 1, NIV). God spells out, with practical descriptions, how He will be involved in our life struggles. “When you pass through the waters, I will be with you” (vs. 2, NIV). From The Message paraphrase: “When you’re in over your head, I’ll be there with you.” Discuss what this means to you. What plans does your congregation have to get the word out, “‘I, even I, am the Lord, and apart from me there is no savior’ ” (Isa. 43:11, NIV)?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED
It Is Finished: From Death to Life

**Describe** Jesus’ last experiences just before He died (John 19:28–30). What did Jesus mean when He said that “it is finished”? What was finished?

Though the enemy, Satan, in conjunction with some of the leaders, had orchestrated Christ’s death, at the crucial moment Jesus voluntarily surrendered His life to the Father: “He bowed his head and gave up his spirit” (John 19:30, NIV). The language suggests that He went to sleep, trusting in the goodness, benevolence, and love of the Father. He had said to the disciples, “ ‘I lay down my life—only to take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord’ ” (John 10:17, 18, NIV). Now when the proper moment arrived, He did just that.

“It is finished” meant that the perfect atoning sacrifice had once and for all been offered and that heaven and earth had been reconnected through it. The plan of salvation, kept secret for ages, was now fully revealed to the universe in the obedient death of the Son of God on the cross. God had provided the sacrifice, and now its atoning power was available to every human being who will look to the Cross as the exclusive way of salvation. Consequently, the sacrificial system of the Old Testament ended. At the moment Jesus died, the veil of the temple was torn apart, from top to bottom (Matt. 27:51, Mark 15:38), indicating that the presence of God and His accessibility to us was now located in the sacrifice and person of His beloved Son.

“It is finished” was a triumphal shout. He came to defeat Satan, and He accomplished this in the weakness of human flesh and in the midst of a mortal confrontation (Heb. 2:14). The ultimate destruction of Satan and his angels was fixed at the Cross.

This victory was revealed and sealed through His resurrection, when the forces of evil were unable to retain the Son of God inside the tomb. That glorious Sunday morning the words of Jesus were fulfilled: “ ‘I have authority to lay it [my life] down and authority to take it up again. This command I received from my Father’ ” (John 10:18, NIV). Jesus is “ ‘the Living One; I was dead, and behold I am alive for ever and ever! And I hold the keys of death and Hades’ ” (Rev. 1:18, NIV).

What hope does the fact that Christ finished His work at the cross offer us? What does that tell us about resting in Him and His works for us? How should this reality be expressed in our lives and behavior?
Application Questions:
How would you describe *atonement* to a seven-year-old in such a way that he or she would understand and ask Jesus to be his or her Friend? How would your description be different for a work associate or neighbor?

Witnessing
Jesus left heaven and came to actually walk on earth in order to serve us—we who are so unlovely. Words such as *broken, apathetic,* or *rebellious* describe our condition in contrast with a holy Savior. Make a list of possible outreach activities your class could undertake. Discuss how far out of your normal comfort zone you might be willing to go in order to follow Jesus’ example. Your list of projects might include a short-term mission trip to a community member’s home to clean and do repairs. You might tutor children after school, feed the homeless, or adopt a community project such as cleaning local roads or providing clothing to a halfway house.

**STEP 4—Apply**

**Consider This:** We come back to where we began—our desperate need to take the first step. The possibility of rescue exists. All we have to do is accept the atonement made in our behalf. What keeps you from choosing the salvation Jesus has made possible and now offers? Invite class members to share their personal testimony and current spiritual experience. Ask them, “How are you and Jesus getting along?” If they share specific challenges, covenant as a class to be prayer and accountability partners with your struggling classmate. You may find that each one of you has need for that kind of spiritual renewal, support, and encouragement. At the same time, along with prayer, are there any other ways you can be of assistance to each other? That is, each has gifts and talents and resources that others don’t. How can we be more open to seeking to bear one another’s burdens? Why is that such an important part of what it means to be a follower of Christ?
**Further Study:** “Man has not been made a sin-bearer, and he will never know the horror of the curse of sin which the Saviour bore. No sorrow can bear any comparison with the sorrow of Him upon whom the wrath of God fell with overwhelming force. Human nature can endure but a limited amount of test and trial. The finite can only endure the finite measure, and human nature succumbs; but the nature of Christ had a greater capacity for suffering; for the human existed in the divine nature, and created a capacity for suffering to endure that which resulted from the sins of a lost world. The agony which Christ endured, broadens, deepens, and gives a more extended conception of the character of sin, and the character of the retribution which God will bring upon those who continue in sin. The wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ to the repenting, believing sinner.”—Ellen G. White Comments, *The SDA Bible Commentary*, vol. 5, p. 1103.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. Read carefully the Ellen G. White quote above. In essence she is saying that nothing any one of us, as finite creatures, has ever suffered could match the suffering of the Son of God on the cross. What does that tell us about what sin cost God? How does this idea, of Christ’s suffering being worse than anything we could face, help us understand how suffering could exist in a world created by a loving God? What comfort can you draw, if any, from knowing that God has suffered worse from sin than any of us ever had or ever could?

2. Dwell on Wednesday’s lesson, the idea of the temporal sundering of the Godhead. What can you take from that which can help you understand the depth of the atonement? How was that experience in the Godhead “the penalty” for our sin? Discuss your answer in class on Sabbath.

3. What does it mean to give of yourself unselfishly for others? What examples from everyday life can you find of this principle in operation? How can we, both as individuals and as a church, better manifest such unselfish giving?

**Summary:** On the cross, Jesus experienced the fullness of the sinner’s eternal separation from God. God Himself was in Christ paying the penalty for sin, atoning for our sins.
**SABBATH AFTERNOON**

**Read for This Week’s Study:** Rom. 8:34–39; 1 Cor. 15:16–18; Eph. 1:3; Col. 1:16, 17; Heb. 7:25; 1 Pet. 3:21, 22; 1 John 1:9.

**Memory Text:** “Therefore he is able to save completely those who come to God through him, because he always lives to intercede for them” (Hebrews 7:25, NIV).

**Key Thought:** To examine the priestly work of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary in order to show that it is part of His work of salvation in our behalf.

The finality of the Cross is not threatened by the indispensable work of the mediation of Christ for us in the heavenly temple. Without Him the infinite richness of grace would not be at our disposal as a gift from God. Believers receive the fullness of the redemptive power of the Cross through the mediation of Christ. All the benefits of the Cross are at our disposal through faith in His atoning sacrifice.

“‘Turn to me and be saved, all you ends of the earth’” (Isa. 45:22, NIV). That’s the message of Christ’s death on the cross. And that redemptive efficacy is available to us through Christ’s work of mediation. This week we’ll examine the wonderful benefits of Christ’s high-priestly ministry in order to better understand God’s saving grace.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, December 13.*
Resurrection and Ascension

The doctrinal significance of the bodily resurrection of Christ is of utmost importance, because without it there is no forgiveness of sin, no salvation, and no hope of eternal life.

**Read** 1 Corinthians 15:16–18. How closely does Paul link atonement with the resurrection of Jesus?

The death of Christ would not have had any atoning or forgiving power had it not been followed by the resurrection of the Lord. Consequently, we should not restrict the atoning work of Christ to a single event within God’s plan of salvation. The Cross and the Resurrection are two parts of one inseparable work of redemption.

**How** would you explain the close connection between the Resurrection, the Ascension, and Christ’s work of intercession? 1 Pet. 3:21, 22; Rom. 8:34–39.

Jesus took to heaven our glorified human nature, thus opening the portals of heaven to the human race. His resurrection and ascension mean, first, that He finished the work He came to do on earth (John 17:4, 5; 19:30). Second, through His resurrection and ascension, Christ permanently united to God those who will put their faith in His sacrificial death. No power in the universe could separate them from God. Since Christ removed the barrier of sin, God’s love constantly and eternally will flow to His people. Third, the ascension of Christ also testifies that His defeat of evil powers on the cross was final. After His ascension, He was enthroned as co-Regent with God, sitting at His right hand, “with angels, authorities and powers in submission to him” (1 Pet. 3:22, NIV; see also Heb. 10:12, 13). He will remain with the Father until His enemies are subjected to Him. Then He will return to save those who are waiting for Him (Heb. 9:28), thus consummating His work of salvation (Phil. 2:10, 11; Rev. 17:14).

What hope does Christ’s resurrection from the dead offer you? That is, in what ways does His resurrection guarantee that death does not have to be your final end? If it is, who can you blame but yourself? Why not make the choices now that can spare you from the biggest mistake you could ever make?
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: Hebrews 7:25

The Student Will:

Know: Christ is our go-between with God the Father.
Feel: God, through His Son, is actively involved in our daily existence.
Do: Revel in God’s amazing grace.

Learning Outline:

I. God’s Plan, Our Response (Rom. 8:34–39; 1 Pet. 3:21, 22)

A God’s plan for salvation includes crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, and mediation. When we come to Christ, our response should include belief, confession, baptism, and ministry. If we aren’t telling the story of Jesus to others, is not something lacking in our experience? Defend your response.

________________________________________________________________________

B Why is the mediation of Christ in our behalf needed? Why is it comforting to know that Jesus is in heaven as our representative?

________________________________________________________________________

II. The Advocate and Judge (Heb. 7:25)

A After Christ’s death and resurrection, He ascended to His Father, where He mediates for us today. What does this mean? Why do we need mediation in our behalf? In light of Christ’s mediation, what should be our response to loving the church members who have wronged us?

________________________________________________________________________

B What does it mean to be a mediator? How can we mediate in behalf of others? How does the idea of a mediator show our dependence upon the Lord for salvation?

________________________________________________________________________

Summary: As we respond to Christ, we will have a desire to take action, telling others how He changed our lives.
Mediation of Christ and Atonement

**What** is the relationship between the atoning sacrifice of Christ on the cross and His mediation in the heavenly sanctuary? *Heb. 7:25; 1 John 1:9, 2:1, 2; 4:10.*

The death and resurrection of Christ make possible the mediation of Christ before the Father. Christ’s mediation means that human sin and guilt are not irrelevant before the Lord in heaven. It’s only through Christ’s work for us that we receive the benefits of His sacrificial death. Guilt and sin continue to be part of the human experience in the sight of God. That makes the role of our Mediator before the Father an indispensable element in the plan of salvation.

In the Bible the mediation of Christ before the Father is never separated from His atoning sacrifice. The sacrifice was offered on behalf of the human race, but its forgiving power continues to be effective in behalf of those who, in response to the invitation of the Spirit, repent and are converted. Forgiveness is mediated from God to us through Christ (*Eph. 4:32*). But it is also through Christ that repentance reaches the human heart (*Acts 5:31*). It also is effective for the forgiveness of sins committed by believers after conversion, because even after conversion sin can beset us. In such cases, John says we have an advocate who can represent us before God and through whom we can be forgiven (*1 John 2:1, 2*).

It is perhaps for that reason that Hebrews 2:17 uses the verb to make atonement (*NIV*) in the present tense, suggesting that Christ’s work of reconciliation continues in His high-priestly ministry. This means that although on the cross Christ obtained salvation for all, through His work as Mediator in the heavenly sanctuary He is applying the benefits of the Cross to those who believe in Him. Without the mediation of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary, the atoning effectiveness and power of the Cross would not be available to sinners. His mediation is rooted in the Cross. This mediation is not a supplement to Calvary but is in fact the unfolding of the meaning and significance of God’s forgiving power, an unveiling of the depth and permanent atoning power of His sacrificial death.

**Have you sinned, even after you’ve accepted Jesus as your Savior? If so, what comfort do you get from knowing that Christ is mediating God’s forgiveness on your behalf in heaven? Why is that knowledge so important for us to have?**
Learning Cycle

**STEP 1—Motivate**

When employers are interviewing prospective employees, they discuss the benefits package the employee will receive. Before choosing which job to take, the employee may compare the benefit packages different employers offer. Ask class members to share one such benefit they have from their employer. In what ways are employee benefits seen as necessary?

Read Philippians 3:7–12 together in class. Paul tells his friends, “‘Whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ’” (vs. 7, NIV). What has Paul lost to follow Christ? What has he gained? Make a list of the benefits that God extends to His disciples; have class members share their testimony of a blessing they have received from having Jesus as Lord of their lives.

**STEP 2—Explore**

**Bible Commentary**

**I. More Than Conquerors?**

When children draw pictures of people, they tend to highlight specific features. One child might focus on how they draw the hair—curly or straight, dark or light. Others notice smiles and emphasize teeth.

**Consider This:** What adjectives would you use to describe yourself? Spend five minutes in class asking each member to list at least five words that depict his or her various qualities. Read Romans 8:34–39 out loud from at least two different translations. Have them notice what Paul calls Christians. Did anyone include the title conqueror in his or her list? Discuss what makes this description of God’s children possible.

**Compare and Contrast:** Paul describes why we are “more than conquerors” (Rom. 8:37, NIV). Reread Romans 8:38, 39. What are the powers that war against God’s children? What does Paul mean by that? What have we been conquerors over? How should this reality be
Mediation of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctuary

What do the following texts tell us about what Christ is doing for us as our Mediator in heaven? John 16:23, 24; Acts 5:31; Eph. 1:3; 2:18; Heb. 1:2; 4:16; 13:20, 21.

If the death of Christ could not be separated from His resurrection, neither should we separate His enthronement and mediation after the Resurrection. The forward-looking purpose of the Resurrection was His installation as our High Priest. Jesus finished His sacrificial work on the cross and is now working as King and Priest in the heavenly sanctuary. The movement from humiliation to exaltation indicates a further development of His work as Redeemer. This does not affect the finality of His atoning sacrificial death (Heb. 10:12) but, rather, reveals more benefits from it.

Christ began His intercessory work immediately after His enthronement, and this event had a direct impact on the church. As a result of that work of mediation, “Christ’s toiling, struggling ones on earth [His disciples] are ‘accepted in the Beloved.’ Eph. 1:6. Before the heavenly angels and the representatives of unfallen worlds, they are declared justified.”—Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, p. 834. This objective justification of Christ’s followers in heaven was immediately accompanied by the outpouring of the Spirit. Jesus promised the disciples that He will request from the Father another Counselor (John 14:16, 17), and at Pentecost Peter interpreted the outpouring of the Holy Spirit as indicating that Christ had begun His intercessory work on behalf of those who believed in Christ (Acts 2:33).

The good news is that Jesus is still working on behalf of His people. Peter stated that Christ must remain in heaven “until the times of restitution of all things, which God hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began” (Acts 3:21). There are prophecies that still need to be fulfilled, and then Christ’s work before the Father will end. The ultimate restoration is still in the future, and Christ’s intercessory work is leading toward it. We are still living within salvation history, between His ascension and His return. The time between those two events is filled by His mediation and the fulfillment of the mission of the church.

Read Revelation 8:2–5. What is the meaning of the imagery there? More important, what hope do those verses, a reference to Christ as our heavenly Mediator, offer you, who at times might feel that God cannot accept your prayers?
expressed in our lives? What victories can and should we be enjoying?

II. Abundant Provisions, Limitless Opportunities

To make possible our victory, God sent His Son to be our Redeemer. Our faith is not futile (1 Cor. 15:16–18). Jesus gave up His life to pay the price for our sin. He is a risen Savior! Invite your class to consider this good news by reviewing the story about the two men on the road to Emmaus and their experience with Jesus (Luke 24:13–35). What did these disciples learn about the plan of salvation from the unrecognized Savior? Discuss what they may have said to the other disciples when they returned to Jerusalem.

Consider This: “Beginning at Moses, the very Alpha of Bible history, Christ expounded in all the Scriptures the things concerning Himself. . . . It was necessary for them to understand the witness borne to Him by the types and prophecies of the Old Testament. Upon these their faith must be established. . . . They had looked upon His death as the destruction of all their hopes. Now He showed from the prophets that this was the very strongest evidence for their faith.”—Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, pp. 796–799.

Compare and Contrast: To the Corinthians, Paul makes an argument for faith by stating, “If Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile” (1 Cor. 15:17, NIV). When he writes to the Ephesians, he states the benefits of salvation in positive terms. God has blessed us “with every spiritual blessing in Christ” (Eph. 1:3, NIV). Discuss why Paul used these two different approaches. What does it tell you about your Savior that He would empower the message of hope in ways that reach different hearts?
Mediation of Christ and the Preservation of Life

How does the mediation of Christ in the heavenly sanctuary impact the natural world? John 3:35; Col. 1:16, 17; Heb. 1:3.

Earth probably would be as desolate as Mars if not for the Cross of Christ and for Christ’s mediation before the Father. As indicated already, sin had a negative effect on the natural world; it became an expression of the rebellious nature of sin. And yet, God did not abandon the natural world. The psalmist says, “The Lord is good to all; he has compassion on all he has made” (Ps. 145:9, NIV). The way the Lord provides for the sustenance of the earth is interpreted to be a revelation of God’s love.

If there is a particular element of God’s creation that sin threatens in a direct way, it is the mysterious phenomenon of life on our planet. Out of His love, God decided to preserve the life He created in spite of its contamination with sin. Paul says, “‘For in him we live and move and have our being’” (Acts 17:28, NIV). The preservation of our lives is not the result of mechanical laws working independently of God: “The physical organism of man is under the supervision of God, but it is not like a clock, which is set in operation, and must go of itself. The heart beats, pulse succeeds pulse, breath succeeds breath, but the entire being is under the supervision of God. . . . Each heartbeat, each breath, is the inspiration of Him who breathed into the nostrils of Adam the breath of life—the inspiration of the ever-present God, the great I AM.”—Ellen G. White, Medical Ministry, p. 9. Although sinners deserve death, their natural life is preserved through God’s grace, all made possible only through the Cross. Paul and Barnabas said to some pagans, “‘He [God] has shown kindness by giving you rain from heaven and crops in their seasons; he provides you with plenty of food and fills your hearts with joy’” (Acts 14:17, NIV). He “makes grass grow for the cattle, and plants for man to cultivate—bringing forth food from the earth” (Ps. 104:14, NIV). All of this is totally undeserved by His creatures and is an expression of God’s loving grace through Christ (Matt. 5:45, Luke 6:35). God’s kindness is not limited to those who serve Him; it reaches out to every human being.

Think about the implications of today’s lesson: Everyone owes his or her existence to Christ’s grace. How should this fact influence how you deal with other people? How does this fact help us understand the value of all human life?
Consider This: God has made abundant provisions for our salvation. He uses all the heavenly resources at His disposal to engage us in that faith journey (Col. 1:16, 17). What are the barriers between salvation and your faith? Your neighbor’s faith? A work associate’s faith? How does the Holy Spirit prepare the way and provide the means for each one’s salvation?

III. He Who Is Able

One author has called human good intentions “ropes of sand.”—Ellen G. White, Steps to Christ, p. 47. With our failures ever before us, we are destined to repeat them. Our Savior offers the possibility of a life change that is real, because He is able. Paul affirms the promise of new life in Jesus. “Therefore he is able to save completely those who come to God through him, because He always lives to intercede for them” (Heb. 7:25, NIV). Discuss what it means to be saved completely. How would you describe assurance of salvation to a friend or work associate who is struggling with doubt? How do we have assurance of salvation without falling into the trap of presumptuousness or spiritual self-deception?

Compare and Contrast: In groups of two, share the testimony of when and how you met Jesus as a personal Savior. Describe what your life was like before this encounter took place. If your partner expresses uncertainty of his/her salvation, lead him or her to a favorite Scripture that confirms Jesus’ love for fallen humanity. (See Isa. 63:1, Jer. 31:3.)

STEP 3—Practice

Thought Question:
Part of the foundational blessings we have as Adventists is the glimpse of
Mediation of Christ and the Work of the Spirit

In order to understand better the dynamic nature of grace, theologians usually talk about *common grace* and *sanctifying grace*. From the Adventist perspective, common grace is the kind disposition of God manifested toward sinners in the preservation of life on the planet and in the work of the Spirit in the human heart calling us to repentance, confession, and conversion. Sanctifying grace is usually understood as the work of the Spirit in the heart of the person who accepted Christ as Savior. The death of Christ on the cross released an atmosphere of grace that surrounds the planet: “In the matchless gift of His Son, God has encircled the whole world with an atmosphere of grace as real as the air which circulates around the globe. All who choose to breathe this life-giving atmosphere will live and grow up to the stature of men and women in Christ Jesus.”—Ellen G. White, *Steps to Christ*, p. 68. This is common grace, available to all who choose to accept it for themselves.

**What** did Christ promise the disciples, and **what was the function of that gift?** John 14:16, 17; 16:8–11; Rom. 8:9–14.

Jesus said to the disciples that after His departure He was going to send them the Spirit and that the Spirit would “reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of judgment” (John 16:8). This is common grace. It is the task of the Spirit to make sinful human beings fully aware of their sin, guilt, and separation from God. At the same time, He points them to the Cross of Christ as the only way out of their desperate condition. Without this work of the Spirit, the Cross becomes ineffective in itself. But it is precisely because of the Cross that the Spirit is active in the world, constantly pointing sinners to Jesus for their salvation.

Grace is not irresistible; that is, humans can reject it, and many do. Grace would hardly be grace (would it?) if it were forced upon people. The Lord respects the freedom of His creatures; nothing proves that better than the Cross.

**In what ways do you find yourself resisting the prompting of the Spirit? Why do we do that? Why is this resistance, even in “little” things, so dangerous? Most important, how can we learn day by day to surrender ourselves to the promptings that come from on high?**
salvation we see through the sanctuary message and the important truths taught in the sanctuary service. Consider Paul’s description of Christ’s ministry of high priestly intercession found in the book of Hebrews. What does it mean to you that Jesus “always lives to make intercession” for you (Heb. 7:25, NKJV)? Consider Hebrews 4:14–16.

Application Questions:
Many churchgoers memorize 1 John 1:9, but the familiarity with the words undermines a full understanding of the concepts. Read this passage from as many versions of Scripture that your Sabbath School class members have with them. What does it mean to “confess”? How is Jesus “faithful”? How does it feel to be “cleansed of all unrighteousness”?

Witnessing
Ask class members to commit to sharing at least one of the definitions from your study of 1 John 1:9 with a family member or close friend this week. Use part of your class time next Sabbath to share what happened.

STEP 4—Apply

Consider This: Toddlers practice their first steps with the support of adoring parents, grandparents, or siblings. How do we, as spiritual children, learn to live in assurance of salvation? Consider the members of your congregation. Pray, asking the Holy Spirit to impress on your mind the names of two individuals who could function as spiritual mentors.

Ask these people if they would covenant with you to meet once each week for three months for a time of Bible study on what it means to be a disciple of Jesus Christ. If you are uncertain of how to begin or what materials to use, ask your pastor to give you direction.

As God grows you in your relationship with Him through your fellowship with these friends, make plans for each of you to duplicate this small group discipleship relationship, this time with some friends from work or neighbors or work associates.
Further Study: “The Saviour presents the virtue of His mediation before the Father, and pledges Himself to the office of personal Intercessor. By proclaiming Himself as our Intercessor, He desires us to know that He places in the golden censer His merits and efficiency, that He may offer them with the sincere prayers of His people. How essential, then, that we pray much; for as our prayers ascend to the throne of God, they are mingled with the fragrance of Christ’s righteousness. Our voice is not the only voice heard. Before it reaches the ear of God, it blends with the voice of Christ, whom the Father always hears.”—Ellen G. White, Manuscript Releases, vol. 7, p. 166.

“But so long as Jesus remains man’s intercessor in the sanctuary above, the restraining influence of the Holy Spirit is felt by rulers and people. It still controls to some extent the laws of the land. Were it not for these laws, the condition of the world would be much worse than it now is. While many of our rulers are active agents of Satan, God also has His agents among the leading men of the nation. The enemy moves upon his servants to propose measures that would greatly impede the work of God; but statesmen who fear the Lord are influenced by holy angels to oppose such propositions with unanswerable arguments.”—Ellen G. White, The Great Controversy, p. 610.

Discussion Questions:

1. If God loves us and sent His Son to die for us, why is it necessary for Jesus to function still as a Mediator before the Father?

2. Review the book of Hebrews. What does it tell us about the reality, and importance, of Christ’s mediation in our behalf in heaven?

3. How does the reality of Christ’s ministration in heaven answer the question, What has Jesus been doing all these years since His resurrection?

Summary: After His resurrection and ascension, Christ continues His saving work through His mediation in the heavenly sanctuary. From there He mediates material blessings to human beings and preserves life on the planet. As our Mediator, He applies the full benefits of His atonement on the cross to those who respond to the invitation of the Spirit to find in Him their Savior.
United to Christ

SABBATH AFTERNOON

Read for This Week’s Study: Rom. 5:19, 6:3–6, 8:9, 2 Cor. 5:17, Gal. 4:5–7, 6:15, Eph. 4:24, Col. 3:10.

Memory Text: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has come!” (2 Corinthians 5:17, NIV).

Key Thought: To demonstrate that Christ’s work of reconciliation continues as He calls us to become members of the new humanity instituted by Him in His own person.

The sacrifice of Christ provides all that we need for salvation. This includes the possibility of union and permanent attachment to Him as Savior and Lord. This incorporation into Christ, through the ritual of baptism, is our participation in His death and resurrection; it’s our recognition that His death is our death because He died as our Substitute. Thus, we become united to Him. In this unity, we not only appropriate all the infinite benefits of His sacrifice but also become members of the new humanity instituted by Him in His own person. This union with Christ is, through the work of the Spirit, embodied in our incorporation into the church as the body of Christ. Thus, to be incorporated into Christ is to have a personal communion with Him and to be united to one another in the mystery of His church.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, December 20.*
The Two Humanities

Study the parallels and contrasts below and summarize the nature of the humanity made sinful by Adam and the new humanity made by Christ:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADAM</th>
<th>CHRIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Son of God<br>
(Luke 3:38)                                                        | 1. Son of God<br>
(Luke 3:22)                                                        |
| 2. Was disobedient<br>
(Rom. 5:19)                                                        | 2. Was obedient<br>
(Rom. 5:19)                                                        |
| 3. Introduced sin<br>
(Rom. 5:12)                                                        | 3. Brought grace for all<br>
(Rom. 5:20–22)                                                      |
| 4. Introduced reign of death<br>
(Rom. 5:17)                                                        | 4. Made possible the reign of life<br>
(Rom. 5:17)                                                        |
| 5. All his descendants are sinners<br>
(Rom. 5:19)                                                        | 5. Through Him many will be made righteous<br>
(Rom. 5:19)                                                        |
| 6. Brought condemnation<br>
(Rom. 5:18)                                                        | 6. Brought justification<br>
(Rom. 5:18)                                                        |
| 7. In him all die<br>
(1 Cor. 15:21)                                                        | 7. In Him all will be made alive<br>
(1 Cor. 15:21)                                                        |

The fall of Adam resulted in his spiritual death and separation from God. All of his descendants found themselves in the same situation as Adam, unable to overcome sin and death. Humans are, by natural birth, part of the humanity that belongs to Adam, a sinful humanity separated from God.

How then does one become part of the new humanity instituted by God through Christ? There’s only one way, and that is through the new birth. The new humanity is formed by those who were born from above and not from the flesh (John 3:3, 5, 6). These are those who saw in Christ God’s only means of salvation, believed in Him, and now have eternal life (vs. 15). They now belong to the new creation, liberated from the enslaving power of sin (2 Cor. 5:17). They have become children of God, members of the heavenly family. Paul describes this as adoption into God’s family (Gal. 4:5–7). Jesus was pronounced Son of God at His baptism, and we participate in His Sonship through adoption at baptism. Adoption does not suggest that we are less than children; on the contrary, “the Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God” (Rom. 8:16).

How should our lives in this new humanity differ from how they were in the old one? What tangible differences can you find? What does your answer tell you about yourself?
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: 2 Corinthians 5:17

The Student Will:
- **Know:** Accepting Christ binds us together as a new humanity.
- **Feel:** God’s invitation to feel united with Him and each other.
- **Do:** Discover ways to build up others.

Learning Outline:

I. Walking a New Path (Rom. 6:4)

- **A** As we follow Christ we will experience the newness of life. What actions are necessary to keep this newness fresh and untarnished in our daily lives? What aspects of our lives become new?

- **B** Which aspects of unity in Christ do you find most appealing? Which are more of a struggle?

- **C** God brought together Jews and Gentiles. What does this tell us about working to overcome differences and worship and work together? Unity can be experienced even though we may prefer different worship styles, Bible translations, and music. Explore why it is important to maintain unity even though we may choose to experience the worship of God in different forms.

II. We Are the Body (1 Cor. 12:13)

What does it mean to be in the body of Christ? How can we show that we take this idea seriously? How should this impact how we live and how we act toward those who are in need?

Summary: A new life requires new behavior. We can make these changes only with His power in our lives.
Making All Things New: A New Humanity

The ultimate goal of Christ’s work of salvation is to make all things new, thus permanently undoing the damage caused by sin. This hope for the “new” was announced by the prophets of the Old Testament, particularly by Isaiah, who talked about the creation of a new heaven and a new earth (Isa. 65:17). The Old Testament concept of newness is developed more fully in the New Testament, now from the perspective of the work of redemption through Jesus. Consequently, the “new” is not only what we anticipate through our hope in Christ but also what we are already experiencing now, as Christians. For instance, we have already entered into a new covenant with Christ (Mark 14:24); we are already walking in newness of life (Rom. 6:4). The new is here because Christ initiated it through the power of His death and resurrection.

The work of redemption is essentially one of re-creation, one so radical that it will result in a new heaven and a new earth. Yet, this work of re-creation does not begin with the new literal heaven and earth, or even with the re-creation of our old physical bodies. It begins with the creation of a new humanity. We must remember that the problem of sin is primarily and directly related to the fall of humans. The resolution of the problem begins with the eradication of its controlling power in the human heart. This has been possible through the work of Christ for us. This new humanity was initiated by Christ, in whom the divine and the human were permanently united. The new humanity is, therefore, the participation of humans in the humanity inaugurated by Christ.

This new humanity is not an invisible abstract phenomenon that lacks a concrete expression in history. It expresses itself in the church as the body of Christ. This new humanity is determined not by ethnic or social differences but only by the power of Christ to make us one in Him. Paul states that through Christ God brought together into the church Jews and Gentiles, and that it is His purpose “to create in [Christ] himself one new man out of the two” (Eph. 2:15, NIV). This new “man” or humanity is created in Christ in the sense that it participates in the unity with God made possible through Christ.

Read Galatians 6:15, Ephesians 4:24, and Colossians 3:10. What do these verses mean to you? How have you experienced the promises in them? What can you do to help see these promises brought to fruition in your own life?
Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Last week I went to the grocery store to purchase some items for a special meal I was to prepare for guests coming from out of town. I am familiar with this store, so I was going to run in and quickly pick up the items. For some reason the store had rearranged where they put what I was after and had substituted a different brand. All my previous plans had to be changed.

God has plans that may surprise us, yet they are always infinitely better than we could have imagined (Eph. 3:17–20). Discuss the concept of substitution. If you are doing a project and don’t have all the right parts, what have you had to substitute?

Jesus substituted His sinless life for our broken, rebellious, fatally flawed one. Share what that means to you.

STEP 2—Explore

Bible Commentary

I. Origins of Separation: Disobedience

Obedience presupposes respect and understanding of the requirements of parents or leaders and institutions. When Adam and Eve chose the serpent’s lies over God’s promises, their rebellion evidenced a lack of trust in their Creator. They had the clear statements of God and the clear statements of the serpent. They were totally in contrast to each other. Their choice revealed a lack of trust in God.

Consider This: In one short verse of Scripture, Paul sums up the salvation initiative, “By One man’s obedience many will be made righteous” (Rom. 5:19, NKJV). What does that mean? What wonderful hope is found for us in those words? Whose obedience is being talked about here, and how does it benefit us?
**Union With Christ**

**How does Paul describe the incorporation of humans into Christ?**  
*Rom. 6:3–6, 2 Cor. 5:17.*

No one is automatically in Christ apart from a personal faith commitment to Him. Our incorporation by faith into Christ expresses itself in baptism. The importance of this rite is vast.

First, it is a public declaration that the death of Christ was our death and that through His resurrection we are part of a new creation, a new humanity. Second, we did not die “in Christ,” but we were “baptized into his death.” Through baptism we joined Him in His sacrificial death, thus establishing a permanent relationship with Him. Third, the phrase “baptized into Christ” is interpreted by Paul to mean that we died “with Christ” (*Rom. 6:3, 8, NIV*) and that we were made alive “with Christ” (*Col. 2:13, NIV*). This is participatory language, indicating that our death to sin and our new life take place only and exclusively in union with Christ and never apart from Him.

In other words, the full benefits of Christ’s death are appropriated by us *only* when we by faith join Him in His death and resurrection. *Dying* with Him means recognizing Him as our Savior. To recognize Him as Savior means that we see in Him the Son of God dying on the cross for our sins and rebellion and that we experience repentance, baptism, and the forgiveness of sin (*Acts 2:38*). True conversion requires more than recognizing and accepting biblical truth. It calls for an acknowledgment of our true condition as sinners in order to help us realize that, separated from Christ, we are destined to a life of total slavery to sin and death and that our desperate condition can be radically changed only by coming to Jesus. This happens as we are united to Christ’s death.

Finally, our incorporation in the *resurrection* of Christ means that He has become our only Lord. Our participation in the power of His resurrection indicates that sin no longer rules over us. Paul asked, “We died to sin; how can we live in it any longer?” (*Rom. 6:2, NIV*). For him it is inconceivable that Christians will be controlled by the power of sin. Yet, he is aware of the fact that sin, though dethroned in our lives, is still attempting to rule over us again. Hence he writes, “Therefore do not let sin reign in your mortal body so that you obey its evil desires” (*Rom. 6:12, NIV*). This is possible through the power of the Holy Spirit received at our baptism. Our participation by faith in His death and resurrection are inseparable and testify to the fact that we belong to Him (*Gal. 3:27, 29; Col. 2:12*).
“God’s wonderful purpose of grace, the mystery of redeeming love, is the theme into which ‘angels desire to look,’ and it will be their study throughout endless ages. Both the redeemed and the unfallen beings will find in the cross of Christ their science and their song.”—Ellen G. White, *The Desire of Ages*, pp. 19, 20.

How do we begin that study now? Invite each class member to each find and share at least one other verse from Scripture that describes how Christ has come to overcome sin and restore fallen humanity.

II. Reunion

**Consider This:** In a dictionary, look up the words *restoration, reunion, and reconciliation*. Discuss those definitions in light of the fall of humanity and Jesus’ saving activities.

**Compare and Contrast:** Now look up the words *rebellion, disobedience, and alienation*. How does the contrast between these words and those above describe the sons of men versus Christ? Which words would you like to have used to describe yourself?

**Consider This:** Have class members read Romans 6:3–6 and 8:9 aloud. How do they define what it means to be united to Christ? Consider your friends who have not made their commitment to Jesus through baptism. What steps is the Holy Spirit asking you to take to engage these friends in a wonderful commitment to the One who has already died for them, who has already borne the penalty of their sins, and who already offers them the hope of eternity?

III. Recapturing Hope: United to Christ

Have class members take a mental walk through their house and share what new things they encounter. What is the difference between something that is “new” compared to something that is “old”? Why do we feel more positive toward the new items in our homes?
“In Christ”

From the following texts, how do we understand the phrase “in Christ”? Rom. 16:7, Gal. 3:28, Eph. 1:1, Col. 1:28, 1 Thess. 4:16.

The expression “in Christ” is used by Paul in a variety of ways. In some instances Paul uses “in Christ” to refer to something that God does in Christ. For instance, “God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ” (2 Cor. 5:19, NIV). Here the phrase conveys two main ideas; namely, that Christ is God’s exclusive instrument of reconciliation and that reconciliation is located in the person and work of Christ. The implication is that we can enjoy it only in union with Him. In fact, all the benefits of salvation found in the sacrifice of Christ are available to us only in Him. These include grace (Eph. 1:2), the gift of eternal life (Rom. 6:23), God’s call to a holy life (Phil. 3:14), election (Eph. 1:4), redemption (Col. 1:14), justification (Gal. 2:17), forgiveness (Eph. 4:32), and sanctification (1 Cor. 1:2). In Him we were created for good works (Eph. 2:10), we have access to God (Eph. 3:12), we are now seated in heavenly places (Eph. 2:6), we have an inheritance (Eph. 1:10, 11), we are triumphant (2 Cor. 2:14), we can do all things (Phil. 4:13), we are rooted and built up (Col. 2:7). All of these and much more are ours only in union with Christ.

The phrase is also used to indicate that everything the Christian does is done in union with Him: We rejoice in Him (Phil. 3:1), boast and glory in Him (Rom. 15:17), stand firm in Him (Phil. 4:1), are strong in Him (Eph. 6:10), and do works of faith in Him (Gal. 5:6).

The phrase “in Christ” also addresses one of the most damaging effects of sin. Sin decentralized and disoriented us, placing us under the controlling influence of evil. Christ is now our original center of existence and orients everything that we are and do. That center is now located outside us, in Christ, and it is in Him that we come to know ourselves and the glorious destiny prepared for us. Everything we do is to be determined by our union with Him, not by selfish concerns.

Go back and look over all those things that we have been given in Christ and then ask yourself, Am I availing myself of all that we have been promised through Christ? If not, why not?
Read 2 Corinthians 5:17. How does it describe spiritual newness?

**Compare and Contrast:** Both the Old Testament and the New Testament offer hope set in real-life stories. God seeks to reclaim His children. How does this invitation voiced through the writings of Paul in Galatians 4:5–7 compare to or contrast with the invitation spoken for God by Moses? “See, I set before you today life and prosperity, death and destruction. For I command you today to love the Lord your God, to walk in his ways, and to keep his commands, decrees and laws; then you will live and increase, and the Lord your God will bless you” *(Deut. 30:15, 16, NIV).*

**STEP 3—Practice**

**Thought Questions:**

1. What is the difference between being united *in* Christ and united *to* Christ? In church and ministry relationships, does one precede the other? Why?

2. Discuss the concept of two humanities. What does that mean to be either “in Adam” or “in Christ”? What is the difference? Are we born into Adam or Christ? When we are *born-again,* what happens to us?

**Life Applications:**

1. Paul invites the Colossians, and each one of us, to “put on the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator” *(Col. 3:10, NIV).* Read this passage in its context, Colossians 3:1–17. Make two lists; what does Paul invite us to “put to death” *(vs. 5, NIV)*, and what does he encourage us to “clothe yourselves with” *(vs. 12, NIV)*? What does all this mean in a practical sense? How can these images be
In Christ: The Spirit and the Church

Study Romans 8:9, read the following comments, and then try to explain in your own words the meaning of the passage.

There is a very close connection between the Spirit and Christ. Several ideas in Romans 8:9 deserve some attention. First, there is a contrast between being in the flesh and being in the Spirit. Believers are not in the flesh; that is, they are not controlled by their fallen nature, not in a state of rebellion against God and unable to submit to the divine will (vss. 6–8). They are, rather, in the Spirit; that is, they are spiritually alive (vs. 10) and have become children of God (vs. 14), and sin does not rule over them. The passage describes two incompatible ways of life: One belongs to the old creature and the other to the new creation, the new humanity in Christ.

Second, being in the Spirit means that one belongs to Christ. This indicates that to be in union with Christ is synonymous with being in the Spirit. The Spirit and Christ are not being equated, but it is suggested that Christ relates to believers through the Spirit. Union with Him is union with the Spirit. The gifts that are ours in Christ are also said to be in the Spirit. For instance, we are justified and sanctified by the Spirit (1 Cor. 6:11), we have “righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rom. 14:17, NIV), and we have fellowship in both the Spirit and Christ (1 Cor. 1:9, Phil. 2:1).

It’s also crucial to remember that union with Christ through baptism cannot be separated from union to the body of Christ, the church. To be baptized into Christ is at the same time to be “baptized by one Spirit into one body”—namely, the church (1 Cor. 12:13, NIV). The image of the church as the body of Christ designates the unity and the interdependence of believers with one another and with Christ. Such union is reflected or manifested in a life lived in Christ/in the Spirit. The members of the church often are identified as those who are “in Christ,” indicating that sometimes the phrase simply means “to be a Christian” in the sense of living a life totally determined by what Christ has done for them.

Look at your life in the past 24 hours. What practical evidence exists that you are living “in Christ”? How is your union with Christ reflected in the way you relate to other church members who are also part of the body of Christ?
made real in our lives? Why must they be made real?

Renew your commitment to spend time in His Word and prayer each day; ask Him to renew you in His image.

Witnessing
Build a time line of activities that would lead someone from being like fallen Adam/fallen humanity to being like Christ. Engage in the life of a person to be the agent of invitation to Jesus in their lives. Your first step might be an invitation to a meal or shared activity. Pray that the Holy Spirit will reveal to you the best time to share your conversion story, and ask that individual to accept Jesus as a personal Savior.

STEP 4—Apply

The printed page, the airwaves, and the Internet are full of invitations to try and to buy the “new and improved” or “superior” or “latest and greatest.” They offer counterfeit avenues to happiness. God offers us true peace, purpose, and possibility. We intellectually know that what He offers is truly all that we need, but sometimes we don’t take the step to claim His offered gift as personally ours.

Today—right now—Jesus invites you to become “new” in Him again. “You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your old self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in the attitude of your minds; and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness” (Eph. 4:22–24, NIV). In groups of two, recommit yourselves to Christ using these words, “Dear Jesus, I come to You today asking that You help me to put on the new self You have designed for me. Through Your Holy Spirit’s power that I invite to work in my life, make me like You in true righteousness and holiness. Amen.”

Covenant with each other and as a class to make this invitation to Jesus each morning. Allow Him to design your agenda for the day so that you are completely “in Christ” during every activity of your day.
Further Study: “Christ gave to humanity an existence out of Himself. To bring humanity into Christ, to bring the fallen race into oneness with divinity, is the work of redemption. Christ took human nature that men might be one with Him as He is one with the Father, that God may love man as He loves His only-begotten Son, that men may be partakers of the divine nature, and be complete in Him.”—Ellen G. White, Selected Messages, book 1, p. 251.

“Are you in Christ? Not if you do not acknowledge yourselves erring, helpless, condemned sinners. Not if you are exalting and glorifying self. If there is any good in you, it is wholly attributable to the mercy of a compassionate Saviour. Your birth, your reputation, your wealth, your talents, your virtues, your piety, your philanthropy, or anything else in you or connected with you, will not form a bond of union between your soul and Christ. Your connection with the church . . . will be of no avail unless you believe in Christ. It is not enough to believe about Him; you must believe in Him. You must rely wholly upon His saving grace.”—Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, vol. 5, pp. 48, 49.

Discussion Questions:

1. At the present time the new and the old creations coexist in us. How do you, day by day, experience the reality of these two creations? Which one comes most naturally and easily to the surface, and why?

2. Scripture promises a new heaven and a new earth; that is, all that’s here is going to be swept away, gone forever. How should the awareness of the temporality of all things help us set priorities in our lives?

3. Describe in practical terms what it means for you to be “in Christ.” How does that experience impinge on the way you relate to God and to others?

4. How should the image of the church as the body of Christ impact the quality of the life of the church? What is it that keeps the members together as one body in Christ? Col. 3:14. How can you better contribute to the unity of the church in its message and mission?

Summary: Adam, through his sin, initiated a humanity separated from God. Christ came in union with God, overcame the enemy, died for our sins, and instituted a new humanity, one in union with God free from the enslaving powers of sin and death. We are by nature part of the old humanity but become members of the new through faith in Him. Thus, we begin a new life in union with Jesus and His church.
Atonement and Universal Harmony

SABBATH AFTERNOON

**Read for This Week’s Study:** Dan. 8:13, 14; 1 Cor. 4:5; 15:51–54; Heb. 9:23; Rev. 20:1–4, 11–15; 22:3–6.

**Memory Text:** “And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will live with them. They will be his people, and God himself will be with them and be their God. He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away’” (Revelation 21:3, 4, NIV).

**Key Thought:** To look at how God will consummate our salvation in Christ and restore harmony to the universe.

Christ’s work of salvation in our behalf will reach its ultimate goal when the earth will be fully reintegrated into the loving harmony and safety of the universal kingdom of God. The Lord is, even now, transforming sinners into saints who will one day populate this kingdom. His redemptive plan includes the transformation of society and nature through an act of re-creation that will also bring the cosmic conflict to an end. The Lord alone will establish that ideal society, one ruled by the love and justice of a God who sent His Son to die for sinful creatures, and He did it all in order to make it possible for these sinful creatures to be part of His universal and eternal kingdom one day. This process, before being fulfilled, will include the ultimate eradication of all evil.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, December 27.*
Universal Cleansing

The restoration of God’s creation to its original condition, once free from sin and uncleanliness, was represented in the Day of Atonement ritual. On that day the high priest came closer to the presence of God than on any other day of the year. The daily cleansing of the people that day reached its consummation and therefore pointed to the time when the whole universe will be free from sin.

**How does Daniel describe the final triumph of God over the forces of evil?** *Dan. 8:13, 14.*

Daniel uses Day of Atonement symbolism to describe the consummation of God’s redemptive work in Christ. The heavenly temple is where God has been—through the mediation of Christ—dealing with the sin problem. This work of mediation will come to an end through the final cosmic cleansing from sin and rebellious sinners—a process that began at the end of the 2,300 “days.” This cleansing is associated with God’s end-time judgment. In Daniel 7 this work of judgment takes place before His angelic host (*Dan. 7:9, 10, 22*) in the context of a court of law, showing that their final destruction has a legal foundation.

**How does the high-priestly work of mediation and judgment in the Old Testament find its fulfillment in Christ’s mediation?** *Heb. 9:23.*

The cleansing power of the sacrifice of Christ has also a future expression, represented in the cleansing ritual performed by the Levitical high priest during the Day of Atonement in the earthly sanctuary. In fact, Christ’s work of mediation reaches its climax in the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary, which is His work of judgment. By referring to the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary, Hebrews points back to the cleansing effectiveness of the sacrifice of Christ while pointing forward to its ultimate completion in the experience of His faithful people at the Second Coming (*Heb. 9:28*). This cleansing also looks forward to the establishment of the kingdom of God (*Heb. 12:28*), when all the enemies of Christ, who have already been defeated (*Heb. 2:14*), will “be made his footstool” (*Heb. 10:13, NIV*). This cleansing will result in an executive judgment “that will consume the enemies of God” (*vs. 27, NIV*), an act that will be the final cleansing of the universe from the presence of sin and evil.
The Lesson in Brief

Key Text: Revelation 21:3, 4

The Student Will:
Know: God’s plan will ultimately wipe out sin.
Feel: Assured that Satan will lose the war, and peace will be restored permanently to the universe.
Do: Live daily with the hope of Christ’s return.

Learning Outline:
I. God Cleans House (Dan. 8:13, 14; Heb. 9:23–28)

A When Lucifer fell, sin became a problem for both heaven and—after Adam’s fall—earth. Using the four-step process mentioned in the lesson, tell how, using these ideas, you would bring someone to Christ. Why would it be important for a non-Christian to understand how God is going to cleanse the sin problem from the universe?

B A Thousand Years to Judge:
God will allow the redeemed all the time they need to see the choices of the lost. Why is this important to the entire universe? What does the process of sacrifice, mediation, and judgment tell you about the patience and long-suffering of God? How can you use this to tell someone about Jesus?

II. The Blessed Hope

When Christ returns, His followers will rejoice. Historically we, as Adventists, have clung to this as the blessed hope. Why don’t we talk about this more today? What are things that may have dimmed our hope? How do we restore the hope and maintain it daily, even if Christ doesn’t return for another 50 years?

Summary: God’s plan is still in motion to wipe out sin. Our blessed hope will be realized.
Vindication of God’s People

Read 1 Corinthians 15:51–54 and Hebrews 9:27, 28. What is being described here, and what hope does it offer us?

The realization of our ultimate hope in Christ consists, first, in the radical transformation of human nature (1 Cor. 15:53), when we go from our corrupted and disfigured self to our true self, one no longer distorted and perverted by sin. We will be rid, too, of our wretched mortality.

Second, the realization of our hope at the Second Coming will consist in our being removed from the presence of evil in all its forms. This will lead to a new mode of existence, one permanently detached from the sphere of sin. Removed from the sinful social conditions that predominate all societies and cultures, we will be restored to the conditions originally created by God for the human race.

Third, the realization of the Christian hope at the return of Christ will consist of a permanent, unhindered, and visible access to our Savior. Believers look forward to a time when they will exist in the immediate presence of the Savior, never to be separated again (1 Thess. 4:17). This permanent union with our Lord and Redeemer will enrich the quality of human life in dimensions that we cannot even begin to anticipate now.

Finally, the consummation of the Adventist hope at the Second Coming will also consist of a harmonious social interaction. That will be a moment of reunion, a reencounter. The separation from loved ones occasioned by the power of death comes to an end through the re-creative power of the Savior (1 Cor. 15:54–57). The individual hope merges here with the collective hope of those who, throughout the ages, died in Christ while embracing the promises of God. This is the consummation of our reconciliation and will not be threatened by the presence of sin.

Why are all of the promises described above so important to us? What would our faith be without them? Why must our hope be “other-worldly”; that is, beyond anything that this present world offers, no matter how much good we seek to do here and now?
Learning Cycle

**STEP 1—Motivate**

**Harmony.** What came to mind when you heard that word? Did you think of a specific musical piece? Did a picture flash itself on your mind; a lion and a lamb lying down together, a picnic by a beautiful lake? Or was it a memory of some time in your family life that was special and joyful?

Have class members share their thoughts about what the idea of harmony brings to mind. What different things did they present? Was there anything specific in common that the various images had? Invite them to imagine themselves in the picture of Jesus with a child asleep on His lap. Ask them to share what heavenly harmony will be like.

How can we experience “heavenly harmony” while we await Christ’s return to take us home? Is it even possible in this world?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

**STEP 2—Explore**

**Bible Commentary**

**I. Universal Cleansing: Barriers to Harmony**

Daniel 8:14 presents a time line for hope: “Unto two thousand and three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed.” It also describes a world gone completely awry from God’s original plan, a world in need of divine intervention. Discuss the fall of humanity. What choices put us in such a desperate situation? How does our rebellion impact how we relate to God? Which words would you use to describe your relationship with God right now? What daily choices are you making? What do they reveal about your relationship to God? What changes might you need to make?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED
Judging the Evil Powers and the Wicked

When and how will God deal with the phenomenon of sin in His rebellious creatures? 1 Cor. 4:5, 6:3, Rev. 20:1–4.

The resolution of the sin problem takes place in stages because of the complexity of the problem of sin and God’s interest in revealing to the universe His justice. First of all, in the Bible the millennium is an indispensable event that will lead to a cosmic revelation of God’s justice, and it will result in the full reconciliation of all the things on earth and in heaven (Col. 1:20).

The millennium indicates that at the Second Coming the cosmos is not yet ready for the annihilation of unrepentant sinners, of Satan, and of his fallen angels. The extinction of a fragment of God’s intelligent creation must take place at the appropriate moment, when it will result in the healing of the universe and the restoration of perfect harmony. Otherwise, the result could be a fragmentation deeper than the one that Satan first caused. The millennium provides the needed time to create universal support for God’s solution to the great controversy.

Second, the millennium is a time of cosmic reflection and analysis. Time will be spent, by both the redeemed and Satan, reviewing the results of the great controversy. Satan and his angels, imprisoned on a desolated planet, will have plenty of time to think about what they have done. Together Satan and his angels will reflect on the results of their rebellion against the loving government of God. This introspection will contribute to the reconciliation of the universe.

Third, the reflection in heaven takes place in the setting of the judgment of the wicked (1 Cor. 6:2, 3; Rev. 20:4). The redeemed ones will join the heavenly court and will participate in the examination of the lives of those who persisted in their rebellion against God. They will reign with Christ for one thousand years, in the sense that they will participate with Him in His judicial capacity. They can witness in the throne room of the universe the fact that God did all He could do to save repentant sinners and that the lost should now assume responsibility for their decisions. In short, we will all be convinced of the rightness of God’s final actions toward the lost.

What does it tell us about the character of God given that He will have this whole process unfold before the final destruction of the lost? How can you take this knowledge of God’s character and apply it to your life today, in that you can learn to trust Him in all things, no matter how bad they are now?
Consider This: “For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principali
ties, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against
spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Eph. 6:12, NKJV). Also see
Revelation 12:7–12. How does reading these texts give us understanding of
the origins of the turmoil and terror in our world? What insights does the
great controversy theme give us about evil and suffering, insights that
those who don’t understand the controversy might not be able to appreciate?
Why is our obligation to tell others so important?

II. God’s People, His Government Vindicated

In Daniel 9:4–19, Daniel prays a prayer of confession and total submis-
sion to God. Then in boldness he calls on God to act according to His will, “because your
city and your people bear your Name’” (vs. 19, NIV). God’s response found in
verses 20–24 indicates that He is attentive to our prayers of total surrender.

Compare and Contrast: How does Daniel’s attitude in prayer compare with
the violent scenes in Revelation 12:7–12 or with our attitudes when we come
before the God of the universe? How does Daniel’s life fit into the great
controversy between Christ and Satan?

Consider This: Revelation 20 (vss. 1–4 and 11–15) allows us to step into
the throne room of heaven to see the divine courtroom in session. The
final verdict is announced in favor of God and His children. How
does God’s disclosure of the details of the plan of salvation and its victor-
ious conclusion impact your worldview? Your trust of your Savior?
Your hope of the future?
Cosmic Reconciliation

How does the Bible describe the final resolution of the problem of sin in the universe? Rev. 20:11–15, 22:3–6.

Biblical hope embraces the universe, and it anticipates the moment when the reconciliation obtained through the blood of the Lamb will reach universal dimensions. This will happen at the end of the millennium, when the wicked are restored to life and Satan prepares to fight against God and His people in a last-ditch effort to gain the supremacy he’s always wanted. But it will be precisely after the millennium, when all the questions have been answered to the satisfaction of the redeemed, that the enemies of God will be confronted with the record of their sin and rebellion. At this time the conclusion reached by the heavenly family during their reflections in the millennial kingdom will coincide with the conclusion reached by the forces of evil on earth. There, before the throne of God, God’s justice and love will be publicly acknowledged by all the parties involved, including Satan, his angels, and the lost, who will publicly and voluntarily recognize that they were fighting for the wrong cause. They all will confess the righteousness of God, acknowledge the Lordship of Christ, and accept the divine sentence pronounced against them by the righteous One (Phil. 2:9–11), thus admitting that they deserve to die. This is the verdict reached by the people of God during the millennial judgment. The whole universe is finally in perfect agreement: The forces of evil must be eradicated. At that time the universe will be cleansed from any doubts there may have been concerning the justice and love of God, and every intelligent creature will be united in praising God’s love and justice.

The evidence against the lost will be so overwhelming that even “Satan sees that his voluntary rebellion has unfitted him for heaven. He has trained his powers to war against God; the purity, peace, and harmony of heaven would be to him supreme torture. His accusations against the mercy and justice of God are now silenced. The reproach which he has endeavored to cast upon Jehovah rests wholly upon himself. And now Satan bows down and confesses the justice of his sentence. . . . With all the facts of the great controversy in view, the whole universe, both loyal and rebellious, with one accord declare: ‘Just and true are Thy ways, Thou King of saints.’ ”—Ellen G. White, The Great Controversy, pp. 670, 671.

Read 1 Corinthians 4:5. How can you learn to trust the promise found there?
III. “In a Little While We’re Going Home”

Has anyone ever told you to “take a breather” and come back and look at a problem that had stymied you? When we are deeply wrapped up in the turmoil of a situation, it is hard to have any objectivity. God invites us to see harmony renewed through the gift of atonement and His activity in the universe. He shows us this parable of divine possibility through the sanctuary services and through the lives of real human beings recorded as stories in the biblical narrative. We begin to understand God’s principles as we see those people make both positive and negative choices.

**Consider This:** Have someone read the memory text aloud (Rev. 21:3, 4). Then have someone else read Revelation 22:3–6 aloud. As a class, sing the Doxology or the chorus of “The Wonder of It All.” God’s re-creation plans, His triumph over sin, are as real as His authority to accomplish His purposes. See Hebrews 6:13–19. Discuss how God’s hope anchors your soul.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

**STEP 3—Practice**

**Thought Questions:**

1. Using a dictionary, look up the word *vindication.* Now study how the Scriptures deal with the concept of vindication. See Psalm 43:1. How do these two sources compare or contrast? What does God’s vindication of His children mean to you?

2. How would you explain Jesus’ high priestly ministry to a twelve-year-old child or to a non-Christian? In what ways does your understanding of Christ’s ministry on your behalf color how you treat those who have sinned against you?

3. One author has encouraged, “It would be well for us to spend a thoughtful hour each day in contemplation of the life of Christ. We should take it point by point, and let the imagination grasp each scene, especially...
The Triumph of God’s Love

However much we anticipate our new existence, we for now, knowing only a world of sin and death, find it hard to imagine what one without those things would be like.

Read 1 Corinthians 13:9–13. What is Paul saying to us here?

“To dwell forever in this home of the blest, to bear in soul, body, and spirit, not the dark traces of sin and the curse, but the perfect likeness of our Creator, and through ceaseless ages to advance in wisdom, in knowledge and holiness, ever exploring new fields of thought, ever finding new wonders and new glories, ever increasing in capacity to know and to enjoy and to love, and knowing that there is still beyond us joy and love, and wisdom infinite—such is the object to which the Christian hope is pointing.”—Ellen G. White, *Healthful Living*, p. 299. We eagerly wait for the moment when “every faculty will be developed, every capacity increased. The acquirement of knowledge will not weary the mind or exhaust the energies. There the grandest enterprises may be carried forward, the loftiest aspirations reached, the highest ambitions realized; and still there will arise new heights to surmount, new wonders to admire, new truths to comprehend, fresh objects to call forth the powers of mind and soul and body.”—Ellen G. White, *The Great Controversy*, p. 677.

Such hope only can imagine the human race ranging “from world to world” and employing much of their time “in searching out the mysteries of redemption. And throughout the whole stretch of eternity, this subject will be continually opening to their minds.”—Ellen G. White Comments, *The SDA Bible Commentary*, vol. 7, p. 990. Nothing will bring more joy to the redeemed ones than exploring the mystery of their salvation, the significance of the cross of Christ. The glorious subject of the atonement will keep on challenging our deepest intellectual and spiritual capacities throughout eternity as we attempt to gain a more complete understanding of the love of God revealed on the cross.

How much time do you spend dwelling on the Cross? What useless thing could you do without, using that time instead to contemplate what we have been given in Jesus through the Cross?
Learning Cycle CONTINUED

the closing ones. As we thus dwell upon His great sacrifice for us, our confidence in Him will be more constant, our love will be quickened, and we shall be more deeply imbued with His spirit. If we would be saved at last, we must learn the lesson of penitence and humiliation at the foot of the cross.”—Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages, p. 83. Why is understanding the principle of infinite love so critical to our trust of our Savior?

**Life Application:**

God invites us to claim His promises and anticipate His answers *(Luke 21:36, 37)*. Consider your life situation, whether good or bad, in light of God’s promises. Make a daily agenda that includes steps or activities that match your desire to live out your assurance and trust in God.

**Witnessing**

Read 1 Corinthians 4:5. God invites us to wait for His purposes to be revealed. Some of our friends, family members, and neighbors seem to be living in total rebellion against God’s purposes for their lives. Plan to live in light of Paul’s admonition to the Corinthians. Pray for the people in your life who have seemed to turn their backs on God. As the Holy Spirit impresses you with actions to take to win them back to a saving relationship with God, respond in His grace and gentle winsomeness.

**STEP 4—Apply**

**Consider This:** Hebrews 9:23 allows us to pull back the curtain of the universe and see that heaven has been affected by humanity’s sin problem. In response, the Godhead sent a Savior. Read this passage in the context of Philippians 2:1–5 with a journal or notebook and pen at hand. What does it mean that Jesus came to serve you and that He invites you to serve others in the same way? Write a letter of response and commitment to God. Include practical ways you can live out the life of servanthood that Jesus modeled. Make a covenant with God to act on His call to serve others.
Further Study: “Shall we not then exalt the cross of Christ? The angels ascribe honor and glory to Christ, for even they are not secure except by looking to the sufferings of the Son of God. It is through the efficacy of the cross that the angels of heaven are guarded from apostasy. Without the cross they would be no more secure against evil than were the angels before the fall of Satan. Angelic perfection failed in heaven. Human perfection failed in Eden, the paradise of bliss. All who wish for security in earth or heaven must look to the Lamb of God. The plan of salvation, making manifest the justice and love of God, provides an eternal safeguard against defection in unfallen worlds, as well as among those who shall be redeemed by the blood of the Lamb. Our only hope is perfect trust in the blood of Him who can save to the uttermost all that come unto God by Him. The death of Christ on the cross of Calvary is our only hope in this world, and it will be our theme in the world to come. Oh, we do not comprehend the value of the atonement! If we did, we would talk more about it. The gift of God in his beloved Son was the expression of an incomprehensible love. It was the utmost that God could do to preserve the honor of his law, and still save the transgressor.”—Ellen G. White, Signs of the Times, December 30, 1889.

Discussion Questions:

1. Dwell on the implications of Ellen White’s words that even the angels are not secure except by looking at the Cross. What does that mean? What should that tell us about how central the Cross should be to our daily lives and walk with the Lord now?

2. Though our ultimate hope is other-worldly, how should this hope impact how we live here; that is, in how we seek to better live for others here?

3. Think about what God offers us. How foolish, how incredibly short-sighted, to squander that hope on anything that this life offers us. How can you learn to wean yourself away from the things of this world that could jeopardize your hope of a new life in God’s eternal kingdom?

Summary: The Day of Atonement pointed to the consummation of Christ’s work of salvation. It will result in the cleansing of the universe from sin and evil. That consummation begins with the vindication of the people of God and their removal from the presence of sin and Satan. The cosmic impact of the problem of sin will be dealt with through the millennial judgment and will result in the extermination of the forces of evil. After that, there will be a permanent union with God and the heavenly family, all made possible only through the atoning death of Christ. God’s love will be triumphant.